~get MAINS OUTPUT from BATIERY INPUT with

'tLASS B" COMPONENTS
TELSEN " CLASS B " DRIVER. TRANSFORMER.
Specially designed to take full advantage of the amazing possibilities
of " Class B " amplification, these latest Telsen transformers
represent a veritable triumph of British radio craftllmanship providing at a reasonable cost a performance that is literally unsurpassed. The core is of generous proportions giving complete
freedom from magnetic saturation and an entire absence of distortion.
Ratio I :1. Secondary D.C. Resistance 145 ohms each half. Total
Primary Inductance 25 henrys.
No. W.343 Price 8/6
Ratio 1.5:1 " Class B" Driver Transformer. Primary Inductance
33 henrys. Resistance half sec. 140 ohms.
No .. W.359 Price 8/6

TELSEN " CLASS B "
OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
Employs a core of generous
proportions giving complete
freedom from magnetic saturation and an absence of distortion. The very low D.C.
Resistance of the prim8.ry
winding is an effective safeguard against voltage drop
on the heavy peak currents.
Primary D.C. Resistance, 200
ohms each half.
Total
Primary Inductance, 16
henrys. Ratios 35:1, 50:1 and
65:1.
No. W;344 Price 8/6

TELSEN " CLASS B "
VAL YE HOLDERS
These valve-holde!s are
accurately constru~ted
to accommodate several
new types of valve, such
as the " Class B " valve.
They are made in the
solid and anti-microphonic
types and in both types
the contact sockets are
extended in one piece to
form the soldering tags,
thus ensuring perfect
connection. The terminals
arc numbered according
to the system standardis£d
by the IU\I.A.

TELSEN " CLASS B "
OUTPUT CHOKE
Provides perfect matching
between the " Class B " valve
and any loudspeaker which is
normally suitable for use with
Triodes or Pentode valves,
the different ratios available
enabling accurate coupling to
be achieved in all cases.
D.C. Resistance, 220 ohms
(half winding). Total Inductance, 18 henrys.
No. W.345 Price 8/6

Rigid Type
No. W.337

Price I /6

Anti-microphonic Type
No. W.338

Price I f9

RADIO COMPONENTS FOR LASTING EFFICIENCY

___ AMAZING PRICE TRIUMPH.!

A HIGH QUALITY +mtd.

ELECTRO:t
CONDENSER/Or.
HESE new Electrolytic Condensers are an outstanding achievement in condenser design and are
ideal for use in smoothing circuits and other positions
in which high voltage high capacity condensers . are
The special bracket and terminal supplied
required.
with the condenser enables it to be mounted on any
type of baseboard or chassis.

T

Capacity
4 mfd.
6 "

8 "

275 working
peak voltage
Price
No.
W.393
3.16
W.394
39
4W.395

500 working
peak voltage
No.
Price
W.396
416
W.397
51W.39S
5 :5

TELSEN LOW VOLTAGE
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
Ideal where a very high capacity with a
fairly low voltage is required, as in automatic bias circuits for L.F. valves. Very
compact, with wired ends for easy suspension in the wiring.

No. W.399 25 mfd. at 25 volts, 2/6
No. W.400 50 mfd. at 25 volts, 31No. W.401 25 mfd. at 50 volts, 3/-

TELSEN SMALL TUBULAR CONDENSERS
A new range of very small tubular condensers, which are quite as efficient as
the larger types. Tested up to 1,500 volts. Wired ends make them very
suitable for suspension in the wiring.
Capacity
Capacity
No.
Price
No.
Price
.002 mfd.
.ooor mfd.
W.402
1/W.407
1/.0002 ,
W.403
1/W.408
l/.005 "
.0003 ,
W.404
1/W.409
1/.oo6 "
.OI
.ooos ,
W.405
1/W.4IO
1!3
.I
.oor
W.406
1/W.411
1/6

"

TELSEN RESISTORS
WITH WIRED ENDS
Very smaH and light, and easily suspended
in the wiring of a receiver. The resistance
is identified by the standard colour code.
The resistance value is also :printed on the
carton. Negligible self-capacity and inductance. Noiseless in use. Value remains un~
changed under the most adverse circumstances. Supplied in the following values ; -

Powerratingof!watt: 250,500,1,000,1,250,
5,000, 10,000, 20,000, 25,000, 50,000,
100,000, 250,000, 500,000 ohms resistance

Price 1/-

Power rating of 1 watt: 250, 500, 1,000,
1,250, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000, 25,000, 50,000,
100,000, 250,000, 500,000 ohms reSistance

Price 1/-

Power rating of 2 watts; 250, 500, 1,000,
1 250, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000, 25,000, 50,000,
lliO,OOO, ohms resistance
. . Price 2/3 and 6 watt types can be supplied 011
demand.

This is the actual size
ofoneofthe
•

amazzngnew

TELSEN
-the smallest andmost seledive

---tuning coils ever produced/
TELSEN
IRON-CORED
SCREENED COILS
The results of extensive research,
these coils employ an iron-dust core
which has enabled their size to be
greatly reduced without sacrifice of
efficiency, which is considerably
higher than that of the majority of
air-cored coils. Magnification and
selectivity are correspondingly improved, while the metal screening
can prevents the occurrence of unwanted interaction.
These coils
can be used either as aerial tuning
coils or H.F. transformers, a reaction winding being included.
Single Coil ..

No. W.349

816
Twin Matched Coils, No. W.422

171Triple Matched Coils, No. W-423

2516

MALL enough to hold in the palm of your handonly two inches high-yet it has entirely revolutionised radio reception ! A big claim-but not too big
for the amazing Telsen IRON-CORED Tuning Coil to
substantiate. For this great little component makes an
ordinary three-valver as ultra-selective as a superhet. !
The brilliant new principle underlying its construction
is the secret of its performance-its astounding selectivity
and its tremendous magnification-while Telsen's unique
application of this principle is the secret of its amazing
compactness-occupying less valuable baseboard space
than any other tuning coil ever produced. Insist on
Telsen IRON-CORED Tuning Coils-they will make
all the difference to your new set!

S

3

Joint Technical Editors :

Editor:

R. G. D. Holmes, A.lnst.W.T., A.I.Rad.E.
A. F. Poynton.

RUPERT COLLINS

EDITORIAL COMMENT

T has always been our desire to anticipate the needs of the
home constructor when planning our programme of new
components and constructor sets for the Telsen Radiomag,
and the range will now include, among many others, "Oass B"
components, Iron Cored Coils, A.C. and D.C. Eliminators,
Electrolytic Condensers, Tubular Condensers, Resistors, Screened
H.F. Chokes, and a range of "Oass B" Kits, Battery and
All-Mains Sets.
We have also made enormous price reductions throughout
the Telsen range of components, for instance, Interfrequency
Transformer Coils have now been reduced from I2/6 to 7/6,
" Ace " Transformers from 5/6 to 4/9, " Radiogrand " Transformers, ratios 3:1 and 5:1, from 7/6 to 6/9 and other ratios in
proportion, Dual Range Aerial and Anode Coils from 7/6 to
5/6 and 5/6 to 4/6 respectively, I mfd. Paper Condensers
from 2/3 to I/9, 2 mfd. from 3/- to 2/6 and all other capacities
accordingly, Single Condenser Units from 9/6 to 7/6, Twin
Ganged Condensers from I5/6 to I2/6, Triple Ganged from
22/6 to I7/6, Logarithmic Variable Condensers from 4/6 to 3/6,
Binocular H.F. Chokes from 5/- to 3/6 and many others, fully
described and illustrated in the coloured supplement of this issue.
This year is perhaps one of the most outstanding in radio, for
it is probably true to say that at no time in the past have so
many new and remarkable developments been introduced, all
more or less at the same time. We are, of course, referring to
such revolutionary developments as " Oass B " amplification,
Iron Cored Coils, all-metal Valves and others, too numerous
to mention.
With the addition of '' Class B " amplification a new era in
battery-operated receivers has been created, it is now possible

I
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for the home constructor to build a battery-operated receiver
giving an output and quality of reproduction comparable to
the best all-mains driven set. In view of this, we are introducing
an outstanding " Oass B Four " receiver and those of our
readers who build this set will be astounded that such selectivity,
quality and enormous volume can be obtained from a batterydriven receiver.
For those constructors who wish to build an efficient three-valve
set we would refer them to the Telsen Battery Screened-Grid
Three, this has the popular and well-tried favourite valve
combination of Screened-Grid, Detector and Pentode Output,
and, like the "Oass B Four," employs the sensational new
Telsen Iron Cored Coils.
With a view to making the Radiomag as comprehensive as
possible, we are including a de-luxe A.C. Mains Super-heterodyne Receiver which employs five valves and is undoubtedly
one of the foremost receivers of its type ever presented to the
home constructor, embodying as it does every ultra-modem
refinement. For each of the above sets a full-size I/- Blue
Print is included free in this issue.
Owing to the enormous success and popularity of the three
receivers described in the previous Radiomag (No. 4), and in
consequence of so many readers' requests we are giving abridged
articles relating to these for the benefit of new readers.
Previous issues of the Radiomag can be obtained either from
your radio dealer, newsagent or direct from us, price 6d. post
free. Correspondence and suggestions relating to the Radiomag
will be welcomed and should be addressed to the Editor, Telsen
Electric Co., Ltd., Birmingham.
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p to the present time, the battery set user has been at a
great disadvantage as compared with the mains user, in
the matter of power output and quality. It is generally
accepted that, to afford realistic reproduction, a radio receiver
must delivet; between one and two watts of undistorted power
to a moving coil loudspeaker. An output of this order is easily
obtained from an all electric receiver, without entailing heavy
running costs, but if an attempt is made to extract it from a
battery operated receiver, it involves such a heavy current drain
from the H. T. battery that running costs become so high as to
be out of all reason. Hence, in the interests of economy, the

gauged from the fact that, by its use, a battery set may be made to
give two watts undistorted power output, without exceeding the
current supply capabilities of the smallest capacity H.T. battery.
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FIG. I
battery set user has usually to content himself with an output
of about 250 milliwatts
watt), which affords results falling far
short of those given by his friends' all electric
receivers.
All this, however, is likely to be altered by the
advent of a system of amplification known as
Class " B," which opens up a new era for
the battery set, and which promises to
put it on equal footing with the mains
set, whilst maintaining great
economy in running costs. Some
idea of its possibilities may be

et

FIG.2

At this stage, the reader naturally asks, what is Class " B " ?
and in what way is it different from the orthodox system of
amplification?
Broadly speaking, the essential difference between Oass " B "
and the present system of amplification (officially known as
Oass "A") is that with the latter system, the anode (H.T.)
current taken by the output stage is held at a steady value,
irrespective of the strength of the signal being
received. It should be remembered that the
H.T. current taken by the output stage is the
major portion of that consumed by the whole
set, the current taken by the early valves,
///_........,.__ is, by comparison, quite small. With
a Class " B " system, the anode
current taken by the output
stage is made to vary proportionately with signal strength.
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This may be more clearly understood by reference to Fig. I,
which represents the familiar type of curve relating anode
current to grid voltage for a thermionic valve.
In Oass "A" operation, the valve would be biassed to the
point "X," so that the standing anode current, as indicated by
the dotted line " XL " would be about 12 mA. The application of a signal voltage "V," to the grid of the valve, would
cause the anode current to vary as shown at " A." Although
the anode current is seen to vary in proportion to the grid
voltage, it will be seen that during a complete input wave cycle
the average value of the anode current remains at 12 mA., the
same as if no signal was being received. In Class " A " operation, of course, the signal voltage is never allowed to carry the
valve beyond the cut-off point "Y," or the region where grid
current commences to flow, at "Z." When this happens,
distortion results, hence, the largest signal that this valve would
accommodate without distortion, is represented by "VI." It
will be seen that with this large signal, the anode current ("AI")
still remains at the same average value as with the small signal.
The large standing anode current taken by the valve is only
necessary to take care of the large voltage swings such as "VI,"
corresponding to extra loud passages in the broadcast matter.
Now, with the average type of programme, these large signal
voltages are only produced occasionally, the average signal level
being only 15% or so of these large peak values. Furthermore,
there are many intervals during which no sound at all is
broadcast.

between the two valves, and, whilst positive at the grid of
one valve, is negative at the grid of the other valve. Thus,
each valve operates alternately, amplifying a positive half wave
input voltage, whilst its companion valve is inactive. The two
half wave outputs of each valve are combined in a centre tapped
output transformer or choke, to produce an amplified replica
of the complete input wave.
The first application of this principle, in this country, appeared
recently in the " Quiescent Push-Pull " system. With this
scheme, two pentodes in push-pull are biassed to the cut-off
point, and operate as described, each valve amplifying alternate
half cycles. This system works very well, but the two valves
have to be accurately matched to each other, by individual
adjustments of the voltage on their priming grids, if distortion
is to be avoided. This, in practice, presents considerable
difficulty, also, an output stage employing two pentodes is
somewhat expensive, and so "Q.P.P." as it is called, is tending
to fall into disuse. It is being superseded by a system which is
known as " Positive Drive Oass B " amplification, to give
it its full tide, but which is usually referred to loosely as
Oass "B."
In this system, two triode valves operate alternately in a push
pull circuit, as shown in Fig. 3· Each valve operates at the
point where anode current is practically cut off, so that the
anode current when no signal is being received, or the
"quiescent" current as it is called, is very low indeed. With
the valves designed for this work, however, the cut-off point
occurs at zero grid volts, instead of at a high value of negative
grid bias, as with ordinary amplifying valves. When a
signal is being received, the grids of the valves swing positive
and run into grid current, alternately. When this happens, the
grid filament paths within the valves become conductive, and
power is drawn from the grid circuit. This power is supplied
via the input or "driver" transformer, as it is called, from the
preceding valve which is termed the "driver" valve. The half
wave outputs from each Class "B" valve are combined in a
push-pull output circuit.
The reason for the term " positive drive " now becomes evident.
The grids of the Oass " B " output valves are driven positive
by the input signal voltage, instead of being driven up to zero
grid volts from a high value of negative bias, as is the case with
Q.P.P. When triode valves are operated as Oass "B"
amplifiers, great economy is obtained, but the power output is
FIG.3.
somewhat small, unless their grids are allowed to attain positive
It is obvious, therefore, that a system in which H.T. current is
voltages.
proportional to signal strength, will effect a great saving on the
We have always been told that when an amplifying valve runs
present system. The method by which Oass " B " achieves
into grid current, distortion is produced. In the normaJ type
of amplifier however, this is due to the fact that the valve input
this result may be made clear by referring to Fig. 2.
In Class "B" operation, the valve is biassed to the cut-off
circuit (usually the secondary of an intervalve transformer) has
point "Y," so that when no signal is being received, the anode
very high impedance so that the smallest flow of grid current
current, as indicated by the dotted line "YM," is at a negligible
produces considerable "damping" with consequent distortion
value.
of the input voltage wave.
If now a signal voltage ''V2" is applied to the grid, the anode
With a Class "B" system therefore, the driver transformer is
current, as indicated by"A2,"will increase proportionately during
designed so as to have a low impedance secondary winding, so
the positive half cycle and will attain an average value, indicated
that the grid filament load of the Oass " B " valve
by the dotted line " BC." When the input voltage
~~~:;~~~which amounts to only a few thousand ohms,
wave swings negative, the valve will be carried
""
imposes negligible damping. In actual practice,
beyond the cut off point " Y," and anode
the driver transformer has a step down ratio
current will cease to flow entirely. Under
from its primary to each half of its secondary,
these circumstances chronic distortion
instead of the usual step up ratio.
would be produced, and so in Oass
The reason for this is that the
" B " operation, two output valves
~' driver "
valve has to supply
power into the Class " B " grid
in " push-pull " are used, as
shown in Fig. 3, so that the
circuits, as we have seen, and to
(continued on page 41)
input signal voltage is divided
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LTHOUGH the new iron-cored tuning coils are probably
the most up-to-date feature of modem radio technique, it
s nevertheless a fact that inductances working on a
similar principle have been employed in line telephony work for
many years. However, before these principles could be extended
to radio frequency coils a large number of serious difficulties had
to be surmounted, and it is only after prolonged research work
that Iron Cored Tuning Coils have become a practical possibility.
It is the aim of this article to explain in as brief a manner as
possible the difficulties encountered, and the way they have been
overcome.
It is well known that the inductance of a coil of wire can be
increased by increasing the number of turns, but perhaps it is
not so well known that the insertion of a " magnetic " substance
such as iron, nickel or cobalt, into the centre of the coil will also
increase the induc-tance. Now in the design of a coil many factors
have to be considered ; the inductance must attain a specified
value, the energy losses should be low, and the physical dimensions small. Unfortunately, these requirements are in direct
opposition to each other, for if we raise the inductance by increasing the number of turns of wire, we also increase the
resistance and hence the losses. A reduction in physical size
has a similar effect. However, by introducing a core of iron into
the centre of the coil a much smaller number of turns is needed
to obtain the required inductance, and in consequence the coil
has a low resistance and correspondingly low losses. The former
required to support the turns is also reduced in size, and it is
found that the screening can may be made much smaller.
Unfortunately, the insertion of an ordinary iron core introduces
additional power losses which are so great as to spoil completely
the performance of the coil. This is due to the fact that circulating currents or " eddy currents " are induced in the iron
itself, since iron is a conductor of electricity. Research has been
carried out in the Telsen Laboratories with the object of producing a core, which, while highly magnetic, would be a nonconductor of electricity, so that no eddy-currents could flow
in the core and power loss would be eliminated.
Such a core has now been produced by means of a truly wonderful process. A suitable magnetic alloy of iron is produced in the

.-------<:J4
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DIAGRAM
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AERIAL TUNER

A core of this matetial is used
in the new Telsen Iron Cored
Screened Coils, and in consequence though very small
and compact, they are nevertheless much more efficient
than the majority of aircored coils. The windings
have been very carefully
designed, and are spaced
from the core to reduce selfcapacity to a minimum value,
while the screening can,
though small, fulfil its purpose with great efficiency.
Fig. I shows the circuit
diagram of the T elsen Iron
Cored Screened Coil and
Fig. 2 illustrates its use as
aerial tuner and H.F. Transformer.

H.T.+

FIG.2

form of minute particles, as fine as dust. Each par~·c,l~e~~iijlliii~~I~t can also be used as band pass tuner, parallel
is lightly covered with a film of insulation, and, with
fed tuned grid coupling, etc., all of which are
fully described in the leaflet supplied with
millions of others and a special binding material,
is moulded under great pressure into a solid
the coil.
block. It is obvious that although the
These high efficiency coils are employed
in the "Telsen Oass B Four" and
resulting substance is composed mainly
of iron, and so is highly magnetic, it is
"Screened Grid Three," up-to-date
impossible for eddy-currents to
receivers with many other new
be set up, since each particle
features, which are described in deis insulated from its fellow.
tail in this issue of the Radiomag.
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LMOST every owner of a wireless set must at some
time have wondered at the number and variety of fixed
resistances and condensers in his set, what their precise
actions are, and how they are constructed. The object of thi5
article is to explain the fundamental principles underlying the
action of these two components and to indicate a few of their
uses.
Every article in the world contains particles of elect~city, and
these particles, called electrons, are capable of movmg along
inside some substances called " conductors " (such as copper)
when urged to do so by an electrical pressure or " voltage." In
other substances, such as mica, the particles are unable to move
about and these are called " non-conductors " or " insulators."
The fa~.-1: that a voltage (pressure) is required to cause these
electrons to flow through a conductor indicates that they are
experiencing a resistance to their motion, and the relation between
the quantity of electricity per second (current), the pressure
(voltage) and the " resistance " of the conductor is expressed by
the well-known equation called Ohm's law, which states that the
pressure across a conductor (in volts) equals the current flowing
through the conductor (in amps.) multiplied by the resistance
of the conductor in ohms.
For example, to cause a current of rjro amp. to flow through a
valve filament of resistance 20 ohms, we should require a pressure
of 2 volts, since 2 =I/ I oX 20. It is important to use the correct
units, either volts, amps. and ohms, or, as is usual in wireless
calculations, volts, milliamps. (thousandths of an amp.) and
thousands of ohms.
The electrons generate heat in their passage through the conductor and the power expended in this way is found by multiplying the pressure in volts by the current in amps. The
answer is given in watts. (746 watts equal one horse power.)
Thus, in the last example, the power consumed by the valve
filament is 2 X rjro or I/5 watt.
The essential requirements for a resistance used iri a radio
receiver are that its value must be correct and it must not change
appreciably with temperature, time, or applied voltage, also it

A

PLATES

(b)

(a)

(d)

(c)

(f)

(e)

FIG.I.
dose proxuruty. Fig. 1 (a) shows the two copper plates
separated by a sheet of mica, and Fig. I (b) a mechanical
arrangement which is analogous to an electrical condenser,
namely a flat box divided into two by a flexible rubber diaphragm.
The box and connecting pipes are filled with water. Now
suppose this box to be connected up to a cylinder and piston as
in Fig. I (c). When the piston moves to the right, there will
be a pressure on the upper side of the diaphragm causing it to
bend as in (e). The shaded portion indicates the amount of
water which is forced into the top of the box (or out of the
bottom) and this may be called the "charge" of water. The

must
get hot resistances
in use and this
callstypes
for generou~s~.~~~i~~~~~c~o~rresponding
electrical
circuitway
of Fig.
I (d) wurks
design.not Telsen
of all
fulfil
in an exactly
analogous
except
that the
these conditions as well as many other requirecharge is composed of electricity instead of
ments too numerous to mention.
water. The amount of charge produced by
Now let us consider the condenser. This
unit pressure is a measure of the "capacity"
consists essentially of two metal plates
of the condenser to hold electricity
separated by a thin insulating sheet so
and is measured in microfarads
that electricity cannot flow
(mfd.).
directly from one plate to the
Now imagine the piston to have
other, though they are in very
completed its stroke to the
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right and to return towards the left. The diaphragm will now
flatten and then bend in the opposite direction (Fig. 1 (f). If
the piston is now moved rapidly to and fro the water will surge
first in one direction and then the other, and we have an alternating current flowing around the circuit.
Now a double change of direction is called a " cycle " and the
number of cycles performed in one second is termed the '' frequency." For example, the standard frequency of power
supply in this country is 50 cycles per second (50 c.p.s.). Since
current is the quantity of electricity delivered in unit time
(cubic feet per minute for water or amperes for electricity)
obviously, the higher the frequency the greater the number of
charges of electricity delivered in the same time, i.e., the greater
the current. Again, if we double the capacity, or the voltage,
we double the magnitude of each charge, and so the current is
doubled. Thus an increase of frequency, voltage, or capacity,
results in a corresponding increase of current.
It will be readily understood that since the water in the pipe
possesses inertia (massiveness) it will not attian such a high
maximum speed when acted upon by a pressure which varies
rapidly, as it would if the pressure varied more slowly. One
might almost say that being pushed first one way and then the
other it is not given time to go either way. This property of
inertia is also found in an electrical circuit, in which case it is
called " inductance " and a coil of wire containing a large number
of turns may have a very high inductance. Such a coil, whilst
passing a steady current easily, offers an impedance to the
passage of alternating currents which increases with the frequency.
This raises an important point in connection with the design of
condensers. Large condensers of 0.01 mfd. capacity and above,
are commonly made by rolling up two strips of metal foil
interleaved with specially prepared paper insulation ; in this way
a compact type of construction called the self-sealing type is
obtained.
However, the length of these strips is considerable and their
inductance by no means negligible, so that although they should
pass a high frequency current easily, due to their inductance
they offer considerable opposition. When employed in H.F.
circuits a condenser of this kind may cause considerable trouble
in the form of instability, or a reduction in amplification. With
this in mind, Telsen Self-Sealing Condensers are made to have
negligible inductance by making contact with the foil at frequent
intervals. The current is thus conveyed to every part of the
foil without having to traverse its length.
It will also be seen that if a resistance is to offer the same opposition to currents of all frequencies, it should have neither inducA
tance nor capacity. In buying Telsen
resistances of all types the reader can be
sure that both inductance and capacity
have been reduced to a negligible
quantity.
Now let us consider Fig. 2, in which
the resistance and condenser are connected "in parallel." It will be seen
that since a direct current
cannot pass through C
it has to overcome the
FIG.2.
large resistance of R,
thus requiring a steady pressure (voltage)
between A and B to enable it to do so.
However, alternating currents will experience little difficulty in passing
from A to B via the condenser,
especially if this is large and
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non-inductive. Thus the alternating pressure required between
A and B is small. This arrangement is of great practical value,
and, in Fig. 3, are illustrated some of its applications.
It is necessary in an amplifying valve (Fig. 3a) that the cathode
should be at higher steady voltage than the grid, and that any
alternating currents flowing through the valve shall not change
this voltage. As we have seen, this is just what the resistance
and condenser will do, since the steady component of the valve
current sets up a steady voltage across R while the alternating
component passes via C. For biassing L.F. valves the Telsen
Low Voltage Electrolytic Condensers W.399 to W.4or, which
have remarkably large capacities considering their small size
and low cost, are especially suitable. For H.F. valves the
self-sealing 0.1 mfd. Condenser W.231 should be used. A
suitable resistance should be chosen from the large range of
cartridge type resistors.
A

H.T.+
ANODE
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,0:::>
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Wl-

POWER

:r::
::::l
..... Cl..

VALVE

l-

01-

~S

c

18MFD

(d)

-

~

-1-

SMOOTHING CIRCUIT
H.T.

B
EARTH

(c)

FIG.3

The circuit of Fig. 3 (b) which is really the same as Fig. 2 can
be put to at least four different uses. If point A is connected
to the anode circuit of a valve, the alternating currents flow
through the condenser in preference to the resistance and so
are kept out of the H.T. battery where they might set up instability (howling). This is known as " decoupling "
the anode circuit. If A is connected to the
screening grid of an S.G. valve, no alternating
voltages can appear there because of the
condenser C, but the steady direct voltage
from the H.T. battery is applied
Qi;~• through the resistance. The same
applies to the priming grid of
a pentode. However, in passing
current through R, some of
(continued on page 54)
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ESPITE the fact that electricity supply undertakin(J"s are
good reception followed by poor volume and distorted reproducto-~ay very extensive indeed, there are a large number of
tion due to the rapid fall in his H.T. voltage.
rad10 users who have no electricity supply mains available,
Having purchased a good battery the reader can do much to obtain
and who are therefore obliged to operate their receivers from
the best possible service from it. He should keep it in a cool dry
b~tteries. The battery user, however, is not nowadays at such a
place, and limit the current drawn from it to a minimum value
d1sadvantage as formerly when compared with the mains set user
by
replacing the G.B. battery every six months, and keeping the
~or impr~vemen;~ in valves and batteries, and particularly th~
G.B. plugs at the highest negative tapping consistent with good
mtroducuon of Oass B " amplification, have brought about a
quality.
great reduction in running costs. Even so, neglect of a few
si~ple precautions may offset all these advantages, and cause the
Now let us consider
Wlreless set to become an expensive nuisance instead of an
1:so
the L.T. battery.
-----------------inexpensive source of pleasure.
Attention to detail
:;g
BATTERY 'A."
here will enable a
'~g
Thre~ types of battery are employed in a radio receiver, the High
long
useful
life
to
.,
~g
Tens10~ or ~.T. Battery, the Low Tension or L.T. Battery and
be obtained. In the
~> 40
~g
the Gnd B1as or G.B. Battery. The H.T. Battery supplies
first place, buy t.he
..- Jo
power for driving the set and loudspeaker, the L.T. Battery heats
accumulator from a
:J: ~~
up the valve filaments to a temperature at which they operate
reputable
maker,
o-l-o-~-~-3--.~-s--properly, and the G.B. Battery acts as a kind of throttle which
for
a
poor
battery
MONTHS IN USE
limits to a reasonable amount the current drawn from the H.T.
will not last long however carefully it may be treated. See that
Battery.
it is given the correct initial treatment according to the maker's
Both H.T. and G.B. Batteries are composed of a number of
instructions, and obtain either a hydrometer, or a voltmeter on
" cells," each of which contributes It volts, so that a battery of
which voltages of I .8, I .9 and 2 are easily read. In general, when
8o cells would make up a I20 volt H.T. battery, or 6 cells a 9 volt
the
accumulator is fully charged the voltmeter should read 2.2
G.B .. battery .. Desirable qualities in batteries of this type are a
volts,
and the hydrometer not less than I .240. When the voltage
cons1stently h1gh voltage over a long life, low internal resistance
1.8 or the hydrometer reads I.Ioo, the accumulator must
falls
to
(especially for "Oass B" amplification) and freedom from
be
recharged
immediately. The acid must be kept up to the
crackling noises. Such batteries would have large cells (with
level
marked
on the accumulator by adding perfectly clean
conse9uent long. life and low internal resistance), high quality
distilled water, which may be obtained from a chemist at about
chenucals to avmd '' local action " and rapid deterioration with
Id. per pint. On no account add " dope " of any sort as a
time, good inter-cell insulation to prevent crackles and internal
sma~ amount of impurity may ruin the accumulator. Keep the
leakage, solid drawn zinc containers, and so on. Although these
outs1de of the accumulators free from dust and acid, for besides
features cost money, the extra expense is slight compared with
corroding the terminals and forming a leakage path between
the saving in battery replacements.
t~em th~ ac~d will burn~ hole in any cloth (such as a good suit)
It is i~portant to remember that both good and bad batteries
w1th wh1ch 1t may come mto contact. The terminals should be
may g1ve the same voltage at first, though the poor battery will
kc._?t well vaselined to prevent corrosion. On some badly dedeterio:a~e rapidly later. Consequently the user can only be sure
~igned accumulators the terminal supports become loose
of obtmmng a good battery by buying it from a well known maker
m the pitch, and acid continually wells up on to the
~ho has a .reputation to maintain. This point is
top of the accumulator. This illustrates the
illustrated m the accompanying figure, which
need for buying the accumulator from a
shows voltage-discharge curves for good and
good maker.
The OWiler of battery
bad batteries.
These instructions assume that the
" A " has good quality reception throughreader looks after the battery himself.
out the long life of the battery, since
If the battery is taken to a
the voltage remains comparatively
high all the time.
On the
~~~~~~~Q;;g~ood charging station, however,
other hand, the owner of batproper
be given
tery " B " has a short period of
'!l~~fr~gr~~~~~~~~~
to it as attention
a matter will
of course.
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REMARKABLE
BATTERY
NEW TELSEN IRON
DESIGNED BY THE
N the Telsen " Class B Four " two of the very latest developments in radio are made available to the amateur constructor,
in a receiver of low cost and extreme simplicity of construction. The incorporation of the new Telsen Iron Cored Coils
and the " Class B " system, together with careful circuit design,
produces a receiver of outstanding performance, giving as it
does a high power output, with exceptional sensitivity and
selectivity. Without involving the user in heavy running costs,
the receiver is capable of a power output hitherto associated only
with mains driven sets, whilst the selectivity and high magnification afforded by the iron cored coils, are immediately apparent
on handling the controls.

Some constructors, however, may desire to fit the receiver into
other types of cabinets, or may like to construct their own
cabinets ; in these cases their needs are catered for by the
"Class B Four" Constructor's Kit, W.415, which contains all
the components required for building the receiver, without the
cabinet and speaker.
There may be another class of constructors who would like to
build the receiver up, but who have several of the necessary
Telsen components to hand, wlnch they would naturally like
to incorporate. With this in mind, a " Class B Four " Constructor's Outfit (Cat. No. W-416) is marketed. This outfit
contains all the specialised parts such as chassis, panel, battery
cord, screws, connecAn all metal chassis of
ting wire, etc., required
extremely compact defor b u i 1d i n g the
sign is employed in the
receiver, and not obtainconstruction of the set,
able as s t a n d a r d
and this, apart from
cor:~r,onents. This Conensuring perfect shieldstmctor's Outfi~ is also
ing, produces a very
supplied of course, with
rigid and workmanlike
the complete kits.
assembly. This chassis
At tLe end of this article
is primarily designed to
is appended a comfit into a table console
plete list of components
cabinet, having space
required to build the
for batteries, and fitted
THEORETICAL CIRCUIT Of T11f TELSEN "CLASS~6:-:BA:T:T:ERY:-:FOU:R.::.-t============ :::~
set, so that intending
with a self-contained
FIG l
constmctors of this
moving coil loudlatter class, may estimate the number of components n~quired,
speaker. This produces an extremely attractive receiver of very
and on purchasing them, together with the Constructor's Outfit,
distinctive appearance, as will be apparent from the accommay build the receiver without trouble or unnecessary expense.
panying photographs. For those who wish to make up the
It will be seen that the needs of all types of constructors are
receiver in this form, the cabinet and speaker are supplied
catered for by these three kits, which will be found listed in
together with all the receiver components, chassis, etc., as a
the catalogue section of this magazine.
complete kit (W.414) so that nothing else is required to build
Now to revert to the actual receiver. An examination of the
up the receiver as described.

I
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FOUR VALVE
OPERATED RECEIVER
CORED COILS & "CLASS B" AMPLIFICATION
TELSEN TECHNICAL STAFF
theoretical circuit diagram given in Fig. I will immediately
convey to the reader the salient features of its electrical design.
From an examination of this, it will be seen that four valves
are employed as screen grid
H.F. amplifier, detector,
driver valve, and (Oass B)
output valve. The aerial is
variably coupled to the input
circuit of the receiver by
means of a special " separator" condenser giving a wide
range of selectivity and volThe screen
ume control.
grid valve is coupled to the
detector by an iron cored coil
used as an H.F. transformer,
whilst the detector is coupled
to the " driver " valve by
means of an "Ace" 5:1 transformer. It will be observed
that decoupling is embodied
in the H.T. supply to both
the detector and the H.F.
valve-a precaution particularly necessary with '' Class
B " operation, to ensure perfect stability. Reaction is
applied to the H.F. transfor·
mer, and is controlled by a
differential condenser. The
" driver" valve is coupled to
the " Class B " output valve by a special driver transformer
having an overall step down ratio of 1.5:1, which ratio is most
suitable for use with the '' Oass B " valve recommended.

N.B. The special "Oass B" output transformer required is
fined to the speaker supplied with the cabinet kit. If the constmc.tor desires to use an ordinary moving coil loudspeaker, he
may adapt it for use with
How the
this receiver by using either
TELSEN
a Telsen "Class B" output
"CLASS B 4"
choke W.345, or a "Oass
looks when
B"
output
transformer
completely
assembled.
W.344. The choke should
be used if the speaker is
already fitted with some sort
of input transformer or a
high resistance speech coil,
whilst the transformer is used
if it is desired to make direct
connection to a low resistance speech coil. Full descriptions and prices of these
components will be found in
the catalogue section of this
magazine.
The fixed condensers associated with the output stage
are of interest. The two
condensers connected between
the plates of the " Oass B "
valve and earth (" Ca" and
" Cb ") serve to prevent selfoscillation of th~ output
stage-a condition to which
push-pull stages are subject.
The condenser " Cx " connected from plate to plate of the
" Class B " valve, prevents the load impedance presented by
the loudspeaker from rising with frequency, to an undulJ
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high value. If this is allowed to happen with a " Class B "
The screws should be inserted so that the heads a:-e on the
upper side of the chassis, with the nuts underneath. Two size~
output stage, two undesirable effects are produced. Firstly,
over accentuation of the higher frequencies takes place,
are supplied-6 B.A., which are used to fasten all the components except the transformers ; and 4 B.A., which are for the
exactly as with a pentode valve, and secondly, severe distortion
may be produced by varlatter purp03e. 6 B.A., of
FRONT PANEL
iation of the input resiscourse, is the smaller size.
Two
lengths are supplied ;
tance of the " Class B "
'SEPARATOQ' OR VOLUME
~ESCUTCHEON
valve, which results from
the correct length to use
LOCK NUT
for a particular purpose
variation of the load impedance. It will therefore
will be readily apparent.
be seen that this condenser
U s i n g cheese - headed
KNOB
serves a very useful pur6 B.A. bolts then, the
pose.
f o 11 o w i n g components
"'"~~~~~~~"nNc
should be mounted : the
It is desirable, however,
LH---.:::..,NsuLATEo
two iron cored coils in
that in a " Class B "
LH---wAsHERs
holes I-2-3-4, so that the
receiver, some tone cor;.';.~~EE~
terminals numbered '' Irection should take place
F I G. 3
2-3 " on the coil bases
at an earlier stage than the
face the valve holders "V1-V2" in the print, the fuse-holder
output circuit, as in this way an economy in H.T. consumption
in holes 5 and 6 and the valveholders " V I, V2, V3 and V4 "
may be effected. In this receiver therefore, the values of the
in holes 7-8-9-IO-II-I2-I3-14 respectively, taking care that they
fixed condensers in the output circuit are chosen so as to mainare placed the correct way round, as indicated by the position of
tain sensibly constant load impedance, and the small amount of
their sockets in the
further
correction
Blue Print.
The
required, is then proseven pin valveholder
vided by the conre qmres some care in
denser " Cy," in
this respect. The terconjunction with the
minals numbered 4
H.F. choke in the
, nd 5 (actual numdetector anode cirbers on the valvecuit.
holder base) should
There are five conbe nearest the valvetrols mounted on
holder,
"V3." Next,
the attractively finassemble the gnd
ished metal panel,
leak and condenser
viz. :- wavechange
as shown in Fig. 2,
switch, on-off switch,
o.nd m o u n t t h e
separator, v o 1u me
assembly in holes 15
control and tuning
and I6, then mount
control. A switch is
the '' Ace " transfitted to the back of
former
and dnver
the receiver, for
transformer in holes
switching off the dial
17-18-19-20, and 23lamp. This effects
24-25-26 respectiveconsiderable econoly, taking care that
my as this lij!ht is
the terminals face the
only required during
correct way, as
the process of tuning.
shown
in the Blue
A full size I/- Blue
Print;
4 B.A.
Print of this receiver
cheesehcad
s::rews
is presented free with
are
used
for
Eecurthis copy of the
ing t h e s e . T h e
Radiomag, and ifthis
screened H.F. choke
is followed in conView of the "CLASS B 4 " showing the Telsen Iron Cored Coils
can now be mountjunction with the
with screens removed.
ed ; the terminal
remainder of this
marked "H.T.+" should be nearest the " Ace"
article, the construction of the receiver will be simtransformer. This leaves only the twin gang conplicity itself.
denser to be mounted on the top; this, however,
ASSEMBLY
is left until a later stage, and attention is
Assembly of components on chassis
turned to the assembly of the components
on the underside of the chassis.
The first step in assembly should be
mount the components on the top of the
I
mfd. condenser should first
chassis ; if it is remembered that the
be
mounted in holes 26- 27,
flanges at the back and front of the
•- - - not forgetting to interpose bechassis are turned down it will be
tween it and the chassis, the two
cleat which side is the top.
5
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diagram (Fig. 3). The actual procedure in mounting these is as
erinoid spacer pillars provided for this purpose. The two
2 mfd. condensers (" A " and " B " in the Blue Print) can then
follows : First fit over the screwed fixing bush one of the cupped
be mounted in holes 28-29-30-31. Next mount the .1 mfd.
washers supplied with the kit, so that the cupped portion faces
condenser on the inside of the front edge in holes 32 and 33 ;
away from the condenser body, follow this by a large flat insulating
as the panel is bolted to this front edge at a later stage, counterwasher, then by a small insulating washer. Next, from the back of
sunk headed screws must be used to fix this condenser, otherwise
the panel, insert the fixing bush and spindle of the condenser into
of course the panel will not fit closely. This point must be
the appropriate fixing hole. The condenser should be disposed so
carefully noted-6 B.A. flat countersunk headed screws should
that the terminals are in the positions shO\vn in the Blue Print. See
be used.
that the cupped washer and the large flat insulating washer lie
flat against the back of the panel ; the small insulating washer
The three terminal strips are fitted to the back of the chassis in
should fit into the hole in the panel and should project at the
holes 34-35-36-37-38-39. The correct positions for thesefront a little as it is slightly thicker. Over this projecting porti0n
"Aerial-Earth," as distinguished from " Pick-up " or " LS "the appropriate escutcheon plate (" volume " or " separator "
are indicated in the print, and it should also be noted that these
as the case may be) is fitted, and after this, another large flat
strips are fitted to the inside of the back, not the outside, so that
washer, and the condenser fixing nut. Rotate the escutcheon
the slots in the back expose only a portion of them.
plate so that its inHaving fitted these
dication is at the top,
strips correctly, the
and holding the
terminals should be
whole assembly firmmounted in them.
ly, screw up the
Looking at the back
fixing nut tightly by
of the chassis the
means of the special
colours of the terspanner provided.
minal heads should
After this, the knob
run as follows, from
may be fitted.
left to right : BlackRed- Black, BlackThe two push-pull
Red, Black-Red. The
switches " S2 " and
fixing nuts securing
"S3" can now be
these should be well
mounted. T h e s e
tightened by means
switches are both of
of the Telsen spanthe same type (3 ner set provided
point) but one of
with the Constructhese ("S2") is used
tor's Outfit. Next,
as an " on-off "
mount the push-pull
switch, whilst "S3''
switch " Sx " ; this
is used as a wave
is a two-point switch
change switch.
having two terminals,
\'\'hen fitting these
and is mounted
to the panel, therebetween the "Aerialfore, the approEarth " and " Pickpriate
escutcheon
up" terminal strips,
plate should be
on the back of the
fitted - wavechange
chassis.
or on-off as the case
may be. These
Assembly of comswitches do not reponents on front
THE TELSEN "CLASS B 4" showing the position of the Driver and
quire to be insulated
panel
"Class B" Valves, between the L.F. Transformer and Driver Transformer.
from the panel.
Having mounted all
the components on the chassis except the twin gang condenser,
The escutcheon plate for the tuning condenser should now be
attention can be directed to the assembly of the controls on the
mounted, using the special screws supplied for the purpose.
panel.
This done, the panel may be secured to the chassis by means
of four instrument headed (raised countersunk) 6 B.A. screws,
Remembering that the Blue Print gives a view of the back of
the nuts, of course, being on the inside of the chassis. These
the control panel, as if the latter were folded forward flat, the
four nuts incidentally, should be the large square ones which
position of the various controls will be immediately apparent.
will be found in the Constructor's Outiit.
The side which has the crystalline finish is the front of the panel.
WIRING
The aerial series condenser is mounted at the extreme: -~==~~:=;;~~~~!.
left, looking at the front of the panel, whilst the .o1111
The receiver is now ready for wiring, this being
carried out by means of the special " pull
differential reaction condenser is mounted on the
right hand side. The spindles of both these
back " wire, supplied with the outfit. This
components require to be insulated from the
" pull back " wire consists of tinned
__,_ _ copper wire with a cotton covering
panel, and the operation of mounting
which can be slid back over the
them should therefore be carried out
with care, using the insulating
wire so that the ends can readily
be exposed for bending into loops
washers supplied with the condensers, as shown in the accompanying
(continued on page 14)
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Terminal 62 on coil " A " to 63 on coil " A."
63 on coil " A " to 64 on coil " B."
"
63 on coil "A" through 63H to 47 on I mfd.
"
condenser.
65 on VI through 65H to 66 on I mfd. condenser.
67 on grid condenser to 6S on V2.
"
6S on V2 through 6SH to 69 on "Pick-up"
"
strip.
,
70 on V2 to ?I on H.F. choke.
,
7I on H.F. choke to 72 on reaction condenser.
,
73 on reaction condenser to 74 on coil " B!'
,
75 on reaction condenser to 76 on "S2."'
,
77 on " S2 " through 7SH to 7S on fuseholder.
,
79 on " S3" to 49 on 2 mfd. condenser ;'A."
,
So on " S3 " to SI on coil A.
,
S2 on coil " B " to S3 on " S3."
,
II I on driver transformer to II 2 on V4·
II3 on driver transformer to II4 on V4·
,
At this stage, the twin gang condenser should be mounted in
the holes I2S-I29-I30.
Holding the condenser in position, insert the three 4 B.A.
screws provided with it, through the three holes on the chassis,
so that they engage in the three holes on the condenser base.
Do not screw these up
tightly until the condenser has b•~en slid
backwards or forwards
in the slotted fixing
holes so that the tuning
dial just clears the back
of the escutcheon plate,
and rotates without
scraping it.
Having mounted the
twin gang condenser,
the wiring may be proceeded with as follows :
Terminals:
S4 on VI to S5 on coil
" A."
S5 on coil " A " to
S6 on twin gang condenser.
S7 on coil "B" to SS on
twin gang condenser.
SS on twin gang condenser to S9 on grid
condenser.
90 on "Ace" transformer to 9I on H.F.
showing components and wiring.
choke.
Between 91 and 92 on the H.F. choke, connect the .002 mfd.
tubular condenser. The connecting wires on
this condenser, as on the other condensers and
resistances of similar type, should be sheathed
in systoflex to avoid the possibility of accidental short circuits. Suitable systoflex
---- is supplied in the Constructor's Outfit for this purpose. This condenser
being mounted, the rest of the
wiring should be carried our as
follows:-

which m-e, of course, required when making connections to
terminals. If one has a length of this wire which requires a
loop at each end, one simply pushes back the covering from both
ends towards the centre ; in the case of a short lead, however,
this may make the covering rather "lumpy." In this case a
better plan is to slide the covering forward over one end of the
wire for a distance equal to the length of bare wire required to
produce the two loops, then cut off this projecting covering and
slide bad: the remainder to the centre of the wire, when the
required amount will be exposed at both ends, which can then
be bent into loops for terminal connections.
A pair of round nosed pliers, preferably furnished with side
cutters, will be found useful in forming these loops and in
cutting the wire. A suitable pair may be purchased for as
little as 6d.
For the convenience of the constructor all the terminal wiring
points are figured; it should be noted, however, that these
figures exist only on the Blue Print for easy reference, and
bear no relationship to the actual markings on the terminals
themselves.
All holes through which wires pass, are designated by the letter
" H " and the number of a terminal to which the particular
wire in question is connected
The complete wiring
list here, should be
followed in the order
given ; it is a good plan
to cross off the wires in
this list, as and when
they are completed in
the receiver
Terrninah:
44 on VI to 45 on V2.
45 on V2 through 45H
to 46 (earth terminal
on A-E strip).
46 to 47 on I mfd. condenser.
47 on I mfd. condenser
to 4S on O.I mfd.
condenser.
4S on o.I mfd. condenser to 49 on 2 mfd.
condenser (" A ").
49 on 2 mfd. condenser
("A") to 50 on 2 mfd.
condenser (" B ").
50 on 2 mfd. condenser
(' ' B ") through soH
to 5 I on drive i transUnderside of the baseboard
former.
Terminal ji on driver transformer to 52 on driver transformer.
53 on VI to 54 on V2.
"
54 on V2 through 54H to 55 on " SI."
"
55 on "SI" through 56H to 56 on V4·
",, 56 on V4 to 57 on V3.
5S (aerial on A-E strip)
"
through 59H to 59 on
aerial series condenser
("separator").
6o on separator to
"
6I on coil " A."

A\~ I()
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Connect
,
,
,
,
,
,
,

92 on the H.F. chok:e to 45 on V2.
Then connect a so,ooo ohm resistance between 123 and 104 on
93 on the "Ace" transformer to 94 on V3.
2 mfd. condenser "B."
95 on V3 to 96 on V4.
At this stage the various battery leads can be connected ; these are
96 on V 4 to 97 on " Ace " transformer.
comprised in a multi-way cord, in which the various leads can be traced
97 on "Ace" transformer to 98 on twin gang condenser.
through by the fact that they are given distinctive colours. The
98 on twin gang condenser to 51 on driver transformer.
Constructor's Outfit, which contains this cord, also contains a number
98 on twin gang condenser to 75 on reaction condenser.
of suitably engraved wander plugs and a pair of spade terminals, for
100 on L.S. strip through 99H to 99 on V 4.
connection to the various leads in the cord. These should be connected as follows : ,
a .005 mfd. tubular condenser between 99 on V4 and 97
on " Ace " transformer.
Black
L.T.a .005 mfd. tubular condenser between 100 and 102 on
Red..
L.T.+
L.S. strip. (Insulate the connecting wires on these
Red-White (Speckled)
G.B. +
condensers with systofiex, as before.)
Yellow
G.B. -1
!02 on L.S. strip through IOIH to 101 on V 4·
Green
G. B. -2
a .005 mfd. tubular condenser between 101 on V4 and
White
H.T.50 on 2 mfd. condenser "B."
Blue..
H.T.+I
Maroon
H. T. +2
One of the connecting wires for this condenser passes through the hole
ro1HB; particular care should be taken to insulate with systoflex as
Before attaching the wander plugs and spade tags, the battery corda
mentioned.
should be separated out for a length of about 18 in. ; they can, if desired,
Now connect 103 on L.S. strip to 104 on 2 mfd. condenser "B."
be retwisted or plaited into groups for the various batteries-a group of
Connect 104 on 2 mfd. condenser " B " through 105H to 105 on
three H.T. leads, a group of three leads for the G.B. battery, and a pair
driver transformer.
of leads for the L.T. battery. This results in a neat appearance.
105 on driver transformer through 105HB to 106 on 2 mfd.
When fitting the plugs and spades, and also when connecting the cords
"
condenser
into the set, the ends
"A."
should be finished off with
This terminal 106 on 2
a short length of systofiex,
THE
TELSEN
mfd. condenser " A," and
which will serve to conceal
"CLASS
B
4
''
·the terminal 123 on conthe frayed ends of the
completely wired
denser " B " require some
coloured braiding. Suitup, with Valves
explanation. These terable systofiex is provided
and Screening
minals are not normally
Covers
in the Constructor's Outremoved
provided on these comfit and should be fitted as
showing
ponents ; they are supplied
follows. Push back thl:
connections.
loose in the kit, and are
braiding on the cord for
fitted by the constructor
about one quarter of a.n
to a hole in the fixing lug
inch and cut off the wir~
of each condenser, indito the same length, tLe.n
cated on the Blue Print.
slide the braiding forw<.rd
They are intended to proagain over the wire, moisvide fixed anchorages for
ten it and screw :.t to a
the ends of the 5o,ooo ohm
point between finger and
and 5,000 ohm resistances
thumb, after which a short
to which convenient conlength of the systoflex can
nections can be made. To
be threaded easily over
fit them, it is only necesthe braiding and pushed
sary to insert the cheese
forward to the wander
plug or spade tag when
headed stems of the terfitted.
minals into the holes in
the condenser fixing lugs
To fit a :wander plug, the
wire is bared and bent into
and to tighten down on
a
loop which is gripped
them the fiat hexagon nuts,
after which the connecting
between the screwed collar
~nd the insulating head on
wires are secured under
tee plug.
the large hexagon headed
When fitting the spade
terminal nuts provided.
terminals the larg•!st size
Between ro6 on 2 mfd.
of systofiex is used, which
condenser "A" and I07
can be pushed forward
on the .I mfd. condenser,
over the shank of the spade
connect a s,ooo ohm resistance. Do not confuse this resistance with the 50,000 ohm one-the
tag after the latter has been fitted. To fit the spade tags, a short length
latter has a green body, but an orange band, instead of the red one,
of systofiex is slipped over the wire, and about one and a half inches of
the wire is bared and doubled back on itself so as to form a th;ck wire
found on the 5,000 ohm resistance.
end giving a good grip for the spade tag. After the wire end is placed
Then connect I07 on the .I mfd. condenser through 108H to 108 on
in the shank of the tag, the teeth are closed over one by one, using a
coil" B."
pair of pliers so that the wire is gripped firmly, after which the fil'ishing
Connect I IO on V3 to I09 on the driver transformer.
After placing the dust cover in position on the r.win gang consleeve of systoflex is slid forward over the shank.
denser, the pilot lampholder may be wired up as follows:Having fitted the plugs and spades in the manner described,
the free end of the battery cord should be threaded
Connect II5 on " Sr " through n'5H to u6 on
pilot lampholder.
through the aperture " L" into the underside of the
chassis, and, leaving about twelve inches free, it
II7 on pilot lampholder to 98 on
"
twin gang condenser.
should be secured under the cord clip which is
fastened to the back of the chassis in holes
Then connect I22 on the " Ace " transformer through 122H to 123 on
~~~~~~~~~:~~n
125-126.
This cordOutfit.
clip will
be free
foundend
in
the
Constructor's
The
the 2 mfd. condenser " B."
of the cord should then be unThen connect 123 on the 2 mfd.
twisted and the various leads concondenser " B " to 124 on
the 2 mfd. condenser
(continued on page 16).
''A."
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Tlil:
nected to the points indicated in theNBlue Print, viz. : Connect L.T.- (Black) to terminal uS on " S.2."
,
L.T. + (Red) to terminal 55 on " S.I."
,
G.B. -I (Yellow) to II9 on "Pick-up" strip.
,
G.B. -2 (Green) to terminal 120 on "Ace" transformer
through I20H.
H.T.+I (Blue) to terminal66 on I mfd. condenser.
H.T. +2 (Maroon) to terminal I06 on 2 mfd. condenser
"
"A."
H.T.- (White) and G.B. + (Red-White) are connected through
I2IH to I2I on fuseholdcr.
To avoid undue slack, these leads should be cut off to suitable lengths
when connecting them up, and the ends should be finished off with
systoflex as described.
The battery cord having been connected, attach a nine inch length of
pull back wire to terminal I27 of coil "B." and bend the free end into
a neat loop, for connection to the anode of the screen grid valve, after
which the receiver is ready for test.

CONNECTING UP AND OPERATING THE
" CLASS B FOUR "
Two Telsen Pilot Lamps W.4I7 are included in the kit. One of these
should be screwed in the pilot lampholder on the twin gang condenser,
and the other in the fuseholder. The same type of lamp should be
used if replacement is required at any time.
Insert in valveholder "VI " the screen grid valve Cossor "220 S.G.";
in "V2," the Osram "H.L.2 "; in "V3," the Mullard "P.M.2A ";
and in " V4 " plug the " Cla~s B " valve (Mazda " PD220 ").
Connect aerial and earth to the appropriate terminals and the special
"Class B" speaker to the three speaker terminals. In general, the
central one of the three terminals on a " Class B " speaker will go to
the central (" + ") terminal on the set, whilst the two outer terminals
go to the outer(" P-P") terminals on the set. (These can be connected
either way round.) This is the case with the " Class B " speaker which
Telsen supply with the complete (cabinet) kit. Whatever the mechanical
arrangement of terminals adopted by the manufacturer, it should be
remembered the centre tap on the speaker input transformer will invariably be connected to the " + " speaker terminal on the s~;t, although
it may not necessarily be the central one of the three termfhals on the
speaker. This connection is illustrated in the circuit diagram of Fig. I.
In cases where the constructor has a moving coil speaker not designed
for " Class B " operation, but fitted with an input transformer or a high
resistance speech coil he may, as previously mentioned, adapt it for use
with this receiver by using a Telsen W.345 "Class B" output choke.
The terminals on the receiver marked "P-P" and "H.T.+" should
be connected to "P-P" and "H.T. +"respectively on the choke.
The leads from the speaker should be connected first, to the
terminals marked "2.6" then " 1.3,'' then to the "P" terminals on the choke to ascertain which ratio gives the best results.
A 2:I ratio may also be tried by connecting the "P-P" terminals on the
set to the " 1.3" terminals on the choke, the speaker being connected
to the " 2.6 " terminals. The exact combination which will give the
best results depends on the characteristics of the speaker in use. The
matching of the speaker to the set has an important effect on the quality
of reproduction, and it is worth while to take pains over this process.
When it is desired to employ a speaker having a low resistance speech
coil and no input transformer, a Telsen W.344 "Class B" output
transformer should be used, it being connected exactly as shown in
Fig. I, except that the speaker may be connected to various tappings on
the secondary of the transformer to obtain the best results.
With some speakers it may be found that the capacity of the condenser
(" CX." in the circuit diagram) which is connected across the output
circuit, may require some modification to produce the best tonal balance.
The value chosen (.005 mfd.) will, however, be the most
suitable in the majority of cases.
Next connect L. T.- (black lead with spade tag) to the
"-"terminal of the accumulator, and L.T.+ (red
lead with spade tag) to the " + " terminal. Insert
the G.B. + wander plug into the " + " tapping
of a 9v. grid bias battery and insert G.B. -r
and G.B. -2 into the -r! and -6 volt
tappings respectively. Now insert the H.T.plug into the " - " tapping of a 120
volt H.T. battery, plugging H.T.+r
into a socket giving about 72 volts and
H.T. +2 into the I20 volt socket.

4t-continued.
With the sepa:rator control set full over in a clockwise direction and the
reaction (volume) control full over in an anti-clockwise direction,
switch the receiver on by means of the on-off switch " S2 " and with the
wave change switch " S3 " pulled out to the medium wave position,
rotate the main tuning dial when a number of transmissions should he
heard. On pushing in the wave change switch long wave stations should
be received if everything is in order.
To attain maximum sensitivity, however, correct use should be made of
the reaction control, and the tuned circuits should be " ganged "
properly.
The twin gang tuning condenser carries two "trimming" condensers,
as they are called, for ganging or balancing the tuning circuits. One of
these trimmers is operated by a star wheel at the side of the condenser
and is of the pre-set type, whilst the other trimmer is operated by a knob
concentric with the main tuning control. These should be adjusted as
follows :-Set the wavechange switch to the " medium " position and
the separator control about half way over, then with the volume control
set near the point where oscillation commences, so that the receiver is in
a sensitive condition, tune in a station near the bottom end of the medium
wave band, i.e., with the condenser vanes nearly "all out." The small
knob concentric with the main tuning control should be set half way
between the limits of its travel, and the trimmer operated by the star
wheel should be then adjusted for maximum signal strength, adjusting
the main tuning condenser if necessary to keep the station tuned in.
Having set the star wheel to the position giving maximum signal strength
it should not again be touched.

THE TELSEN " CLASS B FOUR "
List of Components
Description
Cat. No. Price
Quantity
2 Iron Cored Coils
W.349 !71I Twin Gang Condenser ..
W.3o6 14/6
W.222 2/3 4-pin Anti-microphonic Valveholders ..
7-pin Anti-microphonic Valveholder ..
I
W.338
I/9
"Ace" Transformer, 5:I ratio
W.65
I
4/9
Driver Transformer, r.5:I overall ratio
W.359 8/6
Standard Screened H.F. Choke
2/6
W.34I
.0003 Mica Condenser
W.242 -/6
I
.5 megohm Grid Leak ..
W.249 -/6
Fuseholder
W.I46 -/6
.0003 Aerial Series Condenser ..
W.350 2/.0003 Differential Reaction Condenser
2/W.35I
W.Io8 212 3-point Push-Pull Switches
I 2-point Push-Pull Switch
W.I07 -19
W.226 5'2 2 mfd. Self-sealing Condensers (500 v. test)
2 Pilot Lamp Bulbs
I
W.4I7
I I mfd. Self-sealing Condenser (500 v. test)
W.227
I/9
I .I mfd. Self-sealing Condenser (500 v. test)
W.23I
I/6
5,ooo ohm Wired End Resistance, r watt type .. W.377
I/50,000 ohm Wired End Resistance, r watt type W.420 I:I .002 mfd. Tubular Condenser ..
I/W.407
W.408
313 .005 mfd. Tubular Condensers
" Class B Four" Constructor's Outfit
W.4I6 5/6

..

The Telsen "Class B Four,'' as detailed above, is supplied as a
complete kit (Cat. No. W.4I5) at the inclusive price of
£3 I7s. 6d. The Telsen "Class B Four" is also supplied,
as detailed above, with the addition of a specially designed
Moving Coil " Class B " Speaker and Cabinet (Cat. No.
W.4I4) at the inclusive price of £5 I7s. 6d.

Slight adjustments to ganging will be necessary from time to
time, following adjustment to the "separator" condenser,
but these are performed by means of the small concentric
knob on the main tuning control. This concentric
control knob enables the most efficient performance
to be obtained at any setting of the main tuning
condenser or the separator. On changing o1•er
to long waves gauging carried out on short
waves will still be :ound to hold good.
If the wavelength calibrated scale •s
fitted it should be adjusted to read
correctly in the following way. Set
the separator condenser about half
(continued on page 4I),
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MONGST other recent tendencies in the design of
manufactured receivers, the amateur may have noticed
the increasing use of electrolytic condensers. The characteristics of these condensers are such that the larger sizes (4 mfd.
and over) can be made much more cheaply than the standard
paper or mica condenser, also, they are much more compact.
In view of this, it is rather surprising that very little use has
been made of them in home constructed sets. This is partly
due to the fact that electrolytic condensers have in the past
been designed for mounting on a metal chassis, and have not
been in convenient form for use with home constructors' layouts.
After a considerable amount of research work, however, the
Telsen Electric Co. have produced a range of electrolytic condensers which are not only in a more convenient form than
hitherto, but which possess improved electrical qualities. These
condensers have tubular bakelite cases carrying a spun metal
band which forms the negative connection and makes contact
with the metal chassis when the condenser is mounted in this
way. A special universal mounting bracket with a terminal
connection is provided with each condenser, so that when a
wooden baseboard is used, convenient mounting and connection can still be made. The small low voltage types are made
with wire end connections so that they may be floated in the
receiver wiring. These condensers are radically different from
the types previously available, indeed, their excellent mechanical
and electrical-features mark them as a notable advance in the
design of electrolytic condensers.

A

deposited on one of the electrodes, by an electrolytic process.
Reference to Fig. 1 may make this clearer. This represents
a phantom view of an electrolytic condenser of the wet or
"aqueous " type, which is chosen as exhibiting the essential
principles more clearly than the " dry " or " semi-dry " types,
of which we shall have more to say later.

F IG.l.

CONNECTION TO
CENTRAL (POSITIVE)
ELECTRODE.

As this type of condenser is not so familiar to the amateur as the
ordinary Mansbridge or Mica condenser, it is felt that a brief
A consideration of this figure shows that the metal canister
explanation of its working principles will be of interest ; the
contains an aluminium electrode immersed in a liquid electrolyte
tubular container of an Electrolytic Condenser gives very little
with which the canister is filled, this aluminium electrode being
indication of what is inside it, and on this account it seems to be
supported at the centre of the container by the insulating bush
shrouded in mystery and regarded with some distrust, by people
which seals the end. This central electrode is shown as a simple
who are quite accustomed to the use of the Mans bridge condenser.
rod, but in practice it assumes more complex shapes which give
larger surface area. The insulating film which
Actually, there is nothing very mysterious about an
covers this electrode is shown in the sketch
Electrolytic condenser. Like the ordinary Mansat a greatly exaggerated thickness. Now, from
bridge, or the Mica condenser, it contains
a consideration of this sketch, one would
two electrodes separated by a dielectric, or
immediately say that the two electrodes
insulator. In this case, however, the diof the condenser are formed by the
electric is not such a tangible object
-~~§§~~~~~~~~=-- central rod and outer container, but
as the paper strip or mica sheet used
this, however, is not the case.
in the ordinary condenser, but
The central rod forms one
actually consists of an extremely
electrode, as we have seen, but
thin film of aluminium oxide
(continued on page 18)
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the other electrode is formed by the inner surface of the
electrolyte immediately surrounding, and in contact with,
the insulating film. The remainder of the electrolyte (which is
a conductor) and the metal container, merely serve to make
contact with the inner surface of the electrolyte. Thus, whatever
the size and shape of the central electrode as compared with the
container, its corresponding electrode closely conforms to it in
size and shape.
The surface area of the two electrodes so formed does not
appear to be very large compared with the huge surfaces obtained
by the yards of tinfoil strip rolled up in a Mansbridge condenser.
This is one of the interesting points about an Electrolytic Condenser. The surface area of the electrodes, for a given capacity,
is very much less than in any other type of condenser, the reason
for this being that the dielectric film is minutely thin, so that the
electrodes are extremely close together. Now, if the distance
between the two electrodes of a condenser is halved, the capacity
becomes, not double what it was formerly, but four times greater;
in other words the capacity is inversely proportional to the square
of the distance between the two electrodes. It is obvious from
this that the capacity between the two electrodes of a condenser
will increase very rapidly as the thickness of the dielectric is
reduced-and the insulating film in an electrolytic condenser is
very much thinner than paper or mica could possibly be made.
The initial treatment given to the condenser to form this film,
may be varied to produce a film capable of withstanding a high
voltage, or a thinner film which breaks down at a low voltage, but
results in a larger capacity being obtained. It is possible to
optain a condenser of 2,000 mfd. in the same space:: as the average
Mansbridge Condenser of only 4 mfd. provided that it is only
required to work at low voltages-not exceeding, say, 12 volts.
Such condensers have many applications, e.g., smoothing L.T.
circuits, by-passing bias resistances, etc.
The ordinary condenser is operated usually, at a voltage not
exceeding one-fifth of the voltage at which breakdown occurs,
because when this type of condenser does break down, through
. ·
f
·
1
· b
d d h
excesstve vo tage, lt ecomes a ea s on
th e appItcanon
circuit and remains in this condition after the removal of the
excess voltage.

{:f() ~ 11) ~~~lE ll!~-continued

lytic actually belongs to the category kn,own as "semi-dry";
a type which has all the advantages of the "aqueous" and
"dry" types, with many others not possessed by either.

BAKE LITE

CASE

ALUMINIUM
ELECTRODES
IMPREGNATED
LINEN GAUZE
PACKING.

FIG •2 ·
The constrUction comprises a pair of aluminium electrodes, in
the form of strips, separated from each other by a linen gauze
packing which is impregnated by the electrolyte. The electrode
strips and linen packing are rolled up as in a Mansbridge Condenser, but, of course, the length of the electrode system is
considerably less. The positive electrode is connected to the
centre pin on the case, whilst the negative electrode is connected
to the spun metal band on the outer case, which band makes
contact either with the metal chassis on which the condenser is
mounted, or with the special mounting bracket. This produces
a condenser which is extremely compact and which has several
The electrolytic condenser may be, and usually is, operated at
advantages, as follows.
It has been mentioned that, in operation, electrolytic condensen
voltages as high as 70 per cent. of its breakdown voltage, because
when breakdown does occur, it has not the disastrous and perpass a small steady leakage current. This is normally very
manent effect that we have noted in connection with the ordinary
small; in the case of Telsen condensers it is as low as o.r mA.
condenser. The small leakage current that is a feature of
per microfarad, but after a period of idling or disuse, the leakage
electrolytics increases with increasing over voltage, at first slowly
current becomes higher than usual, recovering after a period of
use. With some varieties of electrolytic condenser the leakage
and then rapidly, until a fairly large current is flowing. Unless
the overload is really tremendous, however, the condenser will
current after idling is fairly heavy and recovery takes several
recover when the excess voltage is removed. In other words,
minutes. An 8 mfd. Telsen Condenser, however, will onl'-'
1t is " self-healing."
increase in leakage current to about 5 milliamps. at maximumJ
It will be noted that in Fig. I the central electrode is referred to
voltage, and will recover in approximately 25 seconds, after
as positive, whilst the container is shown as negative. In use,
several weeks idling. Furthermore, a life test of Telsen electrolytics shows no signs of change in properties after ro,ooo
the condenser must always be connected like this ; if the polarity
is reversed so that the can becomes positive, the insulating film
·hours at maximum voltage.
The short electrolyte path in the Telsen type of condenser results
will pass into solution and the condenser will be destroyed.
For this reason, also, the condenser must not be
in low internal resistance, which in turn produces a
Condenser of low " power f:actor" ,· t'n th,~. case
connected on raw A.C., although, fortunately,
it
of Telsen condensers t't is only five per cent.,
..
is seldom required to connect large capacltles
across an A.C. source.
as compared with the 30 per cent. or so
exhibited by certain other types. The
A sectional view of a Telsen Electrolytic
term " power factor " may require
some explanation. Expressed very
Condenser is given in Fig. 2. The --.--..
constrUction of this, as will be seen, is l!'!!'c.-c:J~-=~~~~~~~~~L-TJ~:~
simply, it is a measure of
somewhat different from that of
-::
a condenser's efficiency, a conthe simple " aqueous " type, just
a.;;:;:=;;;.-. denser of zero power factor would
(continued on page 40)
considered. The Telsen Electro-
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FURTHER NOTES ON AN OUTSTANDING QUALITY RECEIVER
HEN we first presented the Telsen All Mains S.G. 3
receiver in our last issue of the Radiomag, we felt sure
it was bound to have a great reception by music lovers
all over the country, but we were really surprised at the vast
number of letters of appreciation sent to us by delighted constructors. However, when we examine the receiver critically,
we must admit that it is such an excellent set in every way that
their enthusiasm is entirely justified.

W

powerful and efficient than the ordinary battery valves, so that
ample power is available to operate the largest speakers.

The circuit diagram of the receiver shows that the aerial is
loosely coupled to the tuned circuit preceding the screened grid
valve, so that damping is reduced and selectivity improved. A
variable series aerial condenser or " Separator " is also incorporated, and this is a valuable control both of selectivity and
volume. In the tuned grid circuit of the detector, reaction is
The whole set is the result of a great deal of patient experiment
introduced, and as it is very smooth it affords a convenient volume
and research carried out by Telsen Technicians, in well equipped
control and selectivity adjustment. The two tuned circuits
laboratories, and it represents the last word in three valve receiver
provide ample selectivity, and they are arranged by means of
design.
the Telsen Ganged
The quality of re,gg;:i,
Condensers and
production, which
matched Screened
is a special feature
IQDOOJl.
1.000a
Coils to be operaof this receiver, is
ted by a single
really superb, in
control so as to give
fact it has been
great ease of tuning.
said that the Telsen
Following the deAll Mains S.G.3
tector is the Telsen
should not be
10:1 CouplingUnit
W. 2 1 5 , w h i c h ,
regarded as a piece
of electrical appaworking in conrams but as a fine
junction with the
quality musical
pentode output
instrument. In this
valve, and tapped
connection it
pentode output
should be noted
choke W.72, prothat this receiver
_ F, vides that wonderwill reproduce
_
fullyevenfrequency
~
FIG. I.
Ac MAoNs
response which is
gr amop hone
records with wonso appreciated by
derful fidelity, and is therefore especially suitable for
the music lover and gramophone enthusiast.
building into the form of a radio-gramophone. ~~==~~!!!:===~.... It will be seen that a mains unit is incorporated in
The arrangement of valves, Screened Grid High
the set so that the Telsen All Mains S.G.3. is
entirely self-contained, and, being operated
Frequency Valve, Detector, and Pentode Output Valve, is the most highly efficient
directly from the electric light mains, does
arrangement possible in a 3-valve set
not require cumbersome and expensive
High Tension, Low Tension or Grid Bias
incorporating as it does both high and
low frequency amplification. Mains
batteries. The power consumed,
however, is quite small so that the
valves, such as are used in this set,
are well known to be much more
(continued on page 54)
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MOUNTING WIRED-END
RESISTANCES AND CONDENSERS
HERE space is at a premium and where cost is a
consideration, resistances and tubular condensers with
wired ends, similar to the types recently introduced by
Telsen, are an_ extremely good proposition, providing as they do,
the same service as the more elaborate types whilst occupying
far less space and being considerably cheaper.
In the normal way, components of this type can be most conveniently arranged to float on their connecting wires between
the two fixed points to which they are to be connected.
In some cases, however, the two points between which the
resistance or condenser is to be connected, are at a considerable
distance apart, so that the component does not conveniently
float between them without danger of sagging into some unwanted place. Again, one end of the component may not be
connected to a fixed terminal point, but in some cases to, say,
a battery lead, which does not provide a fixed anchorage. In
such cases a convenient mounting may be contrived by using
a W.204 Telsen terminal block. These blocks will comfortably
~ccommodate all but the largest resistances and condensers in
the manner shown in the accompanying figure, forming,
as will be seen, a neat and
efficient mounting.
As the terminal block is well
insulated, the device may be
employed on a metal baseboard. To secure a very large
resistance or condenser, the
terminal block may be sawn
in two, the two halves being
mounted at the required disFIG: 1
tance apart, or one half of a
Terminal Block and Resistance block may be used to support
one end only of a resistance
or condenser which is anchored to a component at the other end.

W

EARTHING CONNECTIONS
IN CHASSIS BUILT
RECEIVERS
The use of a metal chassis in constructing
a wireless receiver, apart from producing
a neater and more '' professional "
looking job than a " bread-board "
layout, results in improved screen-
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ing and a simplihcation in wiring, due to the fact that earth returns
may be made direct to the chassis. Once a connection has been
made between the earth circuits of the receiver and the chassis,
all the .other earth '' r~turns " required may be obtained by
connectmg to the chassis the '' earth " side of the components
concerned. This practice should not be carried too far however
when constructing sensitive receiving sets having se~eral H.F:
stages, and when using a plated steel chassis which may be
composed of several sections screwed together.
Under these circumstances, if contact with the chassis is relied
upon .for an earth c~nnection to certain components (notably
those m the H.F. section of the receiver) instability may be produced by the introduction of resistance common to several
circuits. An example is seen in the earth connection to a
multi-section ganged condenser. If contact with the chassis is
relied upon to provide the earth connection to this, a resistance
m~y be mtrod~ced c?mmon to all th~ t_uning circuits and although
qUite small, thi~ res1st~nce, by providmg common coupling, may
render the receiver qUite unstable.
In such cases a direct earth connection should be made to the
terminal provided on the ganged condenser.
Earth connections run in this way between the various components should, at intervals, be connected to the chassis. In
this ':"a¥, effe<:rlve " bonding " of the various portions of the
chassis 1s obtamed, and every part of the receiver is effectively
" tied down " to earth. Attention to these details will often
provide the remedy for obstinate and baffling instability.

REDUCING MAINS INTERFERENCE
A lot of people who use all-electric receivers or mains H.T.
~ts, experience ce~ain kinds of .interference with their reception, not present w1th battery dnven receivers, the reason for
thi~ being that some int~rference is picked up via the supply
roams from faulty electncal apparatus in the neighbourhood.
T~is form of interference manifests itself as a series of annoying
clicks, or crackles, or a continuous frying noise, depending on
the nature of the electrical apparatus producing the offending
==~....._,disturbance. Another form of interference known as
"modulation hum" manifests itself as a hum which
appears only when the receiver is tuned to a station
or is oscillating. It is, at the present stage of the
art, impossible to eradicate completely the
lf[f:x',~;;:'l interference produced by faulty electrical
apparatus ; a few simple precautions will,
however, reduce it to some extent,
and will remove annoying ''modulation hum" entirely.
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The simplest remedy, and one that will be quite effective in the
majority of cases, is to connect a condenser, which may be
anything between .005 mfd. and· .I mfd. in capacity, between
one side of the mains and earth. Slightly more effective results
may be obtained in some cases by connecting two such condensers
in series across the mains, the junction between the condensers

..
TO

RECEIVER
OR H:r. UNIT

FIG.2
being earthed, as shown in Fig. 2. The condensers should be
non-inductive and capable of withstanding continuously the full
mains voltage. Telsen .01 mfd. mica condensers, Catalogue
No. W.310, are most generally suitable. On D.C. mains supply
a slightly more elaborate filter may be required, on the lines
shown in Fig. 3· Here, an H.F. choke is inserted in each mains

A\ NI()
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IJ) ~-continued

in the change-over. In these cases, however, an alternative
to building or buying a completely new receiver is to invest
in a mains power unit which delivers an A.C. L.T. supply
for A.C. valves as well as giving smoothed H.T. It then
becomes possible to change over to complete all-electric
operation in instalments, as it were. Thus, the unit is used
at first to deliver H.T. only to the receiver, the original battery
heated valves and battery bias being used. Then, at some
later date, when the valves require replacement, they are replaced by A. C. valves which are fed from the L.T. winding on
the power unit. At the same time automatic bias can be introduced, thus making the receiver completely all electric. It
usually happens that the output valve requires replacement
first. In this case it is quite permissible to use an A.C. heated
output valve, with automatic bias, in conjunction with the
original battery valves in the early stages, which are still heated
by the original accumulator. These valves are then replaced
all together at some later date, and the accumulator entirely
dispensed with. A power unit which is extremely suitable for
such a conversion is the Telsen H.T. and L.T. unit W.347,
which delivers 150 volts 28mA. H.T. and 4 volts 2.5 amps. L.T.,
the L.T. winding being centre tapped.

PREVENTING H.T. LEAKAGE
Many battery operated receivers impose a steady current drain
on the H.T. battery, even when switched off, usually due to the
presence in the set of leaky Mansbridge condensers. This
leakage current may be quite small, but the effect of a continuous
discharge of this nature is to reduce greatly the effective life of
the H.T. battery.

TO

RECEIVER
OR H.T.UNIT

H.T.+

FIG.3.

lead, and a condenser brid~;e, with centre point earthed, is
connected between them. The H.F. chokes may comprise about
100 turns of 24 gauge D.C.C. wire, single layer wound on
paxolin tubes about It" diameter ; Telsen .01 mfd. condensers
:(W.310) are again suitable. The chokes may be mounted quite
dose together, but the leads running to the input side of the
filter should be well separated from those proceeding from the
output side. The filter should preferably be. mounted close to
the receiver. This arrangement will provide considerable
reduction of the severe background noise often experienced
when operating sensitive receivers from D.C. mains.

CONVERTING A BATTERY SET
TO "ALL-ELECTRIC"
It often happens that when A.C. mains become available, the
battery set user does not wish to scrap immediately a much
cherished receiver capable of giving good service for
some little time, and yet he wishes to enjoy the
economy of mains H.T. supply. He is deterred
from the purchase of a mains H.T. unit, however, by the thought that later on, when
his existing valves require replacement, he might as well change over
to an all-electric receiver, when
the H.T. unit would be an extra
piece of apparatus to be scrapped

_r:H.T.-

~-----~~-----------L~:r~~~~~
L:r.+
FIG A

It is commonly thought that a switch in the common H.T.-L.T.
lead switches off H.T. as well as L.T. This, however, is not
the case. This assumption overlooks the fact that the negative
side of the H.T. battery is still connected to the
receiver circuits via the L.T. accumulator, the
positive side of which is still connected to the
set. This state of affairs is illustrated in
Fig. 4, where it will be seen that a path
~~- for the H.T. leakage current is provided
through the L.T. accumulator, which is
shown in dotted lines, and which,
it must be remembered, is a conductor of very low resistance.

PQge
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The simplest way to isolate the H.T. battery from the receiver
when not in use, is to use a three-point on-off switch connected
as shown in Fig. 5, a suitable switch being the Telsen three-point
push-pull switch W.1o8. This simple precaution will entirely
obviate the possibility of expensive leakage from the H.T.
battery, and is a worth while refinement in any battery driven
receiver.

HJ'.+

FIG.S

LT.+

7-PIN VALVE HOLDERS
NOTABLE feature of modern radio technique is the
development of a number of new valves for use in special
circuits. The electrode systems of these valves have
become more and more complex and it has been found imperative
to increase the number of external connections. For this reason
a new valve-holder having seven sockets has been standardised
by the Valve Manufacturers' Association, and these are being
manufactured by the Telsen Electric Co., in both the solid and
anti-microphonic types, the latter being illustrated in Fig. 6.

A

I
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Indirectly
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Single
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Diode
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Diode
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Second
Diode
Anode
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Heater

Heater

s
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Heater

Heater

Heater

Heater

6

Not used

Cathode

Cathode

Cathode

Cathode

7

Second
Anode

Anode

Diode
Anode

Screening
Grid

Anode

None

None

Anode

Anode

Grid

I

Second
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I
grid
!

z

First
controlgrid

3

First
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4

Cap on
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I Control
grid

l® ~.
J

3

I

--7

2

6

5
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I
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7
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'~ '~ ~~
.

2

2

---

1
6

---

I

3

4

5

I

3

6

6

4

5

5

Fig. 7-Table showing connections to 7-pin valve base

THE R.M.A. RESISTOR COLOUR CODE
This system of colour coding has been standardised in order to
render easy the identification of the values of resi4t:brs. These,
when suspended in receiver wiring are often impossible to identify
by a printed value which is very often not exposed to view-as a
result of handling or overheating, it may, in any case, be quite
illegible.
The colour code effectively overcomes this difficulty as it identifies
resistors by a three stage colour scheme which is easily and permanently visible from any angle.
First of all, the figures from o to 9, are each allotted a definite
colour, as shown in the accompanying table ; the figure " 5 "
for instance, is represented by the colour green.

The body of the resistor is then coloured to represent the first
figure of its resistance value, the tip is coloured to represent
the second significant figure, whilst a coloured dot on the resistor
Fig. 6. The Telsen Anti-microphonic
body indicates the number of ciphers (noughts) after the first
Valve Holder.
The numbers are
two significant figures. One or two examples may make this
moulded in the bakelite so that the
clearer. Assume that a resistor has a green body, black tip,
various terminals are readily identified
and orange dot. The first figure of its value is '' 5 " (green), the
second figure is " o " (black) whilst the orange dot indicates three
To prevent confusion the terminals are numbered according to
more " o's," which makes the figure so,ooo. Again, take a
resistor with an orange body, green tip and brown dot.
the standard system, and the chart of Fig. 7 shows correct connections for five types of valve. Although ~~==~-'! ===~-.... The orange body indicates that the first figure is
the range of valves for use with seven-pin valve
" 3,'' th.e green tip shows that the [second is
holders may appear at present to be somewhat
" 5 " and the brown dot tells us that there is
restricted, it is likely that further use will be
one " o " after these figures; in other
made of the seven-pin base in connection
words, the value of the resistor is 350
with several new types of valve, such as
ohms. In practice, one very soon gets
used to this system, a value being
the "pentagrid" which is now being
developed for use as a frequency
as readily apparent as if it were
changer in superhet. receivers.
given in actual figures.
(continued on page 4C 1

TELSEN " CLASS B" COMPONENTS
" Class B " amplificahon, which employs a
special new type of valve, is capable of giving
a remarkably large power output with excellent
quality while it is very economical of H.T.
consumption. Special transform<'rs are, however, indispensable for this work, and the
following range has been designed to ensure the
best possible results with this new system.

TELSEN " CLASS B "
01\IVEI\ TI\ANSFOI\MEI\S

TELSEN " CLASS B " DRIVER
TRANSFORMERS
These are made in two ralios, wl1ich cover the
requirements of all the "Class B" valves
available at present and are supplied with comprehensive instructions.
Ratio : (Overall) I: 1 ; (Primarv to half-secondary) 2: 1.
Xo. W.J-13
Price 8/ 6
R atio : (Overall) 1.5.1 ; (Primarv to half-secondary) 3: 1.
~0. \\'.359
Price 8/ 6

TELSEN " CLASS B " OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER
The Telscn Class B Output Transformer, which
gi vcs ratios of 35.1 , 50: I and 65: l , will provide
correct matching to moving coil speakers ha \Ling
low resistance speech coils, and, like the Class B
Output Chok~, has a low primary resistance
(200 ohms per half winding) and a very large
core section. Supplied with full instructions.
No. W.3.J4

TELSEN " CLASS B ' '
OUTPUT T RANSFORM£~

Price 8/ 6

TELSEN " CLASS B " OUTPUT CHOKE
This choke providrs ratios of I: I , 1.3: 1, 2: 1
2.6.1, whereby a" Cl~ B" output stage can
be matched to anv moving coil speaker having
either a hi~h rt::.istancc speech coil or a low
resistance coil and input transformer. The
low D.C. re.sistancc of 220 ohms per half winding,
and generous core section prevent the occurrence
of distortion due to voltage drop or magnetic
saturation on peak load. The tot al inductance
is 18 henries, supplied with full instructions.
No. \V.J-15

Price 8/6
TELSEN " CLASS B "
OUTPUT CHOKE

2.

• MAINS UNITS •

TRANSFORMERS f. SWITCHES

H.T. UNIT AND LT. CHARGER FOR A.C.
MAINS
'.l• c, _.ht<:11 aJt auilable for mput volta&ts bt-t•cc.:a ~vu at..J
cycles, "'" !;,., specially wdcon.<d b' owaen Ill
battay rn;t1\lfrt w-bo, while they d"i"' to ~DJoy tbr CIC"'I.tOIIt)
ol po .. c-r •upply from th• a:Wns, do DOt "isb to ciJ.sc...-d th•tr t>att•r)
v ah'f'l ln ta\·our nf tb~ .....C. variety . Tbc unit ts verv solldly bw.Jt
•ncJ •• (Oillpt.t<i) ~«< by an arustlcally lonisbrd m~tal cue.
1 he H . l we put •• VI mllllunps. at 15() volts "ith ••pante muulluao,
dr.tt'Ctvr, and ttrttned Krtd tappings. on earb of wb1cb • cbo•te of
bash , ntt"diiJOt, or low voftagt'S is ava.alablc. Vf'rY generous 5tuOOtbJnlil:
t'QUtpmrut b vru' uJt-d to tlimtnate huua. Provis1oo 11 made for
t.harguag 2, 4, or 6 \:~Jt accumulaton., at 0.3 aruput'. and th~ U»t
uf tht">r fanllli<~ le-ado lO SUcb a UVIUS Of c:bargmg COI!o lhll tbt
un&t tuun pa)'l' tor H•tll.

11 ..,

Z>~ at ~o to 100

HT UNIT AND l 1 CHARG~R
FOR A C MA INS W IT H
COVER REMOVE D

Price £-4.17-6

No. W.3-46

H.T. AND LT. UNIT FOR A. C. MAINS
AI rrgar<lo Input and H.T. output, tbi~ is slmllor to tht " H.T un&t
and L.T chrujl<<" 1\o. W.346, but aa it 11 iot~ndcd to provtdc
cornplrlt p<>w•r tupply tor l"t'C~ivers •mploying A.C. vo.Jvts, thr
1..1 . cbu.rfN •~ rcoplact"d by a centre tapped transfonncr wintilng
capaule o oupplring 2.5 amps. at ~ volt&. ll Is a very w•ll mod•
tontpotu·nt, ancJ will llf' part&cularly appre<;iatcd by bomr con
&trutton.
No. W.3H
Price £3-7-6

H.T. UNIT FOR D.C. MAINS
d<~ornl'<l
A&le<Jual~ tlll<>>tlriruc is

for O.C. inputs ol from 200 lo 2SII volll
provided to ...mov~ npple, and th• output
l"breo- taPPIDC• are
prowl•d, t!;,., maxomum, scneord gnd. and detector tappullrt, al
each of which t r ho.u of b.o.l!b, lll<dwm, oo- low •oltagea;. avadAbl~
1-.... unot lo roc"*'<! m a well tinisb«< metal ca.e wbido pro' ides
couopltV ~~C~Wnuc.
1 hit urut Is

Is approxiiMtrly 28 mlU~wps. at 150 vol15.

No.

HT UNIT AND
l T CH .IIII CEII
fOR A C MAINS

w.:ua

Price 35 /·

TELSEN MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Fo..r ut<>dd• are now avaolable, th< llnt Ulift of whocll, !\a& \\ ~I,
W .svo and W .301 a"' allk• as n:car<!s output, whl<h,. as folio" 1 : 1.. T. l·olam1'11t-4 volts at :!l amps. witb c<ntn tap.
Kecuh..- hlament-t volts at I amp.
•
Ho1h ltnSton (for full wave r«tlllcalion)-200-0-200 volu A.C.
wbcch, """' a r.cttfytng valve of tbe 60 mA. 250 volt cl-, and a
'J•Ikn I. Jo . Cbo~e \ \ ..102 wolh 4 mfd. smoot~ing condcosen, d•l>vtn
a omooth<d D.t:. output of 2\!0 volts ac 3:! mA.
The onpuu. art as folio-:Mvd•l W 291 io motabl• f« 100-110 \"nits A.C. at 40 lo 100 <)'tiPS.

Price 3216
Modrl \ \ '.!lOO is ltutahl• for 200-250 volt• A.C. al 40 lo lOll <yt ltt.

Price 32{6
Mr.dol

w.~OI

•• IUltable for 200- 250 volta A.C. at 25 to 40 tvct...

Price

~S/-

·rh'"' nrw malu• tr;ansformt-r, W.360, has an output as

1.1'. l'ilan>tnt-l vol to at 5 amps. with centre tap.

rouo~·•

:-

R<ttlfio-r Polarucat-4 volt> at 2l a.n&p5.
H,_h Ttni>On (for full wave re<;hficattoo)-275·0-275 volto 1\ .C.
wb1rh, us InK a r«tilyong valve of the 120 mA. 350 volts clau, and tbt
ne-w 18 henry snlootbin8 cboke, \\'.36J, wHh .. n\fd. anJ.OOtbinc wu
dcrw·rJ, dthv(·f'l a amoothed D.C. out put. of 2-7$ volts at 60 n.aA .
Tbe onput to tbls tniMf<.><tner 10 '100 to 250 vohs, at 40 to 100 ey<l..

No. W.360

Price 31/ 6

TELSEN MAINS SWITCH

TELSEN MAIN S

A moruature owttch at ••ay robust coastructoon. Its rap•d mak•
and t're-ak a(·uon makes lt pa.rtacu.larJy smtablt as a master ~watt b
tn Ma&m and Bauory op.rar<d rece.o,·ers, Jor IWltchln( tirawopbont
motors, and numerou. otber U$el. Capable at banii!J111 up to 3
amp.:fft at 250 110lts Wltlt porlect safny. E D<Josed ID a . - t ruoulcJ<d
bak.-hlf"' CU'-'t.l' v. ~lb one. bole fu..i.D.I-

TIVIN SFOIIMERS

No. W.297 Price 1/ 6
TELSEN
M /I INS
SWITCH

TELSEN HUM ADJUmR
Compn" · a vana bleo centre te.pped resu.tance d~1.cn~ tor hum
control lo A.C. maSn• ope:n t<!'!d rect"JVfl"S and rlam1n.aton. Sohdh
couttruet~. u OCC'UPJ8 vn-y little 1J>aC(>, ud ts «-.-tnmth silent an
opuaU•>o, botb tl« tocalh· and mtthan&"'llr la ottn• unl)
o&ouldrd bak•hto ease woth wogle bal• fllung
No.

TELSEN HUM

A DJUSTE II.

w.m

Price 2 1 6

TH~EN HIGH VOLT AGE ELECTROlYTIC
CONDENSERS

TELSEN HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSERS

n- a.., con~ ~ vfrY 'ftll mad<- aDd ~ excriltat lex use

~1t10111an whadl b141b •oltag~ hljlb
Ttl>~a tboroUII:h·
brad<et and t<"na•UI&I supplied tutb thf'
cood.-r wbtch enablta at t o be mount~ COII\tllJtnUy on any
type ol bueboud or cbusas.
215 _ ....,
500 ...,.....,
_ . 'llllh4tt
f><;lk 'llllh4f•
No.
Pf .c#
No.
Pru..e
• mid. . .
• • W.3113 .. J b
\\.:196 .. . ;6
6 ..
.. W.3114 .. 3,9
W.397 .. 5/ ll ..
.. W.:JIIS •
W .398 .. 5/6

ao lmoothaJI&

clrcuJ~ and

otiM'r

capacny ccodensus ue requU"td . An enmple of

a.es• •• ..,..,. In lhe ip<e;W

•1-

TELSEN LOW VOLTAGE ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSERS
Whore a very h!j!h capaclly watb fairly low volta)!t Is required, as Jor
example automatic bias can:uits fur L F. valves, lhtsl' rocl'ntly
muoduced condens•rs will b> found Ideal, and as thev have wired
ends and are vrry compan, thoy are t~oUy auspend~d In the wmnK•
'fbty ar~ very cartlully made In l hr<e typi'S aud ore thoroughly
rtllalllt components.
No. W.399. 25 mfd. at 25 volts ..
, • Price 'l/6
No. w.~oo. SU mid. at 25 volt• •
.. 3/•
No. W ~01. 25 mfd 81 50 volts .
.. 3[·

TElSEN SElF·SEALING
CONDENSERS

TELSEN SELF-SEALING CONDENSERS
C.p.

500 <ooll usl
Cof>.
1,000 <ocJt list
No.
PN<•
Mfd.
No.
Pria
W .232
1 •ia
.01
W .2!lil
19
.04
\\'.230
l •l
.04
W.237
1/9
.I
W:!S I
l 6
.1
W.238
2 •
.25
W.2Z9
1,6
25
W.236
2 1.5
W.228
116
.5
W.235
2 /1
\\'.227
l i9
I
W.234
26
2
••
W 2~ ..
26
2
W.233
3 6
Th- «>Dd<onscrs
eelf·btahRf, llOG·inductlve and benOt:tically
sealed. Tbey are oflenod ao two lyp<:s, th<t capacltata lrun .01 to
2 mfd. ao ~~~~~ c:u., aod blocb o1 4, 8 •od 8 mid in
caMO
Wlth IO!dnmc can.

Mfll.
.01

*"'

-w

TELSEN SELF-SEALING BLOCK
CONDENSERS

c.,.
Mfll.

500 1!011 t.st

Pnu

No.

W .l 75
Wl76
W.l17

4
6

8

C.p.

1,000
No.
W .l78
W.l79

Alfll.

4 9
7 91 6

4

•

...u 1nl

PN<e
66
916

TELSEN MICA CONDENSERS
The nrw Tehr-n •• Mtca " CundeJlM'rs reprtst>nl ao important advancein t..:hmqll<' by whatb H.F. loosee have l>«n pnortacally eHau.nated.
The re-do:ai~ned ca.e 11 of n.,re allta<tlvc apptarance and c.an be
mounted vuucally or flat. Grid leaka, .. bolurt, may be mounted
111 itrlee or abunt, chps belnc auppli.U ltte wHb captocltiee .0001,
.0002 and .0003 mid.
.

~

M iJ.
No.
Pr~«
.
I
W 240
64,
.0002
W.241
64 ,
.0003
W.242
64.
.0004
W .248
6cl.
Th~ following mica cond~nsm bave

c..p.

TELSEN SELF SEAliNG
BLOCK CONDENSER$

M[!.l.
No.
PN<t
.0005
W,2H
64,
001
W.245
64 •
,(102
W 246
l /·
.006
W.2~7
1(3
also bf'tn added to the nn~e for
speclal .purposes, ~·K·• band·pass filter rlrculh, etc., and are suppbed
in !be Self·Scallng type bakelite cuea.
Capacity .01 mid., No. W.310
.•
••
••
• . Price l /·
.02 ,. No. W.Sll
.. l /6

.OS

..

No. W.316

. ,6

..

TELSEN PRE-SET CONDENSERS

Tht V<'rv.low mmJmum ropatJty of th~ Ttl...,. Pre-set Condemas
g~v.,. a wade rans• of ,...lt<tl\'ity adJUStment when u•td <n the aerial
t1rruat. Thry aro aub&tanually madr, ra&lly adJu..ted arul proVJded
•mh • lotltmJ rillf. Tht<r hllh uu.ulati<JO and low lou adapta eh=
for a ou.m.bf.r ol \tii.N.
Mu. C&t. Mftl.
Jl,,., C•Jt· \lfJ,
No .
•00~

.001
.0003
.0001

••

.IKIII2S

.•

.OIMJUtiS

.OW052
.0.MNII8

••

W.H 9

•

W.l51
W.IS2

w

TELSEN MICA
CONDENSEil$

1.~

Price 1/3 each
TELSEN TAG CONDENSERS

Tbek mav be mounted oa ntberiosulatrd « m.Ul ptoods by ublislntl:
tb~ tWO ~ tutW hot... Tb<- t&CI eoable lhe COD<i<noer tO
be c.oonocted to any oth... compootnt
R.F. 1. .- - n<clfllble.
Cap.
No.
PtO<I
.COOl • • W.207 ..
•0002
w 208 .. • •
•0()113
W.:!OII .. • •
•00\1~
W.210 • • • d.

·g·

tllber directly or by IO!dennt·
Cap.
.0005 ..
.001
.0112

No.
W 2 11
2 12
W.213

w

••

TELSEN PRE·SFT
CONDENSERS

Prau
..d•
. .d •

6cl •

THSEN TAG
CONDENSERS

•

•

VARIABLE
CONDENSERS

•

•

TELSEN SINGLE CONDENSER UNIT

TELSEN SINGLE
CONDENSER UNIT

This is a very high-class air-&electric condenser with
illuminated dial. and is intended for chassis or hueboard mounting. A skeleton framework of nickelplated steel supports the two sets of die-cast vanes,
great rigtdity and low minimum capacity being achieved
in the construction. A stator terminal is provided on
each side of the condenser, and positive connection is
made to the rotor by means of a flexible pigtail. The
maximum capacity of this condenser is .00053 mfd.
Two interchangeable dials are supplied, one of which
is graduated in degrees, while the other is specially
calibrated to give a direct indication of wave-length
when the condenser is used with a Telsen Screened Coil
No. W.216. Supplied with knob and escutcheon plate.
No. W.339

Price 7f6

TELSEN GANGED CONDENSERS
The Telsen Ganged Condenser Units have been
designed for use in modem receiver circuits in
which accurate and simultaneous tuning of two
or three circuits is obtained by the rotation of
one dial. A pressed steel frame of great rigidity
completely obviates any tendency to distortion,
while the rotor and stator vanes are let into onepiece high pressure die castings, ensuring accurate spacing. All sections are very carefully
matched by means of split end vanes, and
trimmers are provided across each section to
compensate for differences in stray capacities.
In the twin gang condenser the front section
carries a variable trimmer operated by a knob
concentric with the main tuning control. Both
models have an attractive stove aluminium
finish and are complete with disc drive, dust
covers, escutcheon plate, pilot light holder,
knob and two alternative tuning scales:

TELSEN
TWIN GANG
CON DENS Ell

No W .306

TWIN GANG CONDENSER

Price 12/6
With dust cover, 2/- e.xtra.

No W.307

TRIP LE GANG CONDENSER

Price 17/6
With dust cover, 2/6 extra.

TELSEN LOGARITHMIC VARIABLE
CONDENSERS

TELSEN
TRIPLE GANG
CONDENSER

The Telsen Variable Condensers are built to withstand
years of serv1ce. Rigidity in construction, the effective
clamping of both rotor and stator vanes, and freedom
from backlash and end play have been the pnmary
features aimed at 1n thetr design, and thereby accurate
and consi,tcnt spacing is assured as long as the condenser lS 1n service
Capac1ty .0005 mfd. No. W.l32
00025 mfd.

N6. W.l30

.00035 mfd. No. W.l31
TELSEN LOGARITHMIC
VAlliABLE CONDENSEilS

Price 3/ 6 each

"

2/6
3/6

ll.ININO, DIFFERENTIAL
t REACTION CONDENSERS

TELSEN BAKELITE DIELECTRIC TUNING
CONDENSERS
Designed on line. of rreat ri«idity, compactueee 8Jid
high efficiency, these condensers are confldently
recommended for use in ca.ses where apace is limited.
A high gra.de dielectric is emp1oyed, ensuring accuracy
of tuiWig with nunimum losses. Complete with knob.
Capacity .0005 mfd. No. W.l93 .. }
.,
.0003 mtd No. W.l9-4 .•

Price

TELSEN BAl(E llTE
DIELECTRIC TUNING
CONDENSERS

_ each
21

TELSEN BAKELITE DIELECTRIC REACTION
CONDENSERS
Theso condensers have been entirely re-designed and
now incorporate several valuable improvements. They
are very rigidly made, and the spindle, to which
positive contact is made by means of a flextble ptgtrul,
is so constructed that all end-play, wbtch may alter
the capacity, is entirely prevented. The vanes are
interleaved with finest quality solid dielectric, and the
whole unit is enclosed in a strong dust-proof bakehte
case which, by excluding gnt, prevents the occurrence
of the annoymg " rustling " noises so often found in
other makes. Supplied complete with knob.
CaplUity mfd.
.0003
00015
0001
00075
.0005

No.

Priu

W354
w 355
W.356
w 357
W358

1/9 each
1/9
1/9

TELSEN

2/2f-

TELSEN DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSERS
TELSEN
DIFFERENTIAL

These are similar in design and construction to the
react1on condensers, and are supphed, complete wtth
knob, in the following capacities.
Capacity mfd.
.0003
.00015
.0001

No.

Pric•

W351
w 352
W.353

2/- each
2/2/-

BAKELITE

DIELECTRIC REACTION
CONDENSER

CONDENSERS

TELSEN AERIAL SERIES CONDENSER WITH
SWITCH
Built on Similar hoes to the new reaction condenseB,
this condenser provides an rdeal sel~ttvaty and volume
control. The maximum capacity IS .0003 mfd. WJth
an extremely low rrurumum capacity. A &witcb ann
is keyed to the spindle whereby the condenser IS sbortCircuited at its maxtmum pos1tion, gtvang a " straight
through " aerial conneetion when desired, which results
in a wide range of control. Supplied complete with
knob.
No W.350
Price 2/·
TELSEN AERIAL
SERIES CONDENSER
WITH SWITCH

28

TELSEN SMALL FRICTION DISC DRIVE
A lo'" -prict'<l Disc Drive for aux.ilian: controls. lt is
extremely robust and may be usefully employed for
m:un tunan~ condensers where limatations of space
have tO be coosadcred.
Xo. W257

Price 2/TELSEN SMAll
FRICTION OlSC
DRIVE

TELSEN

BAKELITE SLOW MOTION

DIAL

:Made in black or brown moulded bakelite, this elegant
llttle dial has a gear ratio of 8--1, the di:~e being
grauuated from 0 to 100 in both directions. It ca11 be
fatted to any of the Telsen Turung and Reaction Con
spmdle
densers, or other standard makes havmg a
anti is ~uitable for all panels up to fr• thickness.
Mountang Instructions are included wttb every uaal.

r

No. W .14l
No. W . 141A

Black

Brown

Price I / 6 each
TELSEN BAKEliH
SlOW MOTION DIAl

TELSEN " 3 I 3 " DISC DRIVE
Thas IS ~enhally an illuminated Disc Drive tunmg
control Stmtlar to W. J84 aod suitable for am standa.nl
tunang condenser with 1· spindle. Although pnmartl\'
dt"Stgned for the Telsen " 325 Star" receivt>r, thts
component, With ats exceptionally attractiVe escutcheon
plate, IS ideal for use in any receiver employmg the
usual panel controls indicated. The;c compri-,e
' Separator," Yolume control. and Wave-change and
"On-Off" Swatches, thus grouping the main essentials
of a compklt: control unit into a compact a:sscmbly.
Escutcheon plate finished in Oxydised Silver.
No. \\'.313

Price 3; 6
TELSEN" 313"
DISC 01\IVE

TELSEN ILLUMINATED DISC DRIVE
Fitted with a handsome oxydised silver escutcheon
of modern design, this drive incorporates an 1mproved
movement. The gear ratio of approx. 5-l and the
bold and well-proportioned figures make for delightfully easy tuning. The dial may be illummated by
the Telsen Pilot Lamp, W.417 orW.4t8. A doubleended spanner~.to fit all Telsen .. one hole Ilxmg " nuts
is supplied free with every Disc Drive.
No. W.J84

Price 2/ 6
TELSEN "336" UNIT
(Pro. Pat. No 2877/33)
The new Telsen "336" Unit heralds a revoluttonarv
advance in radio h.:dmique, for this brilhant new
component effects two dtstinct and outstanding improvements 10 any type !)f set, firstly, giving amplilicalton equal to an extra L.F stage at no extra cost, and
~condly, a tremendous Improvement tn quality of
reproduction The Telsen "336" Unit is the only component of its kind in the world, and is covered by a
spec1al Telsen patent licence which wtll be found m
each carton
W.336

TELSEN
IllUMINATED
DISC DRIVE

Price S/ 6

TELSEN
"B6" UNIT

•

H.F. CHOKES

•

TELSEN STANDARD H.F. CHOKE
The Telsen Standard H.F. Choke is deservedly popnla.
in view of its remarkable efficaency at a low cost. It IS
partocularly suitable for reaction circu1ts, has a very
to~ self-capactty for its high inductance and occupies
a IDlllimum of space.
No. W 75

TELSEN

STANDA~D

HF CHOKE

Price 1/ 6

TELSEN BINOCULAR H.F. CHOKE
TELSEN STANDARD

Jn high class circuits calling for cxcepttonally efficient
H.F. chokes, the Telsen Binocular Choke can be relied
upon in every respect. Its external field is negligible
d ue to the binocular formation, it has a low self-capacity
while its inductance is as btgh as 180,000 mtcro-henries.

SCREENED H.F. CHOKE

No. W.74

Price 3/6

TELSEN SHORT WAVE H.F. CHOKE
This choke is specifically designed to cover the complete
short wavelength band, usually con~idered to extend
from 150 to t O metres. " Blind Spots" have been
elimmated, and its extremely low self capacity makes
it a thoroughly reliable and effici•nt component for all
Short Wave circuits. Enclosed tn a neat bakebte
moulding it occupies a minimum of space.

TELSEN BINOCULAR
H.F. CHOKE

.

No. W 22 1

Price 1 16

TELSEN SCREENED H.F. CHOKES
These new chokes have been very carefully designed
and constructed, so that thear efhciency ts constStently
high over the whole of t h<' waveband for which they
are intended. They are small and compact, and the
metal screen, which is connected to an earthing termmal, entirely preve>ts int eraction with other components.

TELSEN BINOCULAII.
SCREENED H.f . CH OKES

Three types are available, W 34 1, which is designed

for wavelengths between 100 and 2,000 metres, such
as are met with in the ordmary broadcast recetver,

W .342, wluch IS a short wave choke for use between
10 and 100 metres, and W 340, a bmocula.r choke
suitable for "all-wave " sets working between 10 and
2,000 metres.

All-Wave Screened Binocular H F Choke.

No. W.340

Price -4/ 6

Standarrl Screened H .F. Choke.

No W.341

Price 2 / 6

Short Wave Screened H .F . Choke.

No. W .342

TELSEN SHORT WAVE
H.F CHOKE

Price 3/·

TELSEN SHOI\T WAVE

SCI\EENEO H f

CHOKE

AERIAL:

•

COILS •

TELSEN "
COILS
TELSEN •• H9" IRONCOilED SCitEENEO COILS

H9 " IRON-CORED SCREENED

The rt"<ult of extensive research, these coils employ an
aron -dust core whach has enabled thcrr SIZe to be
greatly reduced \Hthout sacnface of efliCJency, Vihach is
con~ider-.a.blr higher than that of the majority of aircored coils. Magrufication and selectivtty are correspondtngly amproved, while the metal screenang can
prevents the occurrence of unwanted interaction.
These coil~ can be used either as aerial tuning cmlq or
lJ I' transformers, a reaction winding being included.
Single> Coal.

No. W.349

Price

Twin 1\lntchcd Coils.

No. W.422

Price 17/-

8 /6

Triple Matched Coils.

No. W.423

Price 2Sf6

TELSEN SINGLE
SCREENED COI L

TELSEN SCREENED TUNING COILS

TELSEN SCREENED
TUN I NG COILS

The r~ult of much research and experiment, these
coals embody the ultimate efliciency attamable 10
a perfectly shielded inductance of moderate dimensions. Prov1ded with separate coupling coil~ for
medaum and long waves they are suitable for use
as aerial coat.; or as anode coils following a screen
gnd valve, giVing selectiv•ty comparable only w1th
a "ell designed band-pass !ilter. The coils are filled
wath cam op«>rated rotary SWitches with definite
contact.-; and click mechanism, and are supplied corn·
plete wath aluminium screening cans.
No. 216

Price 7/Price 14/ 6
No. W.2~ Triple matched Screened Coils Price 21 / 6
No. \\'.287 Twin matched Screened Coils

TELSEN DUAL RANGE AERIAL COIL
TELSEN DUAL RANGE
'EIIIJ>.L COIL

I ncorporales n variable selectivity-device, makmg tho
coil ~uita.ble for widely varying reception conditions.
Thas adjustment also acts as an excellent volume
control, and is equally effective on long and short
waves The wave-band change is effected by means
of a three-point switch and a reaction winding IS
1ncluded
No. 76

Price 5/6

THE TELSEN H.F. COIL
May be u'led for H F. amplification with screen grid
valve, either as an H.F. transformer or alternatively
a' a tuned grid or tuned anode coil. It also makes a
highly effiCient aerial coil where the adjustable
selccuvity feature is not required.
No. 154

Price 4/ 6

BAND PASS £ SUPERHET
•
COI L S
•

TELSEN BAND-PASS COIL UNIT
ThiS umt compn" two a• cu: a tt"h n .atched S<~ne.t
&nd Pass Cotl~ woun•l on blacL: moulclr.tl bakehtc
formers and mountetl together nn .~ :;m~lc ngad plmth
b.ose. The: coab are anclrpcndcnt of c.•ch other an<l C'IO
hi! "ire<! for any of the lhrc.·•· 1\ pes nf band p."'<'! fllt<>r
to g•ve c:xcept•onal quaht} "lth ~tiC(.ti\ltv. \\,ne·
change swatchang •~ mcorpor:ncd an each cml ba~. t he
switche~ being ganged an• I controlled b}· a ,mgle knob.
Complete with e~cut~hetm pl.•tt• ·•nd knob .
No W 290

TELSEN BAND-PASS
COIL UNIT

Price 14 6
TELSEN BAN O.PASS AND OSCILLATOR COIL
UNIT
Comprises the .Hand Pas!! Cotls and Oscillator Coils
combined and mounted into a compact unit oo <1
single metal plinth l><~sc All wave ~hauge ~wat~hes
are ganged wtlh -.ngle knob control. The 1deal component for any superh('tcrodvnc cit·cuit.
1\o W 292

Price 2 1j6
TELSEN OSCILLATO R COIL
Thts coal ts particularly s•nlt"<l to superheterodyne
circuits in conjunction w1th th e Tri<Pn Band Pass Coals.
for which it can be obtain~:cJ sel'ara t.-h·, or tn a combmecJ
untt (see \\'.2921 . it has be<>n dc•1gnecl to operate at a
frequencv ~paration of 110 kalocvclcs from the band
pass tu01ng range, and "ilh a ~tauclard 3-gang tuning
condenser and ~uttable paddtng condensers "''ill main·
tain a constant frequency s<.'parat•on over both wave
ranges
No \V 291

TElSEN BANO.PASS AND
OSCillATOR COIL UNIT

Price l j6
TELSEN INTERM EDIATE FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER COI L
Consists of two tuned circu1ts comprising a band pass
interm~diate frequency filter tuned to 110 kc. by two
pre-set balancing cond<'n~ers riltcd in the base of the
coil. Small m•lled wheels projecting from the sides
of the bast- enable thrse condt>nst>rs to be adjusted for
<liHcrcn t values of strny capacit ies, a nd the filter
coupling is a lso variable so that opti mum conditions
for both quality and sel('ctivity may be attained.
Totally screened.
No. W.294

T ELSEN INTE RMEDIATE
FR EQUE N CY TRA NS·
FORMER C O i l

TELSEN
OSCILLATOR

Price 7j 6
TELSEN SUPERHETERODYNE COILS
These Telsen Superheteroc.lyno Co1ls are designed to

cater for those constructors who w1sh to make a
Superhet erodyne R~ivt'r tlat does not employ band
pass tunmg in the pre-detrctor high frequency stages.
They posse,s the ~me exceptional fcatun:s or high
efficaency and low lo,<PS that have made the Telsen
Screened Coals ~o \\". 216 and the Telsen Band Pass
Coals No. W.290 so ju~tly famou~.
These coils are de..igned to work in conjunction w1tb
a triple ganged variable condenser having specially
shaped vanes for mamtatmng a constant frequency
difference or 110 kilocycles b!!tween the frt'quency
of the oscillator and that o f the a erial and grid
tuning coils.
Type No 5330

Price 21 6

TELSEN SUPER ·
HETERODYNE COILS

TELSEN " ACE " L.F. TRANSFORMERS
1 he l'elscn "Ace "

IS eminently srutable for receivers
"here hi,:(hest efficiency is required at a low cost
and where space is limited
Its characteristic will
bear companson w1th that of any other transformer.

Ratio 3-l.
Ratio 5-l.
ffLSEN ' ACE '
L f TRANSFORMERS

No. W.66
No. W.65

Price 4 / 9 each
TELSEN "RADIOGRAND" L.F. INTERVALVE
TRANSFORMERS
Sutre their introduction, these Transformers have
stgniftcci to dcstgncrs and constTuctors alike the nearest
approach to the n:leal in intervalve transformer design
Fvolved from the results of extensive research coupled
with the soundcst engmecring principles, every b ·ansformer is subjected to ri~orous tests to ensure faultle~
performance and endunng efficiency.
Medium Ratios: 3-1, No. W.59 ;
5-1, No. W.58

Price 6/ 9 each
TELS EN •• RAOIOGMNO ' L f ,
INTERVAL VE TRAN ~F ORMER\

TELSEN " RADIOGRAND" LOW RATIO
I .7 S-1 TRANSFORMER
For u'lt" m recetvers employing two stages of L F.
amphficabon, where exceptionally good quality is
de:ured. \Yben used following an L.F. stag~ employing
choke or resi'ltance coupling it will be foLnd to give
ample volume wtth remarkable reproduction.
No. W.61

Price 9,'6

TELSEN 1\.AOIOGRANO' LOW
RA 110 I H
I TRANSFORMER

TELSEN" RADIOGRAND" HIGH RATIO 7-1
TRANSFORMER
This Transformer is designed to give extra high
ampli(icatiou on receivers employing onl} one stage
of t...F ampltftcatlon. lt is not recommended Cor use
in receivers employing two L.F. stages as overloading
i~ hkcl y to occur.
No. W.60

Price 9/ 6
TELSEN " AUDIOFORMER "
The Telsen " Audtoformer" solves the problem of tone
compensation which has been created by to-day's
demand for super-selecttvity. lts fixed compensation
re~otor~ all the htgb notes which have been lost by the
cutttng of the stdebaods. yet it does so WJth<>ut any loss
of amplification or reduction in ba.o;s re5pon-.e, and
wtthout necesllltating etther an extra L.F. stage or any
additional components.
Ab>Oiutely sell-contained, this single brilliant component IS all you need to achieve that perfect reproduction which your critical ear demands.

Ratio 5:1.

l USE N
AVOICJfOP.HER

\\'.327

Price I I /6

INTER.VALVE COUPLING
UNITS f L.F. CHOKES

TELSEN 1-1 INTERVALVE COUPLING UNIT
This is a modern dtvclopmcnt of th• one time dc<:crvcdly
popular RC. umt.s. It incorporo~t~ a low p.lSS filter
feed in ib. anode circu1t, thus eltt·~;tivch· prcventmg
" motor boating." " thresholcl how I," and other form~
of instability. \\'1th an 11.1.. typ~ valve it wtll ~we an
amplification of about 20, whtlc 'onsuming ncgligtble
H .T. current.
~o. 214 Price 7'6

TELSEN 10-1 INTERVALVE COUPLING UNIT
A filter-fro Transformer using a htgh permcabtlity

TELSEN I : I l...rfEIWALVE
COUPLING UNIT

nickel alloy core, and enahl111g ,, 10 1 voltage step-up
to be attatned whtle preserving an exceptionally good
frequency characlenstac which is comp,·ttsated in the
lugher frequencies for use with a pcntodo valve.

No. W.21S

Price 12/ 6

TELSEN " R.C." COUPLING UNIT
Xo. W.28S

Price

1/·

TELSEN INTERVALVE L F. COUPLING
CHOKES
\ ' e>rmal

,\ftJX.

Cunent
40 H . at J mA
100 H. at 2 mA

Currtml
10 mA
6 mi\

Rattllt:

No.
\\ 68
\V 69

These popular L.F. Chokr!'l an~ primarilv intended for
use as coupling chokes in the anO<Ic drcuits of modern
radio receivers, but may be used 10 anv CU'CUit not
carrying more than the a;tipulatcd m,txtnlUm current.

Price 4 19 each

TELSEN OUTPUT CHOKE

TELSEN " 1\ ,C . "
COUPLING UNIT

Destgn!.'d for use as an output filter 1n \'Onjunctton wilb a
cond.,nser not less than I mfd , following uny power or
super power valve takmg up to 40 mA anode current.
G1ves an 1deal r~>sponc;e en rve u nth•r all condtttons.
No. W 71

Price 6/3

TELSEN HEAVY DUTY SMOOTHING CHOKE
Tbts choke has the very low IJ.C rest~tance or 420 ohms.
and so ts particularly useful in "moolhing circu1b

TELSEN INTERVALVE
Lf. COUPUNG CHOKES

pas:ilng comparatively heavy current., whrrc the m;u1·
mum output voltage is needoo. lt:. mductancc 1s
18 henrys at 50 milhamps., and the ma.umum permisSJble current is 75 mA.
No. \\'.361

Price 12/6
TELSEN
OUTPUT
CHOKE

TRANSFORMERS

CHOKES

•

TELSEN OUTPUT TRANSFORMER. RATIO 1-1

f£LSEN OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER
RATIO I : I

Tius Transformer enables a high resutance type speaker
to be connected to the output circuit of a receiver U5Ulg
a triode output valve wtthout the necessity of pa.ssmg
direct current through the speaker WUldl.Dgs. Saturataoo of the magnet system is thereby avoided, and the
H.T voltage is kept away from the speaker. Suitable
for anode current up to 40 mA D.C.
No. W.62

Price 9f6
TELSEN MULTI RATIO OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER
This is designed !or use with moving coil loudspeakers
having a low impedance speech coil winding. It has
three ratios 9-1, IS-I and 22.5-1, which allows the
correct matchmg of speakers of widely varying
characteristics. Swtable for anode currents up to
40 mA.
No. W.63.

Price 9/ 6
TELSEN TAPPED PENTODE OUTPUT CHOKE
This Choke as desagned pnmarily for pea todes taking an
anode current of not more than 20 mA. By varying
the c:onoectJo:u. ratios of 1-1, 1.6-1 and 2 .5-1 are
attainable, thus prov1ding for matching under widely
vary10g con dsboo.s.
No. W.72

Price 6/ 9

TELSEN TAPPED PENTODE
OUTPUT CHOKE

TELSEN POWER PENTODE OUTPUT CHOKE
The use of this Power Choke prevents direct current
passtng through the loudspeaker when the latter is used
in conjunction with power pentode outpu t valves
carrying up to 40 mA. It also enables correct matching and good qua!Jty to be obtained through the eboic:e
of three rataos, namely, 1-1, 1.3-1 and 1.7-1.
No. W.J72

Price 9 16

TELSEN POWER PENTODE
OUTP V l CHOKE

TELSEN L.F. SMOOTHING CHOKE
Tbe Telsf'n Smootbmg Choke has been designed to
!ulfal all the requirements of ao efficacnt smoothmg
component in the rec:tihed mains output e1rcu1t of a
rec:eaver. Its inductance is 28 bennes at 25 mA the
max.amum permi.s.s1ble current not exceed10g SO mA
DC. Resasta.nce 1,000 ohms.
No. W.302

Price ll/ 6
TELSEN LF.
SMOOTHING CHOKE

VALVE HOLDERS
t TON!: C NTROLS

TELSEN 7 -PIN VALVE HOLDERS
These valve-holders are accur.Ltely constructed to
accommodate several new types of valve, such as tbe
" Class B " valve. They are made m the sohd and
aoti-micropbonic types and in both types the contact
sockets are extended in one p1ece to form the soldering
tags, thus ensuring perfect connection. The ternunals
are numbered according to the system standardised
by the R.M A.
7-Pm Sohd Type Valve-Holder.
No. W.337 · Price I /6
7-Pin Anti-MJcrophonic Type Valve-Holder.
No. W.338 Price I f9

TELSEN VALVE-HOLDERS
The latest models of Telseo Valve-holden have an
extremely low sell-capacity aJld are made 1n both solid
and anti-microphonic types. These embody specaal
contact sockets of one-piece design with neat :.oldenng
tags and end terminals.
SoUd Type
And-mJcrophonJc type
No.
Price
No.
Price
w 222
8d.
4-pm
w 224
6d
4-pm
5-pm
W.225 .. 8d.
5-pm
W223 .• IOd.

TELSEN UNIVERSAL VALVE-HOLDER
The Un1venal Valve-bolder prov1des a method ol
supporting a screen grid valve in a boruontal pos1tioo
on a baseboard, and is ideal for use ID conJunction
with a vertical screen.
Alternatively in confined
spaces it enables any valve to be mounted parallel to
the surface on wbtcb the bolder JS fixed.
No. W.198

TELSE N 7 .PI N
VALVE H OLOEI\S

TELSEN 4-PIN
VAL VE-H OLOERS
Solid Typo

TElSEN S-PIN
VAl YE-HOlDERS
A n t f.. microphontc

Type

Price 9d.
TELSEN VARIABLE TONE CORRECTOR
Another extremely useful tone corrector that enables
the experimenter to adjust the reproduction from hls
receiver to a balance of tone and quality suited to bts
own indJvidual taste. By a turn of the knob the tone
can be varied from an accentuation of the b..tgh notes
to a predominance of the bass. Su1table for any
output circuit.
No. W.314

Price 4/ 6
TELSEN PENTODE TONE CORRECTOR

TELSEN V~flt i ~B L E
TONE CORRECTOR

ThiS component has been designed to comp;-nsat<- for
tbt: accentuation or the h1gh notes resulttn~ from the
use of a Pentode, and can be Incorporated m the
majonty of c1rcuits emptoy1ng thiS valve m the output
stage. In addition to acting as a tone co"ector ID
tllC. way, it ewes protecuoo to the Pentode vahe by
ttn.suring that the impedance of the output ctrcwt
does not nse to an excessiVe amount.
No. W 308

Price 2/6
TELSEN PENTOD E
TONE CORRECTOR

VOLUME CONTROLS

• e SWITCHES

•

T ELSEN VOLUME CONTROLS

TEL~EN

VOLUME
CONTROLS

Telsen Volume controls are made primarily in two
models, 10,000 ohms and SQ,OOO ohms. The resistance
element is entirely wire-wound with a spectal alloy
wire of high resistivity and great mechanical strength,
ensuring constant value and noiseless operation.
They are adaptable to a number of dtfferent uses tn both
H.F and L.F circuits, a notable feature ID thc1r construchoo betng that, as the contact arm IS msulated
from the operating spmdle, two or more may be ganged
on the same spindle and controlled by one> knob.
10,000 ohm

W .298

50,000 ..

W .295

Price

3/3/-

TELSEN 50,000 OHM VOLUME CONTROL
WITH MAINS SWITCH COMBINED
No. W .296 Price ~/ 6

T ELSEN PUSH-PULL SWITCHES

TELSEN SO.OOO OHM
VOLUME CONTROL WITH
MAINS SWITCH COMBINED

(Prov. PaJ. No. 1.125{31)

TELSEN TWQ.POINT
PUSH-PULL SWITCH

The Telsen Push-Pull Switches employ the " knife •
type of self-cleaning contact , and a positive snap
action. The nickel silver bridge piece is driven betwt>en
the springy · fixed" contacts, and the wedge-shaped
plunger squeezes the inner contacts outwards, cto:;mg
the jaws in a firm grip. The series gap reduces selfcapaCity to a minimum, and the spindle is in~ulated
from aU contacts. They can be usefully o.ppliw for
several dtffcrent purposes, e.g., for the switchtng on and
off of the high and low tension and grid bias batteries,
for wave change swttching where two or three contacts
a.re employed, etc. The shape of the spindle gutde
prevents any possibility of the contacts becommg ou t
of alignment.
Two-point, No W.l07

Price 9d.

Three-point, No. W 108

Price

1/-

TELSEN THREE·POINT
PUSH·PULL SW ITCH

TELSEN FOUR-POINT "TWO-POLE " PUSHPULL SWITCH
Designed on the same lines as the 2 and 3-point
Switches, this model is a two-pole switch htghly

suitable for use in wave changing on two cotls or an
H .F. transformer, or for switching pick-up leads or an
additional loudspeaker.
No. W .153 Price 1/ 3
TELSEN FOUI'.-POIN ,
" TWO-POLE " PUSHP U l l SWITCH

FIXED RESISTANCES
• e, HOLDERS •

TELSEN RESISTORS WITH WIRED ENDS
Tbe nntct' of th~f" nrw e:ompc:JMnttl ~·rn tslena'" ... botb 8.1 n,..ard$
rcsuuoa valu< and pcnotr ratlh1. The• art •"'1' &mall and li11bt
aod are easily auspendtd an tht- -.tnn4 of a r«tlvtt, wbtnt thottr
res.istanct' lJ qutdly tdtntlhtd by tbt> atandard tolour todf' For
lbo$e tntacqua10ted with tbt e:olour~lf, tbe rc&Jit&nc,. vaJu.r.o 1.$
abo pnnt~ on tht earton. Tb""M" Rt~atton hav~ Df{tlutablft uJf
capae.it) and tnductanc:t, are ooit.t lesalo Uk', and tbtu "aJut H.DaaLO!
u.cchan~et'ti undtor tbe mwt adve.rte c•rcuU\ItantN
The) art auppltHl
in th,. following valutt : Powu rating ol • wall: 250, 500, 1,000, 1,250, ~.ooo, 10,000, 20,0<111,
25,000, 50,000, 1001000, 250,000 1 500,0<10 obrn• nstatan~.

Price 1/Powrr rating oil watt: 250, 500, 1,000, 1,250, S,OOO, 10,000, 20,000,
25,000, 50,000, 100.000, 250,000, 500,000 Obtnf rt!Sistance.

Price

I/-

soo:

Pow•r ratlo,ot ol 2 watu: 250,
11 000, 1,250, 5,000, 10,000.
20,000, 25,000, 50,000, 100,000 ohms re&latance.

Price

2/-

3 aod 6 watt t)'P6 ean t.., aupplit'd ou rtqut1t.

TELSEN SMALL TUBULAR CONDENSERS
This 11 • nrw ran11• ol v•ry amall tubular coodenano, wbicb d<'lplt•
their s.mall siu. ar~ quft~ •• •fficitnt at th~ la.rJ~er types. They are
tPStod up tO 1,500 volu, and u tb•y havo wlr•d eoda are vuy owtabl•
for sos~asion in thf" wiriDf(
Capacitl01: .0001, .OCI02, .0<103, .0005, .001, .002, .005, .006 mfd.

Price

rel~EN

SPAGHFTTI
~lElC18lE

I/-

IUSISTANCES
Capa~lty

Capadty .01 mJd

.1 mid.

Price l t 6

Price I / 3

TELSEN SPAGHETTI FLEXIBLE RESISTANCES
lbese rf5fstallCC"t a"' mad,. from tt,.- flnnt oldwl c.brou~ wt..re, WflUJl'J
OD a pW't' cotton ror~, \lOv~ and fmprrauwttd 10 that Rl('ll$\urr
cannot an~ct.. th~ ...,r,. and causf' COI"T''Ston
rh,. bc·ndta.g of 11,..
rtSutance will not alttr ou •alu• \lod 1n tbe lollowmg ralstancn.
300, 600. 7'\ll, t,ouo ohrrw--42 mA

Pnce 6d . each

1,~00,

2,000, 3,0tMI, 4,1MMI, 5,110(1 olmos-2J mA,

TElUN CARTIUOGE RUISTANCE HOlDER

Pnc;e 9d. each

t011l00, I S,O<I<l, 20,000, 25,twl(l, 111,'">0 <'h!I'\J~ mA
Price I 1. each
50,000, 60,0(10, 80,0011, II"I,(IIM) obtl1S-3 mA ,

Price 1/ 6 t'a<.:h

TELSEN CARTRIDGE RESISTANCE HOLDER
RI'Siatance Holdrr, No. W.2Sti

Price 9d. each
TELSEN CAI\TI\IOGE RESISTANCES

TELSEN CARTRIDGE RESISTANCES
Tbest Rf'Siatances are of the J wuu t Yr~~·, ,uul IU411tnlain a f011~tunt
value unallected by change uf "'"'l•·r&tun
l'hoy aw ,.,, J•..,ttl
within strong cartridge t_ype ra.'"*' with IH a''tlv IIJt."kt lh·d t'fH..l t·ap!;o
Mount-ed iD the relseu Carlrlt!Mr Re,_h.taru·,. floldtr, whH b ruav br
mounted vt"rtically or horbuntally, thrv vr•"'~·ut a \t·Jy au~al apptar
ance. Mildr tu the CrJIIo.,.tnr rr11l1lam n -

300, 350, 400, 500, 60(1, 750, l ,()(tO, 1,5011, 2,1~11), :I,O<tO, 4,0ii(J, S,(k)<),
10,000, 15,000, 20,000, 25,000, <10,0<10, SU,IHIO, 00,000, tlO,OOO, 1()0,000,

150,000, 200,000 vbm..

Price I/- each.

TELSEN GRID LEAKS
Tb- are aboolutrly •llrnt and prattk-ally unt.,·akal.ole and do uut
vary in ,...;,Uin• •· wtth applicllll •h vi dllltrtlll voltacts. Tbt·y at~
uoo·lnducuv• and pou<IU<f' no capadty eUecu.
<;apacouea :-S, 4, 3, 2, I, t, t mqobOb

TElSEN GRID lEAKS

Price 6d. each

TELSEN GRID LEAK HOLDER
Tbl3 will hold hnnly anv •tandanl " " or t)'P< ol 11nd ltak Thr
spn~ oontach art •at~r1ed in on.. p1Ht to form s.oldenD.I t~.
and the tei'IIUII&!< and h•utc bolea are aC<'-lble -.·otbout remoqulf
the gnd leak.
No. W 148

Price 6d.
TELSEN GRIO
LEAK HOLDER

TELSEN
POWER fUSE

TELSEN POWER FUSE
' I htS<' eflu "''" l!Uit• powrr fusfS utrl1se a $pedal lu$1• wlrt having
• Vt!fY small " umrla!l" wlh'll the fuSrng current baa bt·t·n attained.
Tbe wue IS muUJII<d 111 a rlhs tube herweti••IIY l<'Oir<llnto t3fltl of
I>Olisbtd or<krl. Madr 111 f<>ur viluc:s : -

F\IIing Cun:cnt: l •mp., 1\u. W. l99; J amp., I'o. W,2110; 2 amp.,
No. W,201; J a~up., No. W.202.

Price 6d. each
TELSEN POWER FUSE-HOLDER
\lad• l•>e n ..untro: th• Tri•"O Po......- F...e. Th · rnd <liP' arr
so-<urely bo Id •od aro In Ot • fll.c<" ,..,Lb tbt: sol<lm ...: talt pro)«UOAS
OrdiDar) "If< conoo: lloo.. can at..o b.. road• Ull<kr Lbe ~bp IICRWS.
:;o. w.2u3
Price 6d.
TELSEN POWER
FUSE-HOLDER

TELSEN FUSE-HOLDER
A or•t and lntxp··r,.lvr d•·vr<e wbich should be Incorporated In every
receiver a• a prt-. ~&uuun a"atrhtt burnt oul vah'es. The teruunitl.ls
are easily ar<l'>•rlllr ""d the s~andard 1yp~ fu>c l>ulb I• btld fltllll)',
~lviug a ptrf~-.;t contact whh b cannot bceom~ loo.;e.
"'o. W.l46
Price 6d.

TELSEN 100 m/ A FUSE BULB

:-.u. \\ .JI8

Price 6d.

TELSEN PILOT LAMPS
Th · • t:DJ" llre .upph...t for us~ with rUuminat<d diall. Two lVII'"'
are ava•lahlt. b<>tb of wbt ·b bavr a ••rv low cunent rocsamphon ,
lbe 6 volt lamp 11 suotalle for.- on mains~~. wbrre 11 b run lroro
tb• ~ volt ,\ l f1laa1tnt supply, and Lbe 2.5 voll laoor b rd~al tor
ball•rr
u•ho& 2 volt aocumulaton.
1> volt p1l•>t lamp, .'! amp. No. W.~l8

•et•

TELSEN
PILOT
LAMPS

Price 1/·
2.5 volt pilot lamp, .2 arnp.

No. W.417

Price 6d.

TELSEN TERMINAL BLOCKS

TEt ~EN

'I wo u1.~ulatcd tmn1uals are mountrd up<•n a bakcllt~ mouldlu~ a•
employed In tb• gnd lrak bolder and pov.-u fuse rnount.
They may cnnvtnl<·nlly be US<!d for aenal and ~artb, loud•peaker,
potk·up or extra battery coonectton>, or for tndcpendent ancbota;~~
pornts.

FUSE-I-IOLDER

No. W104

Price 6d.

TELSEN CONSTRUCTORS' OUTFITS
Th -• out hi r• uppii•..J to facihtate tbe bwldinc of a Tel1<n Kit
t •.;C"lbc:r thf" pallll:l, chants vr La,.,cboard, aut! all
small &rtJd('S 1uch .a• tcnwa, 111ift, wa.ndn pl~, tp&nacrt, rtc.,
ttquuod t.,r tht c~tru< Uun o~ the: reectvrr. ·a hn, wbnt tbc
staod&rd compootnU for ~tty p."lrtitular tecei\r'U have bet'u obtalord,
tbt' cou•f.rut.lor bu onlv to putehasf" th.e turtT"!\pon,Jint~ outfn. tu
en.. bJt- huo to {Qiur.Jdc tb• t.Ubre OJfbt.ru.J;Uua ()( tht rtt.c:-fovtr •itb
tbt gn:.lh"'lt. lNl ~tl, c t'i.&C'.

Set by ..rt• UI•<~·K

TELSEN
TERMINAL

TELSEN " A.C. SUPER FIVE " CONSTRUCTOR'S
OUTFIT
No. W 412
Price 7j6

BLOCKS

TELSEN " CLASS 8 FOUR " CONSTRUCTOR'S
OUTFIT
t\t). \\'.416
PriceS 6
TELSEN " BATTERY S.G. THREE ·· CONSTRUCTOR'S
OUTFIT
~o. \\ 413
Price 3 6
TELSEN "SUPER SIX" CONSTRUCTOR'S
OUTFIT
No. W.305
Price 7 6
TELSEN "SUPER SELECTIVE FOUR"
CONSTRUCTOR'S OUTFIT
No. W.304
Price 7 /6
TELSEN "ALL MAINS S.G.3 " CONSTRUCTOR'S
OUTFIT
No W 34)3
Price 7f6
TELSEN " 31S STAR" CONSTRUCTOR'S
OUTFIT
No. W.326
Price 3f 6
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HE recent increase in the number of high power broadnotes, and the low frequency stage composed of the 7:1 Radiocasting stations in Europe has produced a condition of
grand Transformer, the Pentode Output valve (which has an
overcrowding in the ether which necessitates the use of a
undistorted output of one watt) and the Pentode output choke,
highly selective set by all who wish to receive the largest possible
is so balanced that an even response is given to notes of all
number of programmes without interference. No type of
frequencies.
An important refinement is the use of " variable mu " valv~s
receiver offers such possibilities in this direction as the superheterodyne, and a great deal of intensive research work has been
in the high frequency and intermediate frequency stages, as m
carried out in the Telsen Laboratories in order to evolve the
this way the most modern form of volume control is incorvery best superheterodyne circuit for the modern set constructor.
porated and the occurrence of troublesome "cross-modulation"
All the many difficulties
"""
,..
'""'""'"'
entirely avoided. An
which discouraged the
r'_"_!."t"_'"'- :V=O>=Tr=TO=o==O=>C=·r=lOO=====+='="~=U<="V===========:: HT+o on-off switch is so
earlier experimenters
""''"'""
:~:: ~rranged that the set
have now been over("'
"" 1s turned off after
come, and, in the
•
the ~volume has been
last edition of the
""""
reduced to a miniRadiomag, we anmum.
The Telsen " Super
nounced the Telsen
'' Super Six," which
Six " is built into a
incorporates a special
,..
strong sherardized
patented circuit
steel chassis which
evolved by our
affords rigid support
r- ••. while it provides
Research department,
and which constitutes
--..". valuable screening so
a notable advance in
.... that the set is
the design of battery
••·• absolutely stable in
operated superheteroFIG 1
use. The layout is
dyne receiverS. Since
THEORETICAL EIRCUIT Of THE TELSEN SUPER SIX
clean and efficient
and the wiring short and neat. There arc only three controls
that time we have designed an all-electric superheterodyne for
those who have electricity supply mains available, and this is
on the artistic black crackle finished panel, namely the volume,
fully described in this issue.
wave-change, and tuning controls, and the set has a very
The Telsen "Super Six," however, was so greatly appreciated
attractive appearance, especially when mounted in a suitable
by long distance radio enthusiasts that we feel that this short
cabinet.
description will be of interest to new readers. The theory of
the superheterodyne is fully explained in the article entitled
A list of components is given below. These can be obtained
" The Superheterodyne Simply Explained," which appears
complete as a kit set, or a constructor who already has some of
elsewhere in this issue, so we need not discuss it here.
the components may buy the others separately. In this case the
The circuit diagram of the Telsen " Super Six" is included on
Constructor's Outfit No. W.305 should be obtained, as it contains
this page and it is of interest to note that the! ~~~~;;~~;~=~the panel, chassis, and all the small articles such
as wire, screws, etc., required for building this
arrangement of the signal frequency amplifier 1
circuit in conjunction with the band pass
set.
pre-selector is such as to keep the sensitivity
A complete account of this receiver with simple
of the set practically constant over the
but thorough instructions for building it,
whole wave band. The two band
are to be found in the Telsen Radiomag
pass intermediate frequency transNo. 4, which includes a free I/- Blue
formers I.F.T.I and I.F.T.2
Print and which can be obtained
ensure that ample selectivity is
price 6d. post free.
(continued on page 40)
obtained without loss of high
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THE TELSEN SUPER SIX
List of Components
Quantity
Description
Cat. No.
W.222
5 Anti-Microphonic Valve-holders, 4-pin
I Anti-Microphonic Valve-holder, 5 pin
W.223
I 2 meg. Grid Leak
W.25I
I t meg. Grid Leak
W.248
I r,ooo ohm Anode Cartridge Resistance
W.268
I 2o,ooo ohm Anode Cartridge Resistance
W.276
2 Anode Cartridge Resistance Holders
W.286
I Grid Leak Holder
.
W.I48
I 50,000 ohm Volume Control with Mains Switch W.296
2 .0003 Pre-set Condensers
W.I5I
I .002 Pre-set Condenser ..
..
W.149
I .oooi Fixed Mica Condenser
W.240
I .0003 Fixed Mica Condenser
W.242
I .002 Fixed Mica Condenser
W.246
I
.oo6 Fixed Mica Condenser
W.247
2 . I mfd. Self-Sealing Condensers
W.23I
2 I mfd. Self-Sealing Condenser
W.227
I 2 mfd. Self-Sealing Condenser
W.226
..
I Triple Ganged Tuning Condenser
..
W.307
1 Band-Pass and Oscillator Coil Unit ..
W.292
2 Intermediate Frequency Transformer Coils
W.294
. W.74
I Binocular H.F. Choke ..
..
I Standard H.F. Choke
W.75
7:I "Radiogrand" Transformer
W.6o
I
..
I Tapped Pentode Output Choke
W.72
I Fuse Holder
W.I46
I
Super-Six Constructor's Outfit
W.305
The Telsen "Super Six" as detailed above is supplied
complete kit at the inclusive price of £5 r8s. 6d.
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RECOMMENDED VALVES
Price
3/4
rod.
6d.
6d.
I/I/I/6
6d.
4/6
2/6
I/3
6d .
6d.

Makes
VI
V2
V3
Mazda S215VM 215SG HL2
Marconi or
HL2
Os ram VS2
S2I

V6
Vs
V4
PENz2oA
HL2
S215VM
VS2

HL2

PT2

Mullard PM12V PM12 PM1HL PM12V PM1HL PM22
Cossor

22oVSG 215SG 21oHL 220VSG 21oHL 220PT

Any of the above combinations of valves are suitable for use in
this receiver, in the positions indicated in the circuit diagram .

I/-

I/3
31-:3/6
2/6
20/21/6
15/3/6
I/6
916
6/9
6d.
7/6
as a

For Mains operation, the following Units are suitable:D.C. MAINS-TELSEN D.C. H.T. Unit, W.348 .
A.C. MAINS-TELSEN H.T. Unit and L.T. Charger, W.346
(this Unit incorporates a Trickle Charger).
If desired the Telsen H.T. and L.T. Unit, W.347 may be used.
This is a cheaper unit than the W.346, being without a trickle
charger, but delivering an A.C. low tension supply, which in
this case may either be neglected or used to heat a 4 volt output
valve, as described in " Practical Hints and Tips " elsewhere
in this issue.

VI2A\ClriiCA\L lllii~T§
A\ ~ () T I IJ) ~-continued from page 22
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The new range of Telsen wired end resistors
TIP
BAND
employs this coding
system, except that a
coloured band instead
of a coloured dot is
placed on the resistor
body, the band being
easily visible whichever
way the resistor is
turned. For the benefit
of people who are unBODY
acquainted with the
code, the value of each
resistor is printed on the containing carton in figures. The
code, however, provides a reference after the carton has
been destroyed.

be 100 per cent. efficient in smoothing or decoupling-an
unattainable ideal in practice. The figure of five per <:ent.
for Telsen condensers represents very high efficiency for dectrolytic condensers, which are somewhat less efficient than the
ordinary type as a rule.

t

Fi'gure Colour
0

Black

I

Brown

2

Red

3 Orange
4 Yellow

Figure Colour
5 Green
6 Blue

7 Violet or Purple
8 Grey
9 White

t

l8

Furthermore, as Telsen electrolytics contain no free electrolyte,
there is no possibility of messy leakage through the vent holes
which are always provided for " breathing " in this type of
condenser.
The list of Telsen electrolytic condensers, given elsewhere in
this issue, includes types and sizes for every application in radio,
for which electrolytics are suitable, and to this list the attention
of the reader is respectfully drawn. The high voltage types find
application in smoothing and decoupling H.T. circuits, whilst
the large capacity low voltage types are intended for use primarily
in automatic grid bias systems.

It will be seen that, far from being an article which is me~rely
cheaper and more compact than the ordinary condenser, the
electrolytic condenser is a valuable component which can offer
permanent and reliable service in all cases where a
~~==~~~==~Ill.. large capacity is required.
Where capacities smaller than 4 mfd. are required, condensers should be selected from the
Telsen Paper Condenser range, represented
by the "Self-sealing" and "Block" types,
because, as mentioned earlier in this
article, the electrolytic condenser is
not an economical proposition when
made in sizes smaller than 4 rnfd.
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do this efficiently and with a minimum of distortion, it must
have a certain value of load impedance, into which it can deliver
this power. This load impedance appears at the primary of the
driver transformer, and is presented by the grid filament load
of the Class " B " valves, multiplied by the square of the ratio
between the primary and a half secondary of the driver transformer. An example may make this clear. Assume that the
grid filament load of one of the Class " B " valves is 2,500 ohms
(a usual figure), and that the driver valve requires a load of
Io,ooo ohms, for best results. The required ratio of primary
to each half secondary would be

000 =2:I, or 1:1 primary
V 102,500
'

to complete secondary (overall ratio). Only one Class " B "
valve is considered, as only one of the pair is, of course, in
operation at a time. In actual practice, the two Class " B "
valves are combined in one bulb, and the complete dual valve
is obtainable for less than the price of a single pentode.
Another advantage of Class "B" over the Q.P.P. system is that
critical matching of the valves and critical adjustment of grid
bias is not necessary. All the matching required is performed
by the makers in producing the dual valve, and it requires no
grid bias. It is not practicable to operate the Class "B" valves
direct from the detector, the "driver" valve must be in an intermediate L.F. stage, in order to obtain adequate sensitivity. Even
so, the cost of the driver valve, and the dual output valve is
quite low, and the steady (quiescent) anode current taken by them
is only about 4·5 milliamps. for a driver and output stage
capable of delivering 1.4 watts output.
This increase in power output and economy involves no sacrifice
in quality, if certain specialised requirements for the driver
c
d
b
d
trans1ormer an output components are 0 serve ·
The driver transformer should have low secondary resistance
and a generous core section, in order that the heavy peak grid
· · th
da d
d
di
· b
currents flowmg m e secon ry 0 not pro uce stornon Y
voltage drop, or by core saturation. The two halves of the
secondary should be most carefully balanced. The same
requirements apply to the output choke or transformer, whichever is used. This should have low D.C. resistance and ample
core section, in order that excessive voltage drop and core
saturation may be avoided, even on the heavy peak currents
occurring with Class "B" working. The two halves of the
output transformer primary or choke winding should again
be carefully matched.

Alternatively, they may be connected across each half secondary of the
driver transformer. In this latter position, fixed resistances of about
50,000 ohms value may be used, instead of fixed condensers.
Some degree of tone correction will usually be required to prevent over
emphasis of upper frequencies, and this can be applied by connecting
a fixed condenser between the two plates of the Class " B " valve.
Its exact value will depend somewhat upon the characteristics of the
speaker in use, but, in general, a value of .005 rnfd. will be found satisfactory. Tone correction may also be applied by connecting a fixed
condenser of about .02 rnfd. between the grids of the Class '' B " valve.
The salient features of a high-quality receiver employing Class " B "
are all to be observed in the " Class B Four " described elsewhere in
this issue, and we refer, to this article, the reader who is interested in the
construction of a sensitive and economical receiver capable of a high
power output.
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-continued from page I6

way in, and .tune in a station of known identity and wavelength, preferably
on the medtum waveband, then if the scale does not indicate the correct
wavelength for the particular station being received, slacken off the nut~
securing the scale to the driving disc and move the scale round relative
to t.J:le condenser, until the correct wavelength figure is indicated against
the mdex on the escutcheon plate. The scale has elongated fixing holes
so that this correction can readily be made. The scale should then be
clamped firmly on the driving disc by retightening the fixing nuts.
GRAMOPHONE
The Telsen "Class B Four" can be used for the electrical reproduction
of gramophone records with excellent results, by connecting a pick-up
to the terminals provided. A potentiometer volume control such as the
Telsen 5o,ooo ohm model W.295 or the 1o,ooo ohm model W.298 should
be shunted across the output from pick-up to provide the necessarv
volume control. With most pick-ups the 1o,ooo ohm type will be most
suitable ; this value provides in addition to volume control, a certain
degree of scratch filtration.
With some types of pick-ups considerably improved results will be
obtained by connecting a resistance of 25,000 to 50,000 ohms in value
across the primary winding of the "Ace" transformer. Telsen wired
end resistances are suitable; type w. 3s0 (25 , 000 ohms) or w. 420
(so,ooo ohms) should be used and should be floated between terminals
90 and 122 ~m the "(\cc" transf?rmer. This,_whilst having little effect
on the quahty of radto reproductiOn, produces m some cases a considerable improvement in the quality of reproduction from records. The
value of grid bia_s applied to the." G.B .. - 1 "tapping affects considerably
the results obtamable when usmg a p1ck-up. The most suitable value
will usually be found to be -I!v.
Recommended Valves
"V1 "-Cossor 220 S.G.
"V2 "-Mazda H.L.2.
These requirements have been most carefully considered in designing the
"v 3 "-Mullard PM2A.
Telsen range of Ciass "13" components. This range comprises two
"v4 "-Mazda P.n. 220 .
driver transformers, W.343 having an overall ratio of 1:1 and W.359 having
an overall ratio of 1.5:1, which ratios are most suitable for the Class
Recommended Batteries
" B " valves at present available.
Any 120 volt battery of good make and standard capacity may be used
The output choke, W.345, gives four ratios and is designed to match any
for the H.T. supply; a larger power output can be obtained if desired
Class:" B "valve to any type of moving coil loudspeaker having a built-in
by the use of a 150 volt standard capacity battery, although the output
input transformer or a high resistance speech coil, whilst the output
obtainable with 120 volts H.T. supply should be adequate for all normal
transformer, W.344, gives three ratios and is suitable for use with moving
requirel?ents. A 9 volt grid bias battery and a 2 volt 45 ampere hour
coil speakers having low resistance speech coils.
(slo_w d1s~har~e rate) ~ccumulator, are. the other batteries required.
Thts recetver lS not smtable for operation from a mains unit.
All of these components have low resistance windings on extremely
massive cores.
Loudspeakers for the " Class B Four "
The centre tapped windings on these components are symmetrical not
This receiver is_, of. course, intended to operate a moving coil loudspeaker-a movmg tron (reed) type of loudspeaker is not suitable for
only inductively, but also on D.C. resistance, due to a special method of
This obviates any distortion due to out of balance effects.
operation from a "Class B" receiver. Experience has indicated that
winding.
A precaution which must be observed with Class " B " working
some types of moving coil speakers give very much better
is that the output stage must not be allowed to oscillate, atss~~;=~~~=~~~::.results than others, therefore, if the constructor does not
purchase the cabinet kit, which is sold complete with
most push-pull circuits tend to do. In the ordinary push- o1111
a carefully matched moving coil speaker, he is advised
pull circuit this is pr!!vented by the use of resistances
series with the grid leads, or grid bias leads. Series
to choose a " Class B " moving coil speaker manuresistances cannot be used with Class '' B " owing
. factured by a maker of repute.
to the fact that grid current flows, and a
A moving coil speaker not designed for
method similar to that shown in Fig 3 must
use on " Class B " may be made to give
be used. Here, fixed condensers, which may
very good results, providing that carebe anything from .001 mfd. to .ooo6
ful matching is achieved by the
mfd.incapacity,areconnectedbetween
use of a Telsen "Class B" output
each anode of the Class "B" valve,
choke or transformer, as described
and H.T. +.
previously.
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A SUPER
EMPLOYING THE NEW TELSEN IRON CORED
Designed by THE
HERE is little doubt that sets using a screened grid
be seen that the aerial is loosely coupled to the tuned circuit preH.F. valve, detector and pentode output valve are among
ceding the screened grid H.F. valve, a series condenser being
the most popular general purpose receivers being produced
inserted in the aerial circuit. The latter is a valuable control of
to-day, and when properly designed and constructed so that
selectivity and volume as it enables aerial coupling to be adjusted
optimum conditions are attained throughout the circuit they leave
to an optimum value. A shorting switch, fitted to the spindle,
very little to be desired in the matter ofrange, selectivity, volwne,
enables this condenser to be cut out when not required. The
quality of reproduction and economy.
screened grid valve VI provides amplification at radio frequency,
thus enabling distant stations to be received at good volume, and
The last named is particularly important to the battery user, and
it is coupled by means of the iron-cored H.F. transformer to the
the Telsen Battery S.G. Three, which is a fine example of up-togrid circuit of the detector.
the-minute radio design, has been produced with the object of
obtaining the very best value for money, both in first cost and
The two iron-cored screened coils are tuned by a Telsen twin
running expenses. At the same time every worth-while
gang condenser, so that tuning is effected with great ease by
improvement h a s
means of a single
been incorporated,
control. The dial is
- - , - - - , - - - - . - - - - HT.+(2)
ill
•
db
and the owner of
. - - - - ' 1 ' · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' " f ' - - - J I ' - - - - ' I ' - H.T.+Ul
ummate y a pilot
this receiver will not
lamp which, howbe slow to realise
ever, can be switched
that he has a set of
off when not required so as to economise
which he can be
in L.T. current. The
justly proud.
coils and reaction
A notable feature of
circuits have been
this set is the use of
carefully designed so
the newTelsen Ironthat reaction is
Cored Screened Coils
smooth and consiswhich have such a
tent over both wavesmall magnetic field,
H.T.•
bands and forms a
and are so well
very useful control
screened, that a metal
of volume and selecchassis is unneces---,f'-+-l:T.+
tivity. The detector
sary, and the inexG.B+
anode circuit is adepensive wooden
quately decoupled,
baseboard can be
THEORETICAL CIRCUIT OF "TELSEN .. BATTERY S.G. THREE"
all metal screenand
At the
employed.
FlG.I
ing cans, etc., are
same time these coils
connected to earth to secure perfect stability.
are very compact, and this improves the layout, while their high
From the detector valve V2, audio frequency signals pass through
efficiency enhances both the selectivity and the sensitivity of the
the new screened H.F. choke and 7:1 "Radiogrand" transreceiver. From an examination of the theoretical diagram it will

T
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S.G.3. RECEIVER
COILS-ONE KNOB TUNING-PENTODE OUTPUT
TELSEN TECHNICAL STAFF
be placed in position on the front of the panel, and the fixing
former to the pentode output valve, a high degree of magnificascrews inserted. The nuts may then be screwed on at the back
tion being obtained. The pentode valve may be chosen to give
and tightened. Next mount the aerial series condenser (with
r,ooo milliwatts undistorted output (which is sufficient to operate
switch) in the hole on the extreme left of the panel, taking care to
a moving coil loudspeaker) or half this value, with reduced anode
see that the spindle is insulated. To do this special insulating
current, according to individual requi'"""rnents. Reproduction is
washers are provided, and
of excellent quality, and the conthe method of fixing them
nection of a pick-up to the
is illustrated in Fig. 2.
terminals "P.U." will enable gramoFirst, fit over the screwed
phone records to be reproduced
fixing bush, one of the
with wonderful fidelity. A full size
cupped washers
I/- Blue Print showing the comsupplied with the
plete assembly and wiring of the
s_·:;,..f's.
kit, so that the
Telsen Battery S.G. Three is given
cupped portion
away free with this issue of the
faces away from
Radiomag, and with the help of
the condenser
Fig. 2
this article it enables the set to be
body, follow this by a large flat
constructed easily and rapidly.
insulating washer, then by a small
A complete list of the components
insulating washer. Next, from the
required for constructing this set
back of the panel, insert the fixing
will be found at the end of this
bush and spindle of the condenser
article. Constructors who already
into the appropriate hole. The
possess some of the components
condenser
should be disposed so
can complete the set by buyin;;
that
the
terminals
are in the
the remainder, but in any case the
positions
shown
in
the
Blue Print.
Constructor's Outfit w.4I3 should
See that the cupped washer and
be obtained, as it contains the basethe large flat insulating washer lie
board, panel, tools, wire, insulated
flat against the back of the panel ;
THE TELSEN S.G. 3 comple't.,ly
sleeving and other small articles
assembled and ready for testing.
the small insulating washer should
required for building this receiver.
fit into the hole in the panel and
The remainder of this article deals
should project at the front a little, as it is slightly thicker. Over
with the construction of the Telsen Battery S.G. Three, and
this projecting portion the appropriate escutcheon plate
though simple and easy to follow, it will be found so detailed and
(" volume " or "separator" as the case may be) is fitted, and
explicit that it is almost impossible to go wrong.
after this, another large fiat washer, and the condenser fixing
ASSEMBLY
nut. Rotate the escutcheon plate so that its indication is at the
The first operation is to mount the components on the panel.
top, and holding the whole assembly firmly, screw up the fixing
The escutcheon plate supplied with the ganged condenser should
(continued on page 44)
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nut tightly by means of the special spanner provided. Mter
this, the knob may be fitted.
The differential reaction condenser may now be fitted to the hole
on the extreme right, and must be secured in the same manner
as the aerial condenser.
Next fit the two switches to their respective holes as shown in
Blue Print. This completes the panel assembly.
The mounting of the components on the baseboard may now be
proceeded with. The Blue Print is exactly full size, so no difficulty should be experienced in placing the components in their
correct positions.
A good system is to place the baseboard portion of the Blue Print
on to the wooden baseboard and mark the fixing holes for
components by means of any sharp pointed instrument. They
may then be mounted, particular care being taken to see that the
valve holders are placed correctly, "V3" being mounted the
opposite way to "VI " and "V2." The ganged condenser
should be fixed as per instructions supplied with same. The
terminal strips should now be fixed up and motmted as shown
on Blue Print. The colours of the various terminals from left
to right looking at the back of the receiver are black, red, black,
red, black, red.
The two-point switch controlling the pilot lamp should be
mounted on the switch bracket contained in the Constructor's
Outfit, and this assembly screwed to the back edge of the baseFront panel
appearance of
the TELSEN
BATTERY S.O. 3

On looking at Blue Print it will be seen that all terminals are
numbered ; in the case of the tuning coils A and R, these
should be mounted so that the terminals I, 2 and 3 (the numbers actually on the coil bases) are facing the ganged condenser.
The wiring should then be carried out as follows :Terminal I on Aerial-Earth Terminal Strip to 2 on Vr.
,
I on Aerial-Earth Terminal Strip to 3 on I mfd.
Condenser to 4 on I mfd. Condenser to 5 on
Coil B to 7 on Coil A to 9 on Wavechange
Switch to 10 on Coil A.
5 on Coil B to 6 on Coil B (fixing down screw).
"
7 on Coil A to 8 on Coil A (fixing down screw).
" 4 on I mfd. Condenser to II on V2 to 12 on Fuse
"
Holder to 13 on V3, to 15 on H.F. Choke to I6
on gang condenser to 17 on pilot lamp to 18 (nut
and bolt holding escutcheon, to earth panel).
,
13 on V3 to 14 on 2 mfd. Condenser.
19 on VI to 20 on Grid Leak to 21 on V2 to 22
"
on V3 to 23 on L.T. Switch.
,
24 on Aerial Earth Terminal Strip to 25 on Aerial
Series Condenser.
26 on Aerial Series Condenser to 27 on Coil A.
,"
28 on Coil A to 29 on Wavechange Switch.
30 on Gang Condenser to 3 I on Coil A to 32 on V I.
"
33 on Wavechange Switch to 34 on Coil B.
"
35 on Gang Condenser to 36 on Grid Condenser
"
to 37 on Coil B.
38 on VI to 39 on I mfd. Condenser.
"
40 on I mfd. to 41 on Resistance Holder to 42 on
"
Radiogrand Transformer.
43 on Coil B to 44 on Differential Condenser.
"
45 on Pilot Lamp to 46 on pilot lamp switch.
"
47 on Grid Leak and Condenser to 48 on V2.
"
49 on V2 to 50 on H.F. Choke to 51 on Differential
"
Condenser.

THE TELSEN

S.Q.3 completely
assembled, with
valves and coil
screens removed,
showing
connections.

board. The object of this switch is to enable the pilot lamp to
be switched off after the desired station has been tuned in. In
this way economy in low tension current is effected.
The grid condenser and leak connected to the detector valve-holder
"V I " should be fitted up as shown
in the accompanying diagram,
Fig. 3·
Having completed the mounting of
Terminal 52 on H.F. Choke to 53 on "Radiogrand ••
the components on both
Transformer.
Fig, 3
panel and baseboard,
!!!~.-!!!~=~~
Terminal 16 on Gang Condenser to 54 on '' Radioth:e panel may be secured to the baseboard.
grand" Transformer to 55 on Differential
The set is then ready for wiring.
Condenser.
WIRING.
Terminal 56 on " Radiogrand " TransFor those who do not wish to
former to 57 on v3.
solder connections, the " pull-back "
Terminal 58 on Coil B to 59 on
wire supplied may be taken
Resistance Holder to 6o on 1
to each individual terminal
2 mfd. Condenser to 61 on
as shown in the Blue Print.
Terminal Strip.
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62 on Coil A, a 6" length of wire, to be connected
suitable, and it should be tuned in with the trimmer on the front
to top of S.G. Valve later.
panel concentric with the main tuning dial, left approximately
,
59 on Resistance Holder to 63 on V3.
half-way between the limits of its travel. The trimmer operated
,
by the " star wheel " on the right-hand side of the tuning con64 on V3 to 65 on Terminal Strip.
,
21 on V2 to 66 on Pilot Lamp Switch.
denser should now be adjusted for maximum signal strength,
adjusting the main tuning condenser, when necessary, to keep the
,
48 on V2 to 67 on Terminal Strip.
station tuned in. Having set this trimmer to the position giving
The 8-way battery cord must now be fitted, the colours for the
maximum signal strength, it should not again be touched.
different battery connections and wander plugs being as follows :
Following adjustments of the separator control, which are made
L.T.+
Red Wire . .
from time to time, to suit reception conditions, adjustments to
Black Wire..
L.T.ganging will be necessary, but these are performed by a slight
Blue Wire . .
H.T.+x
movement, one way or the other, of the control knob operating
Maroon Wire
H.T.+2
the trimmer on the front panel. This control enables the most
White Wire
H.T.efficient performance to be obtained at any setting of the separator
Speckled Wire
G.B.+
or main tuning control, and is of value when tuning in weak
Yellow Wire
G.B.-1
stations. Although ganging is carried out on the short waves,
Green Wire
G.B.-2
it will hold good on changing over to long waves-this is taken
Although it is possible to use the battery cord just as sent out, it
care of in the matching of coils.
gives a much neater appearance to the set if the various leads are
If preferred, the wavelength calibrated scale can be used and
first separated. The wires can then all be run straight to their
adjusted to read correctly as follows :-Set the separator condenrespective terminals, drawn fairly tight, and bunched together
ser about half-way in, and tune in a station of known identity and
under the clip shown on the Blue Print. The ends of the flex
wavelength, preferably on the medium waveband. The scale
should then be covered with a short length of black sleeving.
may indicate the correct wavelength for the particular station
First slide the braiding back about a !" and cut off the rubber
being received, but, if not, the nuts securing the scale to the
covered wire to the same length. The braiding can then be
driving disc should be slackened off, and the scale, which has
brought forward again, moistened, and screwed to a point between
elongated fixing holes, should be shifted relative to the condenser,
finger and thumb. It is then easy to thread on the sleeving
until the correct figure is indicated against the index on the
which can then be brought up to the terminal when the joint
escutcheon plate. The scale should then be clamped firmly on
has been made, so covering all the loose ends of the braiding.
the driving disc by re-tightening the fixing nuts.
The wires should be joined as follows :Red Wire . .
to 7I on Switch.
THE TELSEN BATTERY S.G. THREE
Black Wire..
to I2 on Fuse Holder.
List of Components
Blue Wire . .
to 38 on VI.
Quantity
Description
Cat. No. Price
Maroon Wire
to 6o on 2 mfd. Condenser.
2 4-pin Anti-Microphonic Valve-holders
W.222
I/4
White Wire
to 68 on Fuse Holder.
I s-pin Anti-Microphonic Valve-holder
W.223 rod.
W.6o
I
7:1
"
Radiogrand
"
Transformer
..
9/6
to 68 on Fuse Holder.
Speckled Wire
I
.0003 Mica Condenser . .
..
..
W.242 6d.
Yellow Wire
to 69 on Terminal Switch.
I 2 meg. Grid Leak
..
..
.•
W.25I
6d.
Green Wire
to 70 on "Radiogrand" TransI
Cartridge Resistance Holder
..
W.286 9d.
former.
I
50,000 ohm Cartridge Resistance
..
I/W.279
I
2 mfd. Self-Sealing Condenser
..
.. W.226
2/6
This now completes the wiring.
2 I mfd. Self-Sealing Condenser
..
3/6
.• W.227
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
I
Battery Type Fuse Holder
..
..
W.I46
6d.
I Standard Screened H.F. Choke
..
26
W.34I
Two Telsen Pilot Lamps W.4I7 are included in the kit. One of
I
Twin Ganged Condenser
..
..
W.3o6 14,'6
these should be screwed in the pilot lampbolder on the twin
.•
.•
2 2-point Push-Pull Switches
W.I07
I/6
gang condenser and the other into the fuseholder. In.«ert suitable
I 3-point Push-Pull Switch
..
..
W.ro8
I/I
Aerial Series Condenser .0003 . .
..
W.350 2/valves as indicated at the end of this article. Connect aerial,
I
Differential Reaction Condenser .0003
W.351
2/earth and a good loudspeaker to the appropriate terminals and
2 Matched Iron Cored Coils
..
..
·· W.349 I7/the L.T.+ and L.T.-leads to the+ and- terminals respec..
..
..
2 2.5 volt Pilot Lamps
I/W-4I7
tively of the accumulator.
I
Telsen Battery S.G.3 Constructor's Outfit .. W-4£3
3/6
G.B.+ should be plugged into the + socket, and G.B.-1 and
RECOMMENDED VALVES
G .B.-2 into the I! and 9 volt tappings of the grid bias battery.
V3
H.T.- should go into the - socket of the H.T. battery,
Make
VI
V2
220 PT
H.T.+x being plugged into a socket of about 90 volts and
Cossor
22oSG
210 Det.
PEN22oA
H.T.+2 into the socket giving the maximum voltage available.
Mazda
S215A
HL2
PM22A
The receiver should now be switched on by means of the rightMullard
PM12A
PMxHL
PT2
hand switch, and the pilot lamp switch should be pulled
Marconi-Osram
S22
HL2
" on " at the rear of the set.
MAINS UNITS RECOMMENDED
A preliminary test has revealed that the receiver is working
A.C. MAINS-Telsen W.346 H.T. Unit and L.T. Charger.
If desired, the Telsen H.T. and L.T. Unit W.347
normally, and receiving signals. The wavechange
switch should be set to the "medium" positio~,~~p,~,i~~~~may be used. This is a cheaper unit than the
and the separator control about half-way over.
W.346, being without a trickle charger, but
The volume control should be set so that
delivering an A.C. low tension supply which
in this case may either be neglected or
the receiver is in a sensitive position,
i.e., almost at the oscillation point,
used to heat a 4 volt output valve,
as described in " Practical Hints
and a fairly weak station at the lower
and Tips " elsewhere in this
end of the" waveband should
be tuned in. Any station lying
issue.
D.C. MAINS-Telsen
between 200/250 metres is
D.C. H.T. Unit W.348.
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POWERFUL AND SUPERSENSITIVE
BAND PASS TUNING, SINGLE KNOB
DESIGNED

BY THE

higher amplification with stability. However, owing to difficulLTHOUGH the principle of the Superheterodyne
ties in the earlier days the Superheterodyne was much neglected
receiver has been known for many years it is only during
and it faded into the background. The recent application of the
this last year or two that it has been successfully used for
band-pass filter to the Superheterodyne has been responsible,
the high quality reproduction of broadcasting.
perhaps
more than any other development, for its recent revival
High quality alone, however, is insufficient for the complete
and rapid rise to popularity.
enjoyment of broadcasting, for this can only be obtained when
the reproduction contains everything transmitted by the desired
The leading features of the Telsen A.C. "Super-Five" may be
station and nothing from any other source. The ideal receiver,
summed up as follows : (a) Band-Pass Input; (b) Band-Pass
therefore, must be capable of reproducing the whole range of
Intermediate frequency transformers; (c) Volume Control by
audible frequencies without distortion, and must be sufficiently
Variable-Mu Valve; (d) Power Pentode output (2 watts undisselective to eliminate interferences from all other sources, whilst
torted) with Tone Compensation; (e) Separate Mains Power
the set itself must not introduce noises.
Unit which can be mounted in Cabinet at any distance from
These exacting requirereceiver, this resulting
in a compact receiver
ments have been inlayout and obviating
capable of fulfilment
any mains hum through
in the past, but the
Telsen engineers have, ?·
interference from the
after intensive research
Power Transformer.
work, developed the
The Telsen A.C.
Telsen A.C. "Super 5"
" Super Five " is built
which exemplifies the
on a Metal Chassis .
best practice in modern
~~;~:~;~<>--1~-1'------1"~1 This ensures maximum
receiver design.
shielding between
Before describing this i---.!.--..L-..,J...;----+--_:_-.l--c::.:~.;-++-_~_u_J._--l..-'--'--..!--o- o-J---'-----l-J'--'
critical circuits of this
receiver
in detail it. is
f
receiver, together with
•
•
L
THEORETICAt CIRCUIT OF THE TELSEN A.C SUPER 5
perfect mechanical
mteresung to revieW
,
the chequered career of the Superheterodyne.
rigidity. The front panel has a black crystalline finish, thus
imparting to the receiver a smart and neat appearance. The top
It is well known that the lower the wavelength of the received
panel supports the Triple Ganged Condenser, Tuning Coils,
signal the more difficult it is to obtain satisfactory high frequency
Intermediate Transformer Coils, and Valves, the whole
amplification. So in the early days of the Great War, when
presenting a very clean appearance, for the layout is
sensitive receivers became a necessity, the Superhet. was
developed, its chief feature being that it changed the wavelength
symmetrical and the majority of the wiring is carried out
of the received signal to a much higher value, thus allowing of
beneath the panel. Considering that the receiver has five

A

r
I

.

"T·
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SUPERHET RECEIVER-EMPLOYING
TUNING, AND GIVING 2 WATTS OUTPUT
TELSEN TECHNICAL STAFF
valves, the amount of wiring is very small and very neatly
disposed.
In the Telsen A.C." Super-Five" the theoretical circuit of which
is depicted in Fig. 1., we have two tuned circuits preceding the
first Detector Valve VI. These are arranged as a Band-Pass
filter with inductive coupling. When choosing a band-pass
filter one would be inclined to select the " mixed " filter with
its constant selectivity. This type of filter is, however, unsuitable
for use in superhets. due to the fact that the common coupling
condenser offers a high impedance to signals having a frequency
approximating to the intermediate frequency. Signals of this
frequency would therefore cause voltages to be applied to the

grid of the first Detector Valve VI, which are then magnified by
the intermediate amplifier. As a pure capacity filter produces
the same effect, an inductive method has been developed to obviate
this defect. Included in the aerial circuit is a pre-set condenser
C. I, which can be adjusted to obtain the maximum efficiency from
any type of aerial system, and to suit the conditions peculiar to the
district in which the set is operated. The signals are then
passed on to the plate circuit of VI. Following this valve is the
oscillator valve V2, which generates oscillations and injects
them into the cathode circuit of VI, in which valve they beat
with the signal frequency oscillations to produce the intermeditae
frequency (uo K.c.). These signals are then fed through the
intermediate transformer I.F. CI, which is composed of two tuned
circuits giving band-pass coupling to the grid of the intermediate
amplifier V3, a variable-mu valve being used in this stage. The
signals are then applied to the primary of the second intermediate
transformer I.F.C.2., which again is composed of two tuned
circuits giving band-pass coupling to the second detector valve
V.4. The signals are here rectified and passed on through a
parallel fed 7-1 L.F. Transformer to the grid of the Power
Pentode Output Valve V5, which will give an undistorted output
of two watts. Volume is controlled by varying the bias on the
Variable-Mu Valve V3, by means of a potentiometer control on
the panel. This valve possesses the unique property that whilst
its efficiency is lowered as the grid bias voltage is increased, it still
retains the power to handle strong signals without distortion. In
practice this method affords a smooth control of volume over a
very wide range.
It can therefore be seen that we have only three controls, namely,
the main Ganged Tuning Condenser, the Wave-Change Switch
and the Volume Control.
A 1 /- Blue Print showing the complete assembly and wiring of
the Telsen A.C. " Super-Five "is given away free with this issue
of the Radiomag, which, with the help of this article, enables the
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set to be quickly constructed and adjusted for the most efficient
working. A complete list of components required for building
this receiver is given elsewhere, and a Constructor's Outfit containing the complete set of metal plates and panels, flex, tools and
the usual gear needed for the construction of this set will be found
listed in the catalogue section.

ASSEMBLY
ASSEMBLY OF COMPONENTS ON UNDERNEATH
SIDE OF THE TOP PLATE OF RECEIVER
The underneath side of the top plate, which measures 16~" X 10",
is distinguished by the fact that it has turned up lips at two of its
ends. To simplify the assembly, all the screws holes that are
used to bolt down components are numbered, and their positions
are clearly indicated in the Blue Print. The Blue Print also
shows the exact positions of the components. Thus, take the
L.F. Transformer, W.6o and, as indicated in the Blue Print,
place it so that its fixing holes coincide with holes 53, 54, 55 and
56. Insert four cheese-headed screws provided in the Kit
Constructor's Outfit through these holes, so that the heads of the
screws are on the top side of the top plate. Nuts are also provided
in the Outfit and four of these should be tightened up on the
screws. The constructor should proceed with the assembly in
this manner. A complete list of the the numbered holes with
the components is given below :Fit Anode Resistance Holder in holes
17-I8
19-20
"
"
"
" " "
21-22
"
" "
" " "
23-24
"
" " "
" "
25-26
"
" " "
" "
27-28
"
"
"
" " "
29-30
"
"
"
" " "
31-32
"
" " "
" "
35-36
"
"
"
" " "
37-38
"
"
" " "
"
45-46
" Self-Sealing
" " "in holes
" I mfd.
"
Condenser
15-16
"
13-14

"

"
"
",

"

"

"

"

"

" Self-Sealing
"
"
" holes
"
2 mfd.
Condenser
in

,

" Self-Sealing
"
"
" holes
,
I mfd.
Condenser
in
.002 Mica Condenser in holes ..

"

.OOOI

"

"

''
''

..
..

"
" .001 "
"
"
" .001 "
"
"
"
Assemble together the .0003 Mica Condenser and ! meg. grid leak as shown in Fig. 2.

11-12

9-10

?-8

s-6

I-2
3-4
33-34
49-50

ASSEMBLY OF BACK PLATE
The components are assembled on this plate in a similar manner
Fit Aerial-Earth Terminal Strip to holes . .
86-87
, L.S. Terminal Strip to holes . .
88-89
, Pick-up Terminal Strip to holes
92-93
, .01 Self-Sealing Condenser to holes . .
90-91
Tertninals should now be fined to all the terminal strips ;
looking at the outside of the back plate, the Red Tertninals
go into the right-hand holes of the strips, while the Black
Tertninals should be placed in the left-hand holes. Sec.1ring
nuts are provided with these tertninals.
ASSEMBLY OF COMPONENTS TO TOP SIDE
OF TOP PLATE
The constructor should proceed as before, and in the following
order :Fit Anti-microphonic 5-pin Valve Holder
VI to holes
59-60
Fit Anti-microphonic 5-pin Valve Holder
V2 to holes
67-68
Fit Anti-microphonic 5-pin Valve Holder
V3 to holes
73-74
Fit Anti-microphonic 5-pin Valve Holder
V4 to holes
77-78
Fit Anti-microphonic 5-pin Valve Holder
Vs to holes
7I-72
Fit .0003 Pre-set Condenser to holes
57-58
" .0001
"
"
" "
61-62
" .0003
"
"
" "
63-64
, .oo2
,
,
, ,
65-66
, I.F. Coil I to holes
69-70
, I.F. Coil 2 to holes
75-76
The next process is to fit the Band-Pass and Oscillator Coil Unit.
This is supplied fined to a metal plinth. Before this is fitted to
top plate, the two outer coils must be removed from the plinth
and interchanged so that when mounted in the receiver the
oscillator coil is nearest the panel and the terminals marked
5, 6, 7 and 8 on all coils are facing the centre of the set as shown
in the Blue Print. To do this, first take off Coil Cans and
unslacken the screw in the switch stop which lies between two
of the coils, after which the switch rod may be withdrawn.
Take off outer coils by unscrewing the nuts and bolts which
hold them to the plinth, and interchange as directed. Mter
this process has been carried out the coils may be mounted on
the top plate to holes 79, 8o, 8I and 82.
Fit the triple gang condenser to holes 83, 84 and 85. Hold the
condenser into position and insert the three 4 B.A. screws
provided with it through the holes 83, 84 and 85, so that they
engage in the three screwed holes in the base of the condenser.
Scr~w up, but not too tightly.

Fit this assembly to holes .. 47-48
ASSEMBLY OF BACK PLATE TO
Fit H.F. Choke in holes .. 51-52
THE TOP PLATE
,
·5 mfd. Self-Sealing
Condenser in holes
.. 39-40
The constructor should just make sure that all the 6 B.A. screws
:~~:~ Fit I m f d . Self-· ~~==~~==~..:and square nuts are mounted along the front and sides
Sealing Condenser .1111
of the top plate, and that these are only loosely
in holes .. 41-42
assembled. Then slide the projecting top edge of
FIG. 2
Fit I mfd. Selfthe back-plate underneath and against the front
Sealing Condenser in holes
43-44
edge of the top plate, so that the slots in the
Fit 7-1 Radiogrand Transformer
top lip of the back-plate engage between
to holes 53-54-55-56
the square nuts and the top plate.
This now completes the assembly
Holding these in position, tighten
of the underneath side of the
up the screws on to the nuts and
top plate.
the operation is completed.
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ASSEMBLY OF THE FRONT PANEL TO THE FRONT
PLATE AND ESCUTCHEONS TO FRONT PLATE
The black crystalline finished front panel should now be
assembled to the front plate. These are secured to one another
with four 6 B.A. instrument headed screws, and square nuts
contained in outfit. The escutcheon places may now be fitted
to the front panel. The wavechange escutcheon is for the
extreme left-hand hole and is fitted with two 6 B.A. screws and
nuts. These accessories are to be found contained in an
envelope in the carton in which the coils are packed. In the
carton containing the Triple Gang Condenser W.307 will be
found the escutcheon plate belonging to this component. This
escutcheon is fastened to the front panel through the two screw
holes provided for this purpose, the necessary screws and nuts
being supplied with the escutcheon. The Volume Control
W.29S is now mounte~ ;
PACKINu WASHtHS
remove the screws, spacmg
washers and escutcheon plate
..._.FRONT PANEL
from the Volume Control,
and re-assemble as shown in
/
ESCUTCHEON
Fig. 3·
1

ASSEMBLY OF FRONT
PANEL A..llolD PLATE TO
TOP PLATE
The front plate and panel
should be fixed to the top
plate in a similar manner to
the back plate and tightened
The gang condenser
up.
should then be tightened
up in a position such that
the tuning scale just dears
the escutcheon.

FIG. 3

ASSEMBLY OF POWER UNIT
Consulting the diagram shown on page 52, the components
should be assembled as follows :-On the undernooth side of
the top plate fix smoothing choke to holes I, 2, 3 and 4· On
back plate fix Hum Adjuster to hole I3, the L.T. terminal strip
to holes I6 and I7, and the H.T. terminal strip to holes I4 and
IS. The terminals should now be fitted to their respective holes
on strips. Fit two black terminals to the L.T. strip. Now
looking at the back plate from the outside, fit the red terminal
to the left hand and the black terminal to the right on the H.T.
terminal strip. On the front plate fix Mains Switch to hole 22
complete with escutcheon. Next fit fuses to holes rS and 19,
also 20 and 2I. The electrolytic condensers should then be
mounted, one in hole 5, and the other in hole 6. The valve
holder should then be fixed to holes 7 and 8. Last of all place
Mains Transformer on hole 9, IO, I I and 12, and bolt down with
4 B.A. screws and nuts. The back and front plates should now
be respectively fixed to the. top plate.

WIRING
For the constructor who does not wish to sold~r
the connections, terminals are provided at each
connection point. The majority of the wiring
is carried out in " pull-back " wire. For
conveying the high voltages on the
Power Unit, pull-back wire covered with
black sleeving is used, whilst
twisted flex is utilised for the
mains and L.T. heater leads.

Underside of the Baseboard Showing the Components
and Wiring for the Telsen "A.O. Super 5"

WIRING THE RECEIVER PORTION
An inspection of the Blue Print will show that two views of the
receiver are given, one looking at the upper side of the top panel,
and the other at the U11derneath side. It should be noticed that
the front and back plates are indicated as being laid flat, whereas
they are in practice, actually in a vertical position. This is done
in order to give the constructor a comprehensive view in one
illustration, thereby enabling the wiring to be followed readily.
Each terrninal point is numbered, while each hole through
which a wire passes has a con·esponding number, with the
le-tter " H " against it. It should be clearly understood that
where a hole having a number with the letter " H " after it is
shown, then the wire has to pass through this hole to the terminal
bearing the corresponding number, notable exceptions being
I35H and I96H.
In the Blue Print the coils are lettered A, B and C. The various
terminals on these are indicated by the figures 1 to 8, and each
particular coil connection has the coil letter in front of the
terminal figure. Thus AS refers to terminal marked S on coil A.
The complete wiring list is now given, and the order shown here
should be closely adhered to :Terminal 94 on aerial terminal strip through 95H to 95 on
Pre-set.
96 on Pre-set Condenser to A8 on Coil A to 97 on
"
Ganged Condenser.
A2 on Coil A to B2 on Coil B.

"
"
"

As ,

,

A ,

Bs ,

,

B.

A6 ,
, A , B6 ,
, B to C5 on Coil C.
A6 ,
, A through 98H to 9S on I mfd. con"
denser.
99 on VI to BS on Coil R to 100 on Ganged Con"
denser.
Terminal IOI on .oooi Per-set to I02 on .0003 Pre-set to C6
~~=~~1111!!!=~~'-on Coil C through I03H to I03 on Resistance Holder
to I04 on I mfd. condenser.
Terminal 105 on .0003 Pre-set to C3 on Coil C.
Terminal Io6 on V2 to C2 on Coil C.
Terminal IoS on .0001 Pre-set to I09 on
.002 Pre-set to I07 on V2 to CS on
Coil c.
Terminal I09 on .002 Pre-set
through I09H to uo on .002 mfd.
condenser.

Pace so
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Terminal

"
"
"

,
"
"
"
"
"

"
,
"
"

,
,
"
"
,

,,

"
"

"

"

r on Ganged Condenser to II2 on .002 PreTerminal 195 on I.F. Coil 1 through I9SH through 196H a
set through II3H to II3 on .002 mfd.
length of screened wire as supplied in Concondenser.
structor's Outfit leaving about 6' left projecting
through 196H. A length of pull-back wire
II4 on V2 through II4H to IIS on .OOOI mfd.
should then be twisted around the shielded
condenser through II6H to II6 on VI through
wire near 196H and taken to 123.
n6H to II7 on Resistance Holder.
,
197
of ·S condenser to 198 of Transformer.
u8 on VI through II8H to II9 on I mfd. conThis completes that portion of the wiring carried out with
denser to I20 on Resistance Holder to I2I on
pull-back wire. The next wires to be fixed are those of the
Resistance Holder through I22H to I22 on
L. T. heaters. Here we use twisted flex of a maroon colour.
V3.
I23 on Aerial Terminal Strip to 98 to I24 to I2S
First cut off a length of 12" twin flex from the roll of flex provided
to I26 to I27 to I28 to I29 on .OOOI mfd.
in the Kit Constructor's Outfit. Untwist each end for a distance
condenser.
of 2", bare each single lead for a distance of a half of an inch and
I24 on r mfd. condenser to I30 to I3I on I mfd.
then twist the bare wire strands together, thus making the ends
condenser to I32 to 133 to I34 to I3S to 136 on
more solid. One inch of black sleeving should then be slipped
Radiogrand Transformer.
over each end and slid along so that the bare wire just protrudes.
I3S on Transformer through I3SH to 137 on
This sleeving is fitted for a double purpose; firstly, to give added
Volume Control.
insulation to the wire where it goes through the panel hole, and
secondly, to prevent the frayed ends of the cotton covering from
136 on Transformer to I38 to I39 on Transformer.
showing
and so looking untidy. Take one pair of ends and
131 on 1 mfd. condenser through 140H to 140 to
connect to 199 and 200 on pilot lamp holder, the other two ends
142 on I.F. Coil 2.
to 201 and 202 on V2. Next cut off a length of flex 11" long,
140 on I.F. Coil I to I4I on Ganged Condenser.
I lS on 1 mfd. condenser to I43 on Resistance
Holder to 144 on Resistance Holder.
I.JS on 2 mfd. condenser to 146 to 147 on Resistance Holder.
148 on 2 mfd. condenser to I49 through rsoH to
ISO on Vs.
151 on 1 mfd. condenser to IS2 to 153 on Grid
Leak through I 54H to I 54 on V4·
155 on I mfd. condenser to rs6 through rs6H
leaving about 3" of spare wire for connection
to the side terminal of the Pentode Valve.
157 on L.S. Terminal Strip to 158 to IS9 to 160
to r6I on Resistance Holder.
157 on L.S. Terminal Strip to 162 to 163 on
Resistance Holder.
164 on L.S. Terminal Strip to 165 through r66H
to r66 on Vs.
167 on Resistance Holder through 13sH to 168
on Volume Control.
169 on Resistance Holder through 13sH to 170
on Volume Control.
171 on ·S mfd. condenser to 172 to 173 to 174 on
H.F. Choke.
How the "A.O. Super 5"
175 on Resistance Holder to 176 through 177H
Power Pack should look
to 177 on V3.
when completely as179 on .001 mfd. condenser to 178 through r8oH
sembled.
to 18::> on V4.
r8r on Transformer through I82H to 182 on Vs.
183 on I.F. Coil 2 through 183H to 184 to r8s
and proceed as before. Thread one pair of ends through 201H
through r86H to r86 on I.F. Coil 1.
and 202H and connect to 201 and 202 on V2, the remaining two
Connect 8" piece of wire to 187 on I.F. Coil 2;
ends are then threaded through 203H and 204H and connected
this is connected to top of V3 later.
to 203 and 204 on Vr. Cut off a further piece of flex 18" long,
r88 on I.F. Coil 2 through r88H to
~='l::!!lllll thread two ends through 203H and 204H to 203 and
189 on .0003 mfd. condenser.
~
204 on Vr, the other two ends are then t21readed
191 on Terminal Strip to 190
through 2osH and 2o6H to 2os and 206 on Vs.
through 192 H to 192
Another length of flex ro" long is cut, thread
two ends through zosH and 2o6H to 2os and
on V4.
193 on I.F. Coil
~!JOO~~~t®mf1rmJ~~. 206 on V5, the other two ends are then
through 193H
pas~ed throuf.ih 207H and 208H to 207
and 208 on V3. A further length of
through 194H
flex 12" long must now be cut,
t 0
I 9 4
thread two ends through 207H and
V3.
1I
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zo8H to 207 and 208 on V3, the other two ends must then be
passed through 209H and connected to 209 and 2IO on V4· Cut a
further length of flex one yard long, pass one pair of ends through
205H and 2o6H and connect to 205 and 206 on Vs. The other
two ends are then passed through the large hole on the back-plate
and are left for connection to the Power Unit later. The length of
the Black and Red flex which is contained in the Kit Constructor's
Outfit should be connected. Take one pair of ends and cormect
the black to I3I on I mfd. condenser and the Red to I62 on
.OI mfd. condenser. The other pair of ends is also passed
through the large hole in back-plate and is left to be connected
to the appropriate terminals on the Power Unit. The cord clip
should now be placed over the flex wire and fastened down to
the two holes provided on the back-plate near the large fluted
hole. This completes the wiring of the receiver portion. The
Anode Cartridge Resistances are now clipped into the rt!l>istance
holders. Each resistance has its value clearly shown on its side,
and great care should be taken that the correct resistanccs are
placed in the positions shown in the Blue Print.

11:211: IJ) l~t() I() IU tCT 11 () ~

supplied in the Constructor's Outfit. This is an important point,
because failure to do this may result in blowing the fuses due to
the flex cutting on the edge of the hole. The flex should then be
knotted on the inside after a suitable length has been measured, to
prevent it being pulled through. The two inner ends should then
be connected to 54 and 55 on the fuse holders, Fit the Universal
Mains Plug to the free end of the flex, the plug being contained in
the outfit.
The Power Unit is now wired up completely. Now place the
bakelite cover on the Mains Transformer, taking the leads out
through the cover holes in orderly fashion.

THE POWER UNIT
The Mains Unit should be wired with pull-back wire with the
black sleeving, as supplied in the Constructor's Outfit, threaded
over. Two views are given (see this page and page 52) one
looking at the upper side of the top panel and the other at the
underneath side, showing the front and back plates lying flat :Terminal 23 on Valve Holder to 24 on Mains Transformer.
"

25 "

,

"

,, 26 "

"

,,

"

27 "

"

"

" 28 "

"

"

"
"

27 on Valve Holder through 27H to 3I on Electrolytic.
3I on Electrolytic to 32 on Smoothing Choke.
33 on Smoothing Choke to 34 to 35 on Terminal
Strip.
36 on Smoothing Choke to 37 on Terminal Strip
to I4 (locknut) to 39 on Hum Adjuster.
37 on Terminal Strip through 27H to 38 on
Mains Transformer.

29 "

"

"

" 30 "

"

"

"

"
"

MAINS TRANSFORMER

This now completes that portion of the wiring with pull back
wire and black slceving, so the next wires to be fixed are composed of twin twisted flex of a maroon colour.
First cut off 5" of twin flex from the roll of flex provided in the
Constructor's Outfit and proceed to untwist, etc., as in wiring the
receiver portion. Take one pair of ends and connect to 40 and
41 on Hum Adjuster, the other two ends are conne-cted to 42 and
43 on terminal strip. :t:\ow cut off another length of flex 9f in
length, pass through 44H and join two ends to terminals 44
and 45 on Mains Transformer; the other two ends arc then
connected to 42 and 43 on Terminal Strip. Cut off another lead
12" in length and pass it through 46H; the two ends are then
connected as follows, one to 46 on Mains T ansformer and the
other to either 47, 48 or 49, depending; upon the mains supply
voltage available. The other two ends arc then coun::cted, on~
to 50 on Switch and the other soldered to 5I on Fuse
Holder. Then cut a 4" length of single flex and
connect 52 on switch to 53 on Fuse Holder ;
there should now be approx. 3 yards of maroon
twin flex left over. This is used to connect
the receiver to the mains supply, therefore pass one end of this flex through 54H
on back plate, this hole should
previously have been bushed by
means of the rubber grummet

--==--

Wiring Diagram of the Top Plate for the "Super 5"
Power.'!'ack.

The constructor is .advised to check ove_r very :-:arefully the wiring
on both the Receiver and Power Urut portions. Special care
should be taken to see that the mains lead is on the correct voltage
tap of the power transformer.
SETTING UP AND ADJUSTING THE
" A.C. SUPER-FIVE "
The set is now ready for test. Insert suitable
valves as indicated at the end of this article and
place pilot lamp in its holder. Join the 'loose
lead from I96H to the terminal on top of VI.
Join th~ loose lead from 187 to the
termmal on top of v3. Join the loose
lead from I s6H to the terminal
on side of V5. Connect up
the L.T. and H.T. leads from
the receiver to their respective
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Wiring diagram of the Underside Baseboard for the "Super 5" Power Pack;

terminals on the Power Unit, the twin maroon on the two lower terminals
and the Red and Black respectively to the " + " and " - " terminals at
the top. Now connect up the loudspeaker, which should prefera~ly
be of the moving coil type with Pentode Transformer, and the Aenal
and the earth leads to their appropriate terminals. Place the two
Telsen r ampere fuses W.zoo in the two fuse holder clips, connect the
mains plug to a convenient supply point and the receiver is then ready
to be switched on.
The trimming condensers may be ndjusted temporarily as follows : -

C5-Screw in " Star Wheel " until about one half of a complete turn
from being fully screwed in.

Illustration of the Underside of Baseboard-completely
wired up.

Cr-Screw down until about three complete turns from full in position.
due to the proximity of the hand. The adjustments fall :into three
CS, C9 and Cro-Screw down until about one complete turn
categories and ar<> best carried out in the following order : from full in position.
-=;~~='~;=~~(r) The tuning of the I.F. circuits.
Cz and C7-At no time during ganging is it necessary to
::
(2) The ganging. ,
adjust these trimmers, which are mounted on the Ganged
(3) The balancing of the selectivity and quality.
Tuning Condenser. They should, therefore, be set
The first two processes are carried out by tuning fo1
at minimum capacity by unscrewing the " star
maximum signal strength. The coils inside the
wheels " which operate them, to a position
I.F. Transformers should be set at approxisuch, that the plates of the trimmer are well
mately one half of an inch apart and a station
separated. In adjusting the trimming contuned in as accurately as possible. The
densers of the" Pre-set" type, namely,
strenth of this station should be adjusted
Cr, CS, Cg and Cro, use the insulated
to a conveniently low level by means of
screwdriver provided for this purpose;
the volume control, so that differences
this will avoid any disturbing: effects
of strength are easily perceptible.
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The trimming condensers CII, Cu, C13 and C14 are var!ed by_ rotating
the thumb wheels situated at the sides of the base of each co1l. AdJustment
of these trimmers must now be carried out. Starting from C11 rotate the
" thumb wheel " backwards and forwards for the maximum response, repeat the same operation on Cu, C13, and C14. If it is found that maximum signal strength occurs with any one of the thumb wheels rotated to
the full extent of its travel, then all the other three thumb wheels should

Quantity

s

I
2

2

6

2
I
I

THE TELSEN " A.C. SUPER-FIVE "
Ust of Components
Cat.
No.
Desm"tion
Anti-Microphonic V ve Holders, S·Pin
W.223
W.ZZ4
Solid T~pe Valve Holder, 4-pin
8 mfd. lectrolytic Condensers
W.398
z mfd. Self Sealing Condensers
W.226
W.227
I mfd. Self Sealing Condensers
w.us
·S mfd. Self Sealing Condenser
.OI mfd. Self Sealing Condenser
W.23Z
.002 mfd. Fixed Mica Condenser
W.246
.OOI mfd. Fixed Mica Condensers
W.245
.0003 mfd. Fixed Mica Condenser
W.242
.0001 mfd. Fixed Mica Condenser
W.240
.0003 mfd. Pre-set Condensers
W.ISI
.002 mfd. Pre-set Condenser .•
W.149
.0001 mfd. Pre-set Condenser ..
W.152
Triple Ganged Tuning Condenser wiili
Cover
W.307
Band Pass and Oscillator Coil Unit
W.::t9Z
I.F. Transformer Coils
W.294
Anode Cartridge Resistance Holders ..
W.286
300 ohm Anode Cartridge Resistances
W.263
350 ohm Anode Cartridge Resistance
W.289
soo ohm Anode Cartridge Resistance
W.265
s,ooo ohm Anode Cartridge Resistances
W.273
10,000 ohm Anode Cartridge Resistance
W.274
20,000 ohm Anode Cartridge Resistance
W.276
2 5,ooo ohm Anode Cartridge Resistances
W.277
Standard H.F. Choke ..
w.1s
l megohm Grid Leak . .
•.
W.248
7:1 Radiogrand Transformer ..
W.6o
Io,ooo ohm Volume Control
W.298
Hum Adjuster ..
W.299
Mains Switch
W.297
Power Type Fu;~ Hold~rs
W.203
18 henry Smoothing Choke
W.361
Mains Transformer ..
W.36o
A.C. Super-Five Constructor'; 'outfii ·
W.4I2
6 volt Pilot Lamp
\V.4!8

..

z
I

..

I!

2

2

Close-up ofthe "Super 5"
showing the various trimming
Condensers.

that the Oscillator circuit
The
Telsen
is in gang. Tune in a
"A.C. Super 5"
station near the bottom
showing the arrangeend of the scale, making
ment of the front
sure that the signals are
panel controls.
constant and are not from
a station susceptible to serious fading. The station, as in the last operation must be tuned in accurately, and kept at a low volume level by means
of the volume control. Adjust the trimming condenser C5 for
maximum response, and finally the aerial trimming condenser Cr. The set is now temporarily ~anged at the
\lottom of medium band. The next step is to rotate the
triple ganged tuning condenser and tune in to a
station near the top end of the medium wavelength
band. An adjustment is now made with the
"padding" condenser C9 ; each time C9 is
turned, the triple ganged condenser must be
rotated in the opposite direction to
receive this same station, therefore,
when C9 is turned in a clockwise direction, the triple ganged condenser must

..

..

..

Price
d.
4 z
6
u 0

s

0

I

0
0

10
I
I
I

6
6
3

6
6
2 6
I
3
I
3
0

0

6
•s8 0
3
I

2

0

1

0

I

0

3

0

1

1
2
I

9
3
2
I
I

0
0
0

6
6
6
0

6
6
0

12

6
6
7 6

• 12.

1

0

RECO~ENDED VALVES
Vr
Vz
V3
V4
V5
V6
Mazda AC/Sz AC/zHL AC/SIVM AC/zHL AC/PEN UUuo/)50
MarconiOsram MS4B
MH4
VMS4
MH4
MPT4
U12
Mullard S4VA
354V
MM4V
354V
PEN4V
IW3
Cossor MSG/LA 41MHL MVSG 41MHL MP/PEN 442BU
In the case of the Marconi-Osram range, the "Catkin" type may be
used.

be rotated slightly in the opposite direction and the station retuned

by the ganged condenser.
Rotate wavechange switch to M.W. position and turn ganged tuning condenser to its minimum
position, i.e., fully anticlockwise. Then rotate preset condenser CS until a
"rushing" sound is heard,
the peak of which denotes

..

[.

be rotated in an anti-clockwise direction. This adjustment should be
carried out slowly and if a decrease in the strength of the signals is observed when, say, C9 is rotated in a clockwise direction, it must be
rotated in the opposite direction, rocking the triple ganged condenser each
time an adjustment is made to C9 until the position is found for maximum
response. The top end of the medium wavelength band is now in gang
and a final ganging adjustment must be made at the bottom end. To
readjust rotate the triple ganged condenser to a station as near as possible
to the minimum position of the tuning dial and rotate the trimming
condenser C5 for maximum response.
The last adjustment to be made on the medium wavelength band is the
aerial trimming condenser C1. It has been found that this should be adjusted for maximum response when the set is tuned to a station on about
400 metres. The medium wavelength band is now in gang. To gang up
the long wavelength band, rotate the wavelength switch to L.W. position
and with the triple ganged condenser tune in a station working on about
1,400 metres. Gang up by rotating the long wavelength trimming condenser C10. Like C9, the triple ganged condenser has to be "rocked"
in an opposite direction for each movement of C10 in order to keep the
station in tune. The last operation is the adjustment of the I.F. transformer coils, and these should be adjusted to give a compromise between
maximum selectivity and quality so as to suit individual tastes. This is
achieved by varying the coupling between the coils. Finally it may be
found that a further adjustment of the I.F. Transformer trimming condensers C1 r,C12,Cr3 and C14 is necessary to give the maximum sensitivity.
Special Notice. When mounting the Anode Cartridge Resis~===~ tance holders it is imperative to use the correct screws. These
!Ill
screws are the shortest 6BA supplied with the Constructor's
outfit. If longer screws are used there is a danger of
shorting out the resistance by accidental contact
with the end caps.
GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP.
The receiver can be used for the electrical
reproduction of gramophone records with
extremely good results by connecting
a pick-up together with the necessary
volume control to the terminals
marked " Pick-up."

..

..
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TELSEN ALL MAINS S.G. ·THREE
List of Components
Quantity
Description
Cat. No. Price
8 Anode Cartridge Resistance Holders
W.286 6/I
6o,ooo ohm Cartridge Resistance
W.28o I/I
50,000 ohm Cartridge Resistance
W.279 I/I
Io,ooo ohm Cartridge Retiistance
W.274 1/I
5,000 ohm Cartridge Resistance
W.273 I/I
I,ooo ohm Cartridge Resistance
W.268 I/I
500 ohm Cartridge Resistance • •
W.265 I/W.289 2/2 350 ohm Cartridge Resistances
I
Standard H.F. Choke . .
.•
W.75
I/6
W.225 2/3 5-pin Solid Type Valve-Holders
I
4-pm Solid Type Valve-Holder
W.224 6d.
I set Twin Matched Screened Coils. .
••
W.287 I4/6
I
Twin Gang Condenser, with dust cover
W.306 I4/6
W.350 2/.0003 Aerial Series Condenser with Switch
.OOOI5 Bakelite Reaction Condenser
W.355 I/9
I
Mains Switch
W.297 I/6
I Hum Adjuster • .
W.299 2/6
W.25I 6d.
I 2 megohm Grid Leak . .
..
W.215 I2/6
I IO:I Coupling Unit
I Tapped Pentode Output Choke
W.72
6/9
W.203 I/2 Power Fuse-holders
I 28 henry Smoothing Choke
W.302 12/6
I .0003 mfd. Mica Condenser
W.242 6ci.
I .OOOI mfd. Mica Condenser . .
..
W.240 6d.
7 2 mfd. Self-Sealing Condensers, 500 v. test
W.226 I7/6
W.227 7/4 I mfd. Self-Sealing Condensers, 500 v. test
I .I mfd. Self-Sealing Condenser, 500 v. test
W.23I
I/6
Mains Transformer
..
..
W.300 or W.291 32/6
• • W.2oo I/2 I amp. Fuses
..
..
I Telsen "All Mains S.G.3" Constructor's
Outfit . .
..
. . W.303 7/6
As an alternative Mains Transformer, W.30I
may be substituted for W.300 or W.29I at
an extra cost of
I2/6
Kit Sets
The Telsen "All-Mains S.G.3 " as detailed above, is supplied as
a complete Kit at the following inclusive prices :
W.320 £6 18 6
Suitable for 200-250 volt, 50 cycles supply
W.32I £6 I8 6
Suitable for xoo-uo volt, 50 cycles supply
Suitable for 200-250 volt, 25 cycles supply . . W.322 £7 I I o

running costs are almost negligible. Three types of mains
transformer are available, to suit all types of alternating current
supply.
The Telsen All Mains S.G.3 is built on a strong chassis of stove
aluminium finished steel, which provides a solid support for the
substantially made Telsen components, and which by its screening action, ensures that the various components shall work
together without unintentional interaction. The panel, on which
the controls are symmetrically mounted, has a beautiful black
crystalline finish which is found to blend harmoniously with any
type of cabinet.
Full details of this set are to be found in the Telsen Radiomag
No. 4, which includes simple but detailed instructions for
building this magnificent receiver, together with a free I/- Blue
Print. Copies of the Radiomag No. 4 will be sent to the reader,
price 6d. post free, on application to the Telsen Electric Co.
A list of components is given below. Constructors who already
possess some of the components can buy the remainder separately,
in which case they should not forget the Constructor's Outfit
No. W.303 which, besides containing the panel and chassis,
includes all the other small gear required to build the set.
RECOMMENDED VALVES
Make
Mazda
Mullard
Marconi or
Osram
Cossor

H.F.
ACS2
S4VB

Det.
AC2HL
904V

Pentode
PEN425
PM24M

Rectifier
UU3o/250
DW2

MS4B
MSG/LA

MH4
41MH

PT4
PT41

Uxo
506BU

Any of the above valve combinations will give good results in
this Receiver.

lfiiXI~I[) 1()()~ 1[)1~~~~~11:?~ A\~ I[) ll?l~~~~~l[A\~ 1CI~~-cont. from page 8
the steady pressure of the H.T. battery is lost, and for output
valves which require the maximum voltage, the resistance is
replaced by an "inductance" or "choke" as in Fig. 3 (c)
which, as previously explained, offers considerable opposition
to the passJge of an alternating current while it allows a direct
current to pass easily. The alternating currents thus take the
path through the condenser, loudspeaker, and earth and do not
pass through the H.T. battery. This is called an output filter.
The Tdsen 2 mfd. self sealing condenser W.226 is suitable for
the circuits (b) and (c) provided the H.T. voltage is not greater
than 250 volts, in which case W.233 should be used. The Telsen
Output Choke W.71 will give excellent results in the
circuit of Fig. 3 (c) after any power or super-power
valve taking a current up to 40 milliamps. Further team work is shown in Fig. 3 (d), which
illustrates a smoothing circuit commonly
employed in conjunction with a rectifier ----...._
for obtaining smooth direct current for
H.T. supply from A.C. mains.
Rapid pulses of electricity are fed lliiiiiiiiiiiiiii.l·,,:,
into the input side of the arrange-

ment, so keeping CI charged up. Between the pulses, however,
C1 discharges into the choke to that the gaps in the current flow
are filled up and a fairly steady current passes through the choke.
Any ripple still remaining is prevented from affecting the set
(where it would set up a hum) by providing an easy path for it
through C2 to earth.
Since the frequency is only 50 c.p.s. the condensers C1 and C2
must be of large capacity and the choke specially made to have
low resistance with high inductance. Two Telsen 8 mfd.
Electrolytic condensers W.396 and Smoothing Chokes W.302
or W.361 are eminently suitable.
Elsewhere in this issue the reader will find full details,
prices, etc., of an extensive range of Telsen Resis
tances and Condensers. Among these are listed
the new line of fixed resistances and small
tubular condensers with wired ends which
can very easily be supported in the
wiring of a set, and which, whilst
inexpensive and compact, are
@;:tli!iiiil ~ quite as efficient as the more
bulky types.
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HE immense popularity of the Superheterodyne type of
for this amazing " comebe1ck." Before the introduction of the
band pass filter, it was not possible to attain a high degree of
receiver is undoubtedly due to the present congested
state of the ether, and for those listeners who desire to
selectivity together with good quality, whilst at the same time,
receive distant stations clearly and without interference, the
second channel interference was extremely troublesome. In
the latest forms of Superheterodyne sets these difficulties have
Superheterodyne receiver is, on account of its very high degree
of selectivity, the nearest approach to the ideal.
been overcome chiefly by the development and correct use of
band pass tuning, both in the pre-selector circuits, and in the
In the early days of broadcasting, the Superheterodyne receiver
intermediate frequency amplifiers.
enjoyed a spell of immense popularity, particularly in America.
It soon fell from grace however, and became sadly neglected, this
The old type of Superheterodyne receivers could not be employed
with an outside aerial, as the oscillator valve which is necessary
being due to two causes. Firstly, it required a large number of
expensive valves that also were costly from the point of view of
for the operation of the Superheterodyne principle produced
radiations in it, and so interfered with other sets. Thus a frame
running costs, and secondly the quality of reproduction left much
aerial had to be employed, and owing to the low efficiency of this
to be desired. Development work was therefore concentrated
device as a collector of energy, more valves had to be added to
on the " straight " type of circuit, particularly after the introthe receiver in order
duction of the
to make up for the
screened grid valve
loss of amplification.
which permitted of
This meant that the
efficient methods of
ratio of valve noise
high frequency amto the signal
plification with good
strength was greatly
stability. The probincreased, which
lem of selectivity
unfortunately prothen became of
duced a very noisy
paramount imporand objectionable
tance, and as the
" background " for
straight receiver
receiving.
selectivity was conThe incorporation
sidered to be a
of the screened grid
"TYPICAL FEATURES OF
little unsatisfactory,
SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS.'•
valve in the circuit
attention was again
has, however, made
turned to the Superpossible the development of non-radiating frequency changing
heterodyne. For valves were now cheaper-and when it was
systems. The modern Superheterodyne may therefore be used
discovered that the lack of good quality was not a fundamental
directly connected to an aerial without interference resulting.
fault of the principles involved, the revival of this type of receiver
Thus the unsightly and awkward frame aerial is dispensed with
became of increasing importance-and to such an extent as to
and the number of receiving valves reduced, so simplifying
make it the most popular receiver used at the present time.
the construction and decreasing the running expenses.
A skeleton diagram of a typical Superheterodyne ~===~~~;JE;;~~~~~ The working principle of the Superheterodyne is
circuit is shown above. If this is referred to in
~
as follows : The station that is to be received is
conjunction with the subject matter of this
tuned in on the pre-selector circuit, which is
article, the various features discussed will
usually of the band pass type, and may or
be made quite clear, and thus a sound
may not employ a high frequency stage.
knowledge obtained of the working
This pre-selector circuit is, of course,
principles of the Superheterodyne form
tuned to the frequency of the
of receiver.
incoming signal. The received
frequency is then applied to what
The use of band pass filters has
(continued on page 56)
been to a great extent responsible
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is known as the first detector valve. A separate circuit in
the receiver (the oscillator circuit) is independently tuned
to generate oscillations at a frequency different from the received signal frequency. This difference is always of constant value, and is in most cases I IO kilocycles per second
(k.c.). These oscillations are also applied to the first detector.
Here, a heterodyne or "beat" effect occurs, whereby a new
frequency is produced, equal in value to the difference between
the applied frequencies. Thus, assuming that the signal
frequency is I,ooo k.c. (which corresponds to a wavelength of
300 metres), and that the oscillator frequency is I,IIO k.c.,
a '' beat " frequency of I I o k.c. will be produced. In this
" mixing " or heterodyning process, the original low frequency
signals corresponding to speech and music which modulated
the signal frequency, have not been lost. They now modulate
the new "beat" frequency, which is usually referred to as the
"intermediate" frequency, and is denoted by the letters I.F.
Now if a frequency of I,ooo k.c. is being received, and instead
of tuning the oscillator to I,IIo k.c. which produces a beat
frequency of 110 k.c., we tune it to oscillate at a frequency of
890 k.c., it is very apparent that it will again produce an intermediate frequency of I IO kilocycles. In the past with the earlier
types of Superheterodyne receivers this was apt to be very disconcerting, as any station could be received at two positions on
the oscillator tuning dial. In these modern days this has been
remedied in the majority of designs, as the oscillator and preselector circuits are usually ganged together, thus giving a
definite oscillator position for each setting of the pre-selector
dial position.
Having produced this intermediate frequency it is passed from
the first detector to the intermediate frequency amplifier. This
is a fixed tuned amplifying system, which responds only to a
pre-determined frequency-in this case uo k.c. The I.F.
signals are here amplified, and applied to the "second detector"
valve circuit, the function of which is to eliminate the intermediate frequency and pass on to the remainder of the circuit,
the low frequency signals. These are amplified to any desired
strength by the low frequency amplifier, and, at the same time
any tone correction that may be required is applied in the
usual manner. The signals then pass on to the loudspeaker.
From this it can be clearly seen that it is only in this frequency
changing process that the Superheterodyne receiver differs from
that of the " straight " circuits, for the pre-selector, intermediate
frequency amplifier, second detector and the low frequency
amplifier follow exactly the same principles as used in modern
straight receivers The only difference between the intermediate amplifier and that of an ordinary high frequency amplifier
is that it is worked on a single fixed frequency of a predetermined
value.
The Superheterodyne method of reception just described has
several outstanding advantages over the ordinary straight receiver
employing the more usual variably tuned H.F. amplifier, and
these will be explained at various stages of this article. For
instance, in the Superheterodyne the bulk of the high frequency
amplification takes place at a fixed frequency and thus the
sensitivity and selectivity do not vary when passing

distuning, not upon a frequency or wavelength figure. In
other words, mistuning a circuit by 5 k.c. when receiving
a medium wavelength station will not produce the same
change in signal strength as mistuning by 5 k.c. from a
long wavelength station. Mistuning by five per cent. of the
signal frequency concerned will, however, produce the same
signal strength diminution in both cases. Let it be assumed
that a station working at a frequency of I,ooo k.c. (300 metres
wavelength) is being received. A station working at 980 k.c.
is only two per cent. off tune. The average tuned circuit will
present considerable response to a frequency two per cent. off
its resonant frequency, so that the unwanted station will be heard
at considerable strength unless there are two or three such
tuned circuits in cascade.
Suppose now, that the signal frequency is made to " beat " with
local oscillations having a frequency of I,IIO k.c. The resultant
"beat" frequency will be uo k.c. The unwanted station will
also produce a" beat" frequency equal to the difference between
I,IIO and 980 k.c., namely I30 k.c. If the I.F. amplifier is
tuned to no k.c., the unwanted station is here approximately
I8 per cent. off tune. At this figure it is easily eliminated and
thus improved selectivity is obtained.
Another advantage emerging from the Superheterodyne principle,
is due to the fact that as the I.F. amplifying system operates at a
fixed frequency, a large number of circuits with fixed tuning may
be employed, thus precluding difficulties due to ganging which
would inevitably occur with the same number of variably tuned
circuits. This again confers extra selectivity, because every
tuned circuit produces a reduction in the strength of unwanted
signals.
Furthermore, tuned circuits operating at a low frequency can
be made very much more efficient than tuned circuits operating
at higher frequencies. The more efficient a tuned circuit the
greater is the magnification and selectivity it offers. The I.F.
amplifier therefore, besides being very selective, is in addition a
very efficient signal amplifier.
From a general consideration of the foregoing statements, one
would expect the sensitivity, and in particular, the selectivity
of the Superheterodyne receiver to be of a very high order. In
practice this is found to be the case. The performance of a
good Superheterodyne is a revelation to those who are only
familiar with that of a "straight" receiver.
The designer has, in laying out the design of a Superheterodyne
circuit, to deal with several forms of interference that are not
found in " straight " H.F. receivers. These types of interference
can be successfully dealt with, and their characteristics are now
explained.
The form of interference to which the" straight" H.F. receiver
is subjected is known as " adjacent channel " interference, and
is caused by stations working on frequency bands very close to
that of the wanted station, i.e., in adjacent frequency channels.
It ha& been previously shown how the Superheterodyne
effectively overcomes this, chiefly by the frequency changing
process.
Mention has already been made, however, of" second channel"
interference, and until recently, the Superhetero-

channelliable
" interference
tle~o;th~e'r~,~~~~~=!~-=i~~~dyne" Second
was always
to suffer

as is one
the end
caseof awith
a "straight"
wavelength
range to receiver.
from
The high selectivity of the Superheterodyne
is chiefly connected with an interesting effect
due to frequency changing, which is
simply explained as follows: First of
all, it must be remembered that
the elimination of an unwanted
station depends upon percentage

occursthis.
in
from
rather an interesting way. Thus, assume
that a Superheterodyne is receiving a
station having a frequency of 1 , 000
k.c. In the normal way, the signal
frequency (pre-selector) circuits
will be tuned to I,ooo k.c., whilst
the oscillator will be tuned to
(conrinued on page 58)
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ceding the leaky grid detector. Reaction is introduced here
WING to the enormous popularity attained by the
and is very smooth and even in operation.
" Super Selective Four " since it was described in the
last issue of the Radiomag, it is felt that a short description
The purity of reproduction is remarkably good for such a
of this excellent receiver would be especially appreciated by new
selective set, the bass response being excellent while the annoying
readers.
heterodyne whistles and mush usually found on long distance
reception are reduced by the 10:1 coupling which has a comThis set was designed to meet the demand of a large body of
pensated top note register. Provision is made for playing
wireless enthusiasts who required a highly selective receiver
gramophone records by connecting a gramophone pick-up to
capable of long distance reception, which would still maintain
the terminals marked " Pick-Up."
the maximum purity of reproduction. Now it is important
that such a set should
-----------+HT •
As is well known,
be highly sensitive
modern receivers
so as to magnify the
"'
ODoon
•ooon
1.0oon
woon
having high magnifeeble signals from
fication are very apt
far off stations to the
to become unstable
extent necessary for
unless care is taken
proper reception.
to prevent "feedHowever, great senback" by decoupling
sitivity is of little
various high and low
value unless accomfrequency circuits.
panied by selectivity,
Due to the extensive
for the number of
decoupling in the
stations which a senoe+ Telsen"
Super
sitive set can receive
Selective Four,"
under modern conLTand the screening
provided by the all
ditions is so large
that without a high
... M,
oe-• metal chassis, this
.,.
degree of selectivity,
, •. , receiver has a great
nearly every proTHEORETICAL CIRCUIT OF THE TELSEN "SUPER SELECTIVE FOUR"
margin of safety
F tc.t
against instability.
gramme would be
spoilt by interference from stations working on adjacent waveThe substantial stove aluminium finished steel chassis presents a
lengths.
very pleasing appearance and affords a rigid support for the triple
As will be seen from the accompanying circuit diagram great
ganged condensers, matched screened coils, and other cornsensitivity is obtained in the Telsen " Super Selective Four "
ponents. The front panel has an artistic black crackle finish
giving the set a beautiful appearance when placed in a suitable
by the use of two carefully designed stages of screened grid valve
high frequency amplification, followed by a 10:1 coupling unit
cabinet. The translucent tuning dial, which is calibrated
and high efficiency pentode output valve. However, ample
directly in wavelengths, is illuminated from behind, and this
selectivity is also provided by means of three tuned circuits
feature, besides facilitating tuning, also serves as an indication

O

operated by a single tuning control. The aerial~'isilfiiiiiiii~th~at the set is switched on. There are four other
controls arranged symmetrically on the panel,
loosely coupled to the tuned grid circuit of the
first valve and a variable series aerial condenser
the wavechange switch, the selectivity control
is incorporated, which is used as a selectivity
or separator, the reaction, or volume control,
and volume control. The first valve is
and the on-off switch for low tension
coupled by a high frequency transsupply. However, these are needed
former to the tuned grid circuit of the
for occasional adjustment only, the
second valve, and this is coupled
tuning control being normally the
by another high frequency transonly one used.
(continued m1 page sR)
former to the tuned circuit pre-
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r=() U ~:?-continued from
A full size I/- Blue Print is given free with the Telsen Radiomag
No. 4, which can be obtained from us price 6d. post free,
and which contains such detailed instructions for building this
set that it is almost impossible to make a mistake.
The detailed list of components is given below. Copstructors
who already have some of the components may compltlte the kit
by buying the remaining parts singly. In this case the Constructor's Outfit No. W.304 should not be forgotten, as it contains
ill the small gear necessary for the construction of the set, as well
as the panel and chassis.

Make
Mazda

RECOMMENDED VALVES
H.F.
Det.
HL2
S215A

Pentode
PEN22oA or
PEN220
Marconi or Osram
S21
HL2
PT2
Mullard
PM12
PMxHL
PM22
Cossor
215SG
21oHL
22oPT
Any of these valve combinations may be used.
This Receiver will give good results on Mains Units, the
following being suitable :D.C. MAINS-TELSEN D.C. UNIT, W.348.
A.C. MAINS-TELSEN H.T. UNIT WITH L.T. CHARGER, W.346.
If desired, the Telsen H.T. and L.T. Unit W.347 may be used.
This is a cheaper unit than the W.346, being without a trickle
charger, but delivering an A.C. low tension supply, which in
this case may either be neglected or used to heat a 4 volt output
valve, as described in " Practical Hints and Tips " elsewhere
in this issue.

IV!l?II~CIIIVL!t=i ()If Till~
I,IIO k.c. These two frequencies when "mixed" by the first detector,
will produce a I 10 k.c. signal, which will be readily amplified by the
IIO k.c. I. F. amplifier.
Assume now, that a powerful station is working
at 1,220 k.c. If the pre-selector circuits present any response at all to
this, this frequency will be present at the grid of the first detector, where
it will " beat " with the oscillator to produce IIO k.c. It will thus be
amplified and received, along with the desired signal, although it is
220 k.c. away from it in frequency.
Until the advent of the band pass filter, it was impossible to make the
pre-selector circuits sufficiently selective to eliminate frequencies 220 k.c.
from their tuned frequency, and "second channel" interference
proved a great source of trouble. By employing a band pass filter in the
pre-selector stage the Superheterodyne was endowed with sufficient
selectivity to remove the offending frequency from the input circuit of
the first detector, and so the trouble was overcome.
At the same time, band pass tuning was introduced into the I.F. stages,
the windings of the I.F. transformers being arranged with a certain degree
of coupling between them, and also each being tuned by means of a
pre-set condenser. This remedied another defect of the Superheterodyne-the very bad quality of reproduction-that
had, in the early days marred its reputation. This has
been shown to be due to sideband cutting by the I.F.
amplifier, such that the higher frequencies of speech
and music were entirely lost.
The use of band pass tuning enables the I.F.
amplifier to pass a sharply defined band of
frequencies of sufficient width to embrace
all the essential frequencies of speech
and music, but to exclude adjacent
channel frequencies.
Another form of interference peculiar
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List of Components
Quantity
Description
Cat. No.
W.286
5 Anode Cartridge Resistance Holders ..
2 1,000 ohm Anode Cartridge Resistances
W.268
W.273
3 5,000 ohm Anode Cartridge Resiswnces
Standard H.F. Choke ..
W.75
.0003 mfd. Mica Condenser
W.242
4 .I mfd. Self-Sealing Condensers, 500 v. type .. W.23I
.0002 mfd. Mica Condenser
W.24I
I 2 megohm Grid Leak
W.25I
2 l megohm Grid Leaks ..
W.248
2 Grid Leak Holders
W.I48
4 I mfd. Self-Sealing Condensers, 500 v. type .. W.227
.0003 mfd. Aerial Series Condenser with Switch W.350
I .0003 m~'d. Bakelite Reaction Condenser
W.354
I Mams Switch
W.297
W.222
3 4-pin Anti-microphonic Valve-holders
5-pin Anti-microphonic Valve-holder ..
W.223
I Tapped Pentode Output Choke, 50/25 Henry,
2omA...
W.72
10:1 Coupling Unit
W.2I5
Fuse Holder
W.q6
Fuse Bulb
W.3I8
Set of Triple Matched Screened Coils
W.288
Triple Ganged Condenser with dust cover
I
W.307
" Super Selective Four " Constructor's Outfit W.304

Price
3/o
2/-

3/I/6
6d.
61-

6d.
6d.

I/I/7/2/I/9
I/6
2/rod.
6/9
I2/6
6d.
6d.
2II6
2017/6

The Telsen " Super-Selective Four" as detailed above, is supplied
as a complete Kit, Catalogue No. W.323, at the inclusive price of
£4 r8s. 6d.

i IU If)~~ 112 t-1 it= T • -continued from page 56
to the Superheterodyne is known as " beat " interference. This is due
to two stations having the difference between their transmitting frequencies equal to the intermediate frequency and so " beating " with
each other to produce this frequency. Thus both stations are heard
at once, and are independent of the action of the oscillator. This form
of interference is overcome by selecting an intermediate frequency of
such a value that no two stations receivable at any strength have a
frequency difference equal to it. In this country a value of 110 k.c.
satisfies this requirement, and so this frequency is generally adopted.
A smooth and effective volume control is a necessity with the Superheterodyne, and the provision of this presented rather a problem, until
the advent of the variable mu valve. The use of the variable mu valve
enables a wide range of control to be obtained without introducing distortion or impairing selectivity. Hence, in a modern superhet., the
I.F. valve or valves, are usually of the variable mu type, as is the signal
frequency amplifier, if one is included. Two or three variable mu
valves may, of course, be controlled by one potentiometer, so that
simultaneous control in various parts of the circuit becomes easy.
Another recent tendency is to dispense with the special oscillator valve, and make the first detector perform this function
along with its normal duty of mixing oscillator and signal
frequency.
Several arrangements may be used to produce single
valve frequency changers, some employing standard valves and others employing valves
"~- specially designed for the purpose.
The outcome of these developments is
embodied in the Telsen A. C. " SuperFive," described elsewhere in this
issue of the Radiomag.
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HE Telsen "325 " Star is the outcome of a genuine effort
on the part of the Telsen Electric Co. to provide quality
radio at a price which is truly within the reach of everyone. At the price of 39/6 this three valve kit receiver must surely
represent the best value for money ever offered in radio.

T

The set, is a detector 2-L.F. arrangement, the first L.F.
stage being resistance coupled, and the second stage transformer coupled. The resistance coupling unit is of rather
special design, embodying as it does a decoupling system which
prevents the set from becoming unstable, and developing a howl
or whistle, when operating on an H.T. Battery which has aged
somewhat. This is a common and annoying fault with a lot of
battery operated receivers.

A full size Blue Print, containing full constructional details
and operating instrUctions together with a list of the parts
required to build the " 32 5 Star " is supplied with each
complete kit.
In addition, for the benefit of the intending constructor the
Blue Print only can be obtained on application, price I/-.
It can then be decided what further components, if any are
neccessary for the building of this set.

The tuning system comprises a W.154 Aerial Coil tuned by an
air dielectric condenser, and coupled to the aerial by a " separator" condenser, giving a wide range of selectivity and volume
control.
The mechanical layout of this receiver centres around the " 3 I 3 "
disc drive which has been developed for it. This is a slow motion
dial with a large and attractive escutcheon plate, on which are
symmetrically arranged the selectivity, reaction and tuning controls, together with two push-pull switches which give waverange and on-off switching. A third push-pull switch at the
back of the set is provided for switching off the lamp which
illuminates the translucent tuning scale. Illumination is only
required when tuning the receiver, and the provision of a switch
in this way effects considerable saving in LT. current.
As already mentioned, the " 325 " Star is available as a complete
kit (less, of course, valves and batteries) at the price of 39/6.
For the benefit of those constructors who may have several of
the Telsen components required for the set, a " 325 " Star
" Constructor's Outfit " is put out, so that they may,
on purchasing this outfit, and the balance of the .lll!!!!~~~i
components required, build the receiver without
purchasing the complete kit. This " Constructor's Outfit " (W.326) contains all the nonstandard special components, such as
panel, baseboard, battery cord, and the
small parts such as insulating
washers, wire, terminals,
which are necessary.

The Telaen " 325 STAR " completely
assembled and ready for testing,

A left hand tuning condenser is specified, but, as the " 3 I 3 "
disc drive dial has a two-way scale, a right hand condenser may
be fitted if required.
The construction of the receiver is simplicity itself, and the results
when finished, are equal to those given by many factory built
--===~~receivers costing three or four times the price, a
~
performance all the more satisfying because of the
low running costs of the set.
RECOMMENDED VALVES
Make
H.F.
Det. Pentode
Mazda
HL2
L2
P220A
Mullard PMrHL PMzDX PMzoz
Marconi
or Osram HL2
Lzro
Pz
Cossor .. :uoDET :zroLF 22oP
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A Complete List, giving Catalogue Nos., Descriptions and Prices.
The it<'ms printl'd in heavy type are newly introduced. Those marked with an asterisk(*) have been re-designed
or reduced in price.
Price
1J1·srription
H.F. CHOKES
*\\'.74
Binocular H.F. Choke .. 3/6
W.340 All Wave Screened BInocular H.F. Choke 4/6
1/6
•W.75
Standard H.F. Choke
W.341 Standard Screened
2/6
H.F. Choke ..
*\\'.221 Short Wave H.F. Choke 2/6
W.34l Short Wave Screened
3/H.F. Choke ..
Cat. So,

L.F. CHOKES
40 by. L.F. Choke
100 hy. L.F. Choke

*W.68
*\\'.69

4/9

4(9

OUTPUT CHOKES
*W.71

Output Choke

*W.72

Tapped Pentode Output
Choke .
Power Pentode Output
Choke ..

*\V.172

6/3

.

6/9
9/6

SMOOTHING CHOKES
Smoothing Chokf', 28 hy. 12/6
SmoothinJl Choke, 18
ll/6
by.

Description
Price
CONDENSERS-conld.
.0001 mfd. Tag
4!d
.0002 mfd.
4!d.
.0003 mfd.
4td.
.0004 mfd.
4!d.
.0005 mfd.
4}d.
.001 mfd.
4td.
.002 mfd.
-f6

Cat. No.

W.l46
W.203

FUSE HOLDERS
Battery Type
Power Type

SELF-SEALING CONDENSERS
*W.232 .01 mfd., 500 volt test . . 1/3
•W.230 .04 mfd.
lf3
*W.231 .I mfd.
1/6
•W.229 .25 mfd.
If6
•W.228 .5 mfd.
lf6
*W.227 I mfd.
1f9
•W.226 2 mfd.
.. ,
,
2f6
•W.239 .01 mfd., 1,000 volt test
1/9
*W.237 .04 mfd.
lf9
•W.238 .I mfd.
2f•W.236 .25 mfd.
2f•W.235 .5 mfd.
2f*W.234 I mfd.
2f6
•W.233 2 mfd.
3/6

W.248
W.249
W.250
W.251
W.252
W.253
W.254

GRID LEAKS
.25 megohm
.5
I
2
3
4
5

W .148

Grid leak Holder

Cat. No.
FIXED
\\'.207
\\'.208
W.209
W.210
W.211
W.212
W.213

*\V.302

w.361

COILS
W.349 Iron Cored Coil
W.422 Twin Matched Iron
Cored Coils . .
W.423 Triple Matched Iron
Cored Coils . .
Dual Range Aerial Coil...
•W.76
•W.I54 H.F. Transtormer Coil . .
'W.216 Screened Coil . .
•W.287 Twin Matched Screened
Coils . .
..
.
*W.28R Triple Matched Screened
..
..
Coils . .
•W.290 Band Pass Coil Unit . .
*W292 Band Pass and Oscillator
Coil Unit
*W.293 Oscillator Coil . .
•W.294 Intt•nnediate Frequency
Transformer Coil
*S.330 Super het. Coils, Type No.
S.3:Jo . .
W.217

8/6
17125/6
5/6
4/6
7f14f6
2lf6
l4f6
2lf6
7f6
7f6
2lf6

Coil Switch Coupling Assewbly
Coil Swttch Knob As&embly

W.218

-f6
lf-

TUNING CONDENSERS
Air tlielectric : 2f6
.00025 m!d. . .
3f6
.00035 m!d. . .
.0005 mfd.
..
. . 3f6
Single Condenser Unit 7f6
"'\V .a39
12/6
Twin Ganged ..
'W.306
With dust cover, extra 2/17/6
Triple Ganged
*\\'.307
\Vith dust cover, extra 2/6
*W.I30
'W.l31
'W.132

TUNING CONDENSERS
BakelitC' dielectric:.0003 mfd.
*W.I94
*W.I93
f~~/nf~~ries, .ooo3,
*W.350
with Switch
REACTION CONDENSERS
*W.356 .0001 mfd.
*W.355 .00015 mfd.
*W.:l54 .0003 mfd.
*W.358 .0005 mfd.
*\V.~i57
.00075 mfd.

2/2/2/lf9
1/9
lf9

2/2/-

DIFI<'ERENTIAL CONDENSERS
*W.:l53 .0001 mfd.
2f*W.352 .00015 mfd.
2/*W.351 .ooo:lmfd.
2fPRE-SET CONDENSERS
*W.152 .0001 mfd.
*W.15l .0003 mfd.
*W.I50 .001 mfd.
*W.I49 .002 mfd.

lf3
lf3
lf3
IfS

FIXED CONDENSERS
Mica:-

W.240
W.241
W .242
W.243
W.244
W.245
W.246
W.247
*W.310
*W.311
•W.316

.0001 mfd.
.0002 mfd.
.0003 mfd.
.0004 mfd.
.0005 mfd.
.001 mfd.
.002 mfd.
.006 mfd.
.01 rnfd.
.02 mfd.
.05 mfd.

Printed by

-f6

-/6
-/6
-/6
-/6
-/6
lflf3
2/-

2f6

4/6

J AMES

SELF-SEALING BLOCK
CONDENSERS
4 mfd., 500 volt test
6 mfd.
8 mfd. ,
,
..
4 mfd., 1,000 volt test . .
6 mfd.

*W.I75
*W.I76
•W.177
•W.178
*W.179

4/9
7f9f6
6/6
9/6

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
HIJlh VoltaJle
W.393 4 mfd., 275 working
peak voltage
3f6
W .3'14 6 mfd., ditto . .
3f9
W.395 8 mfd., ditto . .
4/W .396 4 mfd., 500 working
peak voltaJle
4/6
W.397 6mfd.,dltto ..
5/·
W .398 8 mfd., ditto
5/6
Low Voltage
W.399 25 mfd. at 25 volts
216
3/·
W .400 50 mfd. at 25 volts
W.401 25 mfd. at 50 volts
3/·
---c-SMALL TUBULAR CONDENSERS
W.402 .0001 mfd.
If·
W.403 .0002 mfd.
1/·
W.404 .0003 mfd.
1f·
W.405 .0005 mtd.
1/·
W.406 .001 mfd.
l/·
w .407 .001 mfd.
1/w .408 .005 mfd.
11W.409 .006 mfd.
1!W.410 .01 mfd...
1/3
W.411 .1 mfd. ..
1/6
CONSTRUCTORS' KITS
W.320 All-Mains S.G.3 200/250
v. 50 cys.
. . 138/6
W.322 All-Mains S.G.3 200/250
v. 25 cy.
. . 151/W.321 All-Mains S.G.3 IOOfliO
v. 50 cys.
..
. . 138/6
W.323 Super Selective Four . . 98f6
W.324 Super-Six
..
.. 118/6
W.325 " 325 Star"
..
. . 39f6
W.414 "Class B "Four with
cabinet and movtna
coil speaker
. . 117/6
W .4-15 •• Class B •' Four with~
out cabinet and
movlni coil speaker 77/6
CONSTRUCTORS' OUTFITS
W.412 "A.C. Super-Five ".. 7/6
W.416 "Class B "Four
5/6
W.413 Battery S.G. Three
3/6
W .305 " Super-Six "
..
7/6

~:~g~ ~Yf~J~~es~~~ Fonr

~!~

W.326

3/6

W.214
W.215
W.285
•W.l41
•W.l4la
*W.184
•W.257
•W 313

W.318
W.199
W.2UO
W.201
W.202

"325 Star"
COUPLING UNITS
I: I
10:1
R.C.
DIALS
Slow Motion, Black
Slow Motion, Brown
Illuminated Disc Drive.
Small Disc Drive
"313" Disc Drive
FUSES
100 mA. Fuse Bulb
MainsType.5 amp.
I amp .. .
2amp .. .
3amp .. .

7f6
12/6
4f-

1f6
l/6
2!6

2/3/6

-/6
-/6
-/6

-/6
-/6

Price

Description

PILOT LAMPS
W.417 .2 amp. 2.5 volt
W.418 .2 amp. 6.0 volt

-/6

1/-

W.109
W.IIO
W.lll
W.112
W.113
W.114
W.115
W.116
W.117
W.118
W.119
W.l20
W.l21
W.l22
W.l23
W.l24
W.l25
W.l26

-f6
-f6

-f6

-/6

-f6
-/6

-f6

Spaghetti Type : 300 ohms
600
750
1,000
1,500
2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
10,000
15,000 ..
20,000 ,
25,000
30,000
50,000 ,,
60,000
80,000
100,000

IfIfIfIfl/1f-

1/1/1/1/IfIf1/1/IfIfIfIfIfIfIfIf1/-

-f9
1/-1/:l
1/6

W.204

TERMINALS, ETC.
Terminal Block

-/6

-f6

-f6
-/6
-/6
-/9
-/9

-/9
-f9

-f9

IfIf1/1/-

1/-

1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6

W .362

RESISTORS
250 ohms,! watt type 1/-

W.363

500

"

TONE CORRECTORS
•w 308 Pentode Tone Corrector
•W.314 Variable Tone Corrector
W.336 " 336 " Unit

*W.61
•W.59
•w.58
*W.6C·
*W.66
*W.65
W.327

TRANSFORMERS
Intervalve : 1.75: I " Radiogrand"
3: I
5: I
7: 1
..
3:1-.Ace".
5: I
..
5 : 1 Audioformer

2/6
4/6
5/6

9/6
6/9
6f9
9/6
4/9
4f9

llf6

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
•W.62
I : I " Radiogrand" . . 9/6
•W.63
Multi-Ratio "Radiogrand"
9f6

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
100/110 v., 40/100 cys. 32/6
W.291
200/250 v., 40/100 cys. 32/6
W.300
200f250 v., 25f40 cys 45/W.30i
200fl50 v.,40/100 cys.
W.360
H.T.175-0·275
32/6

-f9

VARIABLE RESISTANCES
W.299 Hum Adjuster . .
2/6

., ,

Prire

-/6

Cartridge Resistance
Holder ..

,

*W.107
*W.IOM
*W.153
•W.297

Description
SWITCHES
2-pt. Push-Pull
:1-pt. Push-Pull
4-pt. Push-Pull .
Mains Type

-f6
-f6

RESISTANCES {FIXED)
Cartridge Type : 300 ohms.
W.263
350
W.289
400
W.264
500
W.265
600
W.266
750
W.267
1,000 ..
W.268
1,500
W.269
2,000
W.270
3,000
W.271
4,000
W.272
5,000
W.273
10,000
W.274
15,000
W.275
20,000 ..
W.276
25,000
W.277
80,000
W.278
W·279
50,000
60,000
W.280
80,000
W.281
W.282 100,000
W.283 150,000
W.284 200,000 ,,
W.28fi

Cat. No.

CLASS B COMPONENTS
W.3o&3 Driver Transformer,
1:1 . .
..
..
W.359 Driver Transformer,
1.5: 1..
W .344 Output Transformer.
W.345 Output Choke..
W.337 7-Pin Solid Valve
Holder . .
..
W.338 7-PinAnti-microphonlc
Valve Holder. .

1f6
1/9

VALVE HOLDERS
4-pin Solid Type
5-pin Solid Type
4-pin Auti-microphonic
5-pin Anti-microphonic
Universal

-f!O
-f9

VOLUME CONTROLS
W .298 10,000 ohms
W.295 50,000 ohms

3/3/-

W.224
W .225
W.222
W.223
W.198

*W.296

-/6
-f8

-/8

50,000 ohms, with Mains

Switch combined

1/-

W.364
1,000
1fW.365
1,150
1fW.366
5,000
1/·
W.367 10,000
, 1/W.368 20,000
, 1/W .369 25,000
, 1IW.419 50,000
1fW.370 100,000
, 1/'W.371250,000
,
, ,
, 1/W.372500,000
,
, ,
, lfW .373
250 ohms, 1 watt type 1fW.37o&
500
1f·
W.375
1,000
, 1fW.376
1,250
, 1fW.377
5,000
1fW.378 10,000
1/W.379 20,000
1/W.380 15,000
, lfW.420 50,000
, 1/W.381 100,000
1jW.382250,000
,.
.. ,
, 1fW.383 500,000
,
, ,
,
l/W.384
250ohms,l watt type l/W.385
530
, liW.386
1,000
, l/W.387
1,150
, 2/W.388
5,000
, 21W .389 10,000
, 2fW.390 20,000
2fW.391 25,000
, 2/W.421 50,000
, 2f·
W.392 100,000
, 1f-

8/6
8/6
8f6
8/6

4/6

MAINS UNITS
W.346 H.T. Unit and L.T.
Char11er for A.C.
Mains..
..
.. 97f6
W.347 H.T. and L.T. Unit for
A.C. Mains . .
. . 67f6
w.348 H.T. Unit for D.C.
Mains..
.. 35f·

•W.54
•W.170
•W.159
•W.ISI
*W.182
•W.183

•W.333
W.334
664,

LOUDSPEAKERS
Loudspeaker Unit
3f6
lolajor Chassis
7f6
Popular Chas&is..
5/6
Complete Chassis Speaker 8/6
Complete Chassis Speaker
11 in. dia.
..
11/6
Comi'Jete Chassis Speaker
Ht in. dia.
••
. . 12/6

RECEIVERS
Air-Marshal 3 Receiver,
Walnut Cabinet
.. 97f6
Air-Marshal 3 Receiver,
Moving Coil Speaker .• 105f" 464 "
A.C. . Mains
Receiver
.. 1~89f·

CON D LT D., at 148-149, Great Charles Street, Birmingham, 3, and Published by the Proprietors
TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Aston, Birmingham, England.

USfi/IS.., switch over to

MAINS UNITS
for better reception at a fmction of the cost/
T

HE new Telsen Mains Units are the outcome of long
research and experiment by Telsen engineers. No
effort has been spared to achieve their perfection, every
conceivable refinement being embodied in their up-to-theminute design. Switch over to Telsen NOW, and rid
yourself for good of the distortion and L.F. oscillation
which accompany run-down batteries, and the constant
expense incurred in their replacement.

H.T. UNIT AND LT. CHARGER FOR A.C. MAINS
This unit, which is suitable for input voltages between 200 and 250
at 40 to 100 cycles, will be specially welcomed by owners of battery
receivers who, while they desire to enjoy the economy of power
supply from the mains, do not wish to discard their battery valves
in favour of the A.C. variety. The unit is very solidly built and is
completely screened by an artistically finished metal case. The
H.T. output is 28 milliamps. at 150 volts with separate maximum,
detector and screened grid tappings, on each of which a choice of
high, medium, or low voltages is available. Very generous smoothing equipment is provided to eliminate hum. Provision is made
for charging 2, 4 or 6 volt accumulators, at 0.5 ampere, and the use
of these facilities leads to such a saving of charging costs that the
unit soon pays for itself.
No. W.346 Price £4 17s. 6d.

l;i.T. AND L.T. UNIT FOR A.C. MAINS
As regards input and H.T. output, this is similar to the "H.T.
Unit and L.T. Charger" No. W.346, but as it is intended to provide
complete power supply for receivers employing A.C. valves, the
L.T. charger is replaced by a centre tapped transformer winding
capable of supplying 2.5 amps. at 4 volts. It is a very well made
component, and will be particularly appreciated by home con·
structors.
No. W.347 Price £3 7s. 6d.

H.T. UNIT FOR D.C. MAINS
This unit is designed for D.C. inputs of from 200 to 250 volts.
Adequate smoothing is provided to remove ripple, and the output
is approximately 28 milliamps. at ISO volts. Three tappings are
provided, the maximum, screened grid, and detector tappings, at
each of which a choice of high, medium or low voltage is available.
The unit is enclosed in a well finished metal case which provides
complete screening.
No. W.348
Price 3 S/-

RADIO COMPONENTS FOR LASTING EFFICIENCY

flnrmp~
THE NEW IRON·CORED COILS

VARIABlE TONE CONTROL
MOVING COIL LOUDSPEAKER

andell'eNf altJf(l-modem
l'e/tnemenl, in u l~etutfijttl
WALNUT FINISHED CABINET

..

Our previou~ experience in the all-mains field has been a valuable
;ud in the production of this superb new all-electric receiver, its truly
brilliant circuit incorporates every conceivable ultra-modern reflne.ment including the new Telsen Iron Cored Coils, Variable Tone
Control, Moving Coil Speaker, Single Knob Tuning and wavelength
calibration.
The really astounding selectivity, amazing sensitivity, exceptiona l
volume and wonderful tone places this set in the front rank of
all-mains receivers.
See and hear it at your dealers to-day, it will revolutionize all your
existing ideas of radio performance.

·~ ~NNQUJ~~,EM. ~NJ

Of". THE TELSEN ELECTRIC CO. LTD. ASTON . BIRMINGHAM

